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The Maine State
Mattkks.
,1’irhof the American Federation of J a
will hold a special two days' meeting
(
Augusta, Jan. 24 and 25.The meetof the State fair trustees in Auburn
1
week was attended by Pres. Jerrard.
f
usteesCeo. O. Bailey, Alonzo and A. J.
.i'hy and Treasurer Eveleth. In the
noon they visited the grounds and in
afternoon they audited the few r<
a ning hills and made preparations for
ting out the annual financial statement
the society. As before stated, the
;
is now *17,500.
Another meeting
be held about the lirst of January,
n this statement will be submitted_
new telephone line from Rockland to
ui was opened Friday afternoon.
The
iAral station is at the otliee of Benj.
ton. while the towns of West Camden,
util Hope, East I'ninn and South t'nion
i have connections.Hon. A. W. Chaof Monson, ex-state senator from Pis•:aquis county, is a candidate foi the po•n of state assessor.
Mr. Chapin is a
Mineral and one of that party is to he
anted.The ministers in Maine are
dig to petition the legislature to prohit Sunday excursions and properly regale Sunday traffic.
Blank petition.- are
:ig sent over the State for siguatun
Chapman, town treasurer of Enfiehi.
'■liort in liis accounts and the town will
sag suit against his homtsmeii_Thi-ty
more of the alumni of the Maine State
liege of Boston and xieinity met at the
1 i ..lit
inont House. Bo-ton, saturdax
i
1 formed a permanent organization as
»w>:
President, Eexvis E Southard:
\
presidents, H. T. Hamilton. E. ().
1
-drieh and \\
N. Patten; secretary,
i»ert 11. Fernald; treasurer, S. M. .Jones;
utive committee. J. A. Ayer, -J. ii.
aleigii, 11. 1>. Andrews, F. < Andrews
a
.1. II. Flaunigan.
'I'he lirst meeting
,1 lie held the lirst Saturday in .January,
.f.overnor Burleigh has re-appointecl
P>. shepherd, of Skoxvhegan. as trustee
: fh.e State college at Oroim, and Dr. A.
(». smith, of Whitelield, a member of
state Board of Health. The mean
uipcratuie of the month of Noveinbei
■gistered at the Maine State college was
s(.t in lsOl; and
.71, as compared with
e rain fall xvas 17> 1-2 inches against txvo
lies in 1stil.John .1. Morrison, wideknown all ovei Nexv England as a com
■reial traveller, died at St. Eouis. \ov.
It was his xxisli tliat his
aged 31.
lends should be notilied of his deatn
inmgli Boston and Maine papers. lie
as very popular xvith the trade and the
\vs of his death xvill he
received with
ann ul regret.’I'he latest scheme for
upping lumber on the Penobscot lias
on put into practice by F. \Y.
Ayer A
who operate the mills at South BrewTliey are making up several rafts and
axing them towed to Bucksport wliere
icy are loaded on vessels xx hen t.lie\ arxa
Evidently Messrs. Ayer A t o. in■nd to get all their lumber shipped in
river freezes uj»
line way xvhether the
not.Stum* time ago a despatch was
iihlislied in the papers announeing the
.eatli at Kaiigelcx lake of a woman from
hat the physician pronounced Asiatic
uolera.
While not crediting the report,
at in order to make sure as to the facts
ui the ease.
Dr. Charles I), smitli, <»f the
Hon. of
Mate hoard of health, sent Di
Lcxviston to investigate Dr. !I*«rr reports
1 lat t he death was caused by acute eholefa
airbus, the victim, a woman (>7 years of
ye. not having strength, to rally after the
Isease had spent itself.Lewis Wood,
Ks.|., aged SO. a native and lifelong citizen
a Winthrop, a man of property, died Dee.
f h.
He xvas a mem her ot "in* of the oldM ami best known families in that town.
lie was tin* father of lion. Elliott Wood.a
Mate scnatoininent Maine politician,
t-elect. late postmaster of the United
Si;ites Mnate, and various other importut positions.Tim stallion Nelson and
is owin'
*11. Nelson, have been reinstated l*v the board of review of the national Trotting Association.Vlmi/.n
Harding, of Jlampden. wlio was in the
■elision otiice at Washington, died sudienly Monday in that city. \. II Hailing, Esq. his son. left for Washington at
noon. The deceased’s wife ami hisdaughr-in law. Mrs. E. II. Harding, lelt Han
Hard
_or before the news came <1 Mr.
The senior Mrs. Harding is
nie's death.
hound for Washington and Mrs. E. 11
Harding for Chicago to join her husband.
Maim.

K
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the government should aid the
enterprise
Senator Morgan made an able speech.
General Diaz was formally inaugurated
President of Mexico Thursday.
This will
be his third term.Asa P. Potter has
tiled exceptions to the rulings of
Judge
Putnam, of the United States Circuit
who
sustained 18 counts of the inCourt,
dictment charging Potter with
making
false entries in the books.
This brings
the case before the United States Supreme
Court on questions of law, but does not
delay the trial of Potter, which will take
place January 24tli.Last year’s Florida
d-op of
oranges aggregated 4,000,000
boxes, while California shipped *>00,000
boxes.
This season the probabilities are
j that Florida will ship between 5,000,000
and 5,500,000 boxes, but the California
; output will he swelled to 1,000,000 boxes,
; and may be 1,500,000; so there is no scarcity. and it can be said that the quality of
j the Florida fruit this year is as tine its it
| has.ever been.Up to November2(5 there
I lias been exported to Europe from New
! York, Boston and Montreal, 755,000 bar! rels of apples, a falling off from last year’s
.shipments in the same time of about 8(5,uoo barrels.The Age of Steel announces
the formation of a gigantic barb wire trust
with headquarters at Chicago, and branches at St. Louis, New York,
Pittsburg ami
San Francisco,
it will be known as the
Consolidated Steel and Wire Co., with a
paid in capital of *4,000,000.Henry G.
J rickey. the Boston Globe reporter who
wrote the sensational story about the Borden murder ease and was under indictment, met with a tragic death at HamilIn attempting to
ton, out., Saturday.
catch a moving train at the Grand Truuk
station, he slipped and was swung under
the cars, and his life was crushed out.
Major General Benjamin W. Bryce, U. S.
A. (retired.) died of congestion of the
lungs in Washington last week, aged SO
years and four days.Senator Chandler,
chairman of the Senate immigration committer, left New York for Washington
Saturday. “I believe.” he said, “that
Congress will he willing to pass a bill this
winter to shut off immigration for a year.
1 think the sentiment of the country is in
favor of it.
It is the only way we can
prevent cholera getting into this country
next spring.
It is is not a partisan question."— The village of Honeybrook, Pa.,
situated over the Honeybrook mines, is
believed to be sinking in the burning
mines, and the people are terror-stricken.
.The National Prison Conference convened at Baltimore Saturday. Cardinal
Gibbons made the opening prayer and
General K. B. Hayes responded to the addresses of welcome_Dr. Graves, who is
under sentence of death in Colorado for
the murder of Mrs. Barnaby, is so confident that he will finally get clear that he
has signed a contract with a bureau to go
on a lecturing tom.The United States.
England and Germany have agreed on a
common action to restore peace ill Samoa.
M. B. Curtis testified in the murder
trial at San Francisco Monday, making a
a
complete denial of the charge against
him_The funeral of Jay Gould took
place i;; New York Monday afternoon at
A oh lock. The services were very simple.
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\\ msi’i.iiiN*.The only
whoevei carried the United States
llag in battle during tlie late war died
N -v. both at Oarlichl Hospital in this city,
she wa> .Mrs. Eliza E. Cutler, and at Fort
Donalson a> her husband's regiment was
lighting against great odds 'she appeared
>*n
the field sword in hand bearing the
regimental colors and remained on the
field until ordered aboard a steamboat by
the colonel—..The public debt statement
issued Dee. 1st show a de cease in tlie
debt during November ot
*l,07ff,ffb4.b0.
The cash balance in the treasury October
bl. 1S*I2. \va> .>l:;l,011 401. I-.'. November
Talks with a
bU, isug. slbf.bgs.'.'is.bO...
numbci of Democratic representatives rethe
state
bank
tax
yarding
plank in the
Democratic platform, show that a great
difference ol'opinion exists on this tjueslion. Many Democrats from the cast and
west aic opposed to doing anything with
reference to State hanks, while many representatives from the south, voicing demands t.lieii constituents for a largei volume ot currency,
insist that the plank
-hall lx-given a practical effect.John
\Y. Mason, commissioner of internal revenue
reports receipts during the fiscal
year ended .I unc both last of >lbb,s->7.■'•44. being s7.s2g.12S
more
than tlie
fiscal year.
The
estimate
previous
ot
the
collection
for
the
current
liscal vein are >Um,000,u00.A statement prepared at the Treasury Department shows that there was a net increase
of SS.tibO.bb] in circulation during November and a net increase of Sb,024.201 in
The
moiuy and bullion in the Treasury.
circulation pel capita December 1 was
*24.42.The roll of mcmbers-elect to
the bbd ('ongress is being compiled in tin*
office ot the clerk of the House.
An unofficial list shows 217 Democrats, 12S Repuldicans. * Populists. Two districts in
Rhode island, in which elections are to be
held, and the tilth district of Michigan, at
present represented by Mr. Belknap, are
left blank foi the reason that it is regarded still in doubt.Congress met MonRepresentative Wheeler, oi Ylabaday.
ma. introduced a bill which provides that
it shall he unlawful foi any officer of the
federal government to interfere in am
manner with an election in a State of this
U nion.and am officer of t he United States,
so offending,
shall he amenable to the
laws ot the state in which such offense is
committed.
-Mr. Oates, of Alabama, also
introduced a bill to repeal the laws of the
( idled St ates providing for supervisors and
deputy marshals at elections. < hairman
Durborow. ot the World's fair committee
has introduced in tin House a bill to open
tin-fail Sundays. The President's message
was read in both Houses 'Tuesday.Mr.
Blaine was so far recovered that, he look a
a drive Monday.
asjiinu ton
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Lizzie llot'den "as indicted
l.\ UitiKK.
it Taunton, Mass., Tuesday I'm murder.
The indictment contained tliree remits.
me charging the murder of her mother,
■in* for tlie murder of her lather and one
barging the murder of botli jointly. She
hut the news ol the
was not arraigned,
finding of the indictments was sent to her
in jail and the grand jury was dismissed.
Miss Borden took the matter very coolly,
she will probably tie arraigned before
Christmas.The Chicago Inter-Ocean
on
says the World's Fair joint committee
■eremonies practically decided to invite
Oliver Wendall Holmes to write the ode
for the celebration at the opening of the

World’s Fail next May.A despatch to
Exchange Telegraph Company in London says news has been received from
Samoa to the effect that native insurgents
have attacked English residents. Orders
were telegraphed to the commander of the
Australian squadron to send the warship
Hie

liingarooma to Apia without delay— I he
Nicaragua canal convention at New Orleans Thursday passed a resolution that

The story is jo intl*oi.ith ai. Point-.
ed that Col.
B. Morion lias brought
word from ( leveland to the Maine Democrats that the recommendations of tec
State commhtee will be very potential in
determining' who shall hold the offices.
This affords a tine opportunity for sixteen
Democratic gentlemen to embark in the
office brokerage business.Harrison's
plurality over (.’leveland, in Ohio, as offiThe total
cially announced is 1,072
Presidential vote of Maine was as follows:
Harrison, <>2,"71: Cleveland. 4S,044; Prohibitory vote, 4,002; People's, 2,04b; Union Labor, 440_Governor Jones of Alabama was quietly inaugurated Thursday.
He called the Kolb people the enemies of
the State_The official count of the vote
of Wisconsin is as follows: Peck, Dem..
for governor, 178,198: Spooner, ltop., 170.474: Peck's plurality, 7,844_The Illinois
state board of canvassers has completed
its canvass of the official vote of Illinois
as follows: Cleveland, 420,281:
Harrison,
400,288: Weaver, 22,207: Bidwell, 2b,007.
...The canvass of the official returns of
the vote in California for Harrison and
Cleveland gives the Democrats a plurality
in the entire State of 271_Hon. Charles
S. Fail child denies that he has been asked
to become President Cleveland’s Secretary of the Treasury.The official count
of the vote in Oklahoma was completed
by the secretary Thursday and it shows
both houses of the legislature to be a tie

politically.
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Meeting of the Waldo County Grange.

lose sight of its cheering rays. May
Faith,Hope and Charity be our companions,
and Love be never ending in the hearts of
all.”
Again, allow me in behalf of Mystic

never

Waldo County Pomona Grange met with
I Mystic Grange, Belmont, Nov. 29tli. The
1
meeting was opened at the usual hour by
Worthy Master Mudgett. The weather looked threatening and not many were present
from a distance, yet there was a good attendance. Nine Waldo county ami two Knox eoun| ty Granges were represented. The address of
welcome by Sister Ellen Hunt, daughter of
M. B. Hunt, Esq., State Master, was considered very line, and it was voted to have it

bid yon a cordial welcome and
hope the day may be profitable and enjoyable to all.
Brother Joel Ellis, of Knox, responded
briefly. After music by the choir a class of
four were instructed in the fifth degree. Re-

Grange

ter.

j

Clark is superintendent of the F. P.
sheep ranch in Freedom. Mr. Bennett, who is editor and publisher of Wool
and Cotton Reporter, has seven large farms
in the vicinity mentioned, and proposes to
winter UOo sheep. There are over 500 there at
1>. II.

estly discussed by Bros. Ellis, Allenwood,
Mansfield, Bowen, Moody, Hunt and Packard, Sisters Bowen, Churchill and others.
Recitation by Sister Marriner. Dclaiuation by Bro. Wilson. The question, ‘‘Resolved, That the Australian ballot system is
an
improvement on the old system ami
should be continued, was opened by Bros.
! M. B.
Hunt, and J. G. Harding, the latter
keeping us all in laughter. Voted to have
the Mas er attend the State Grange. Recitations >y Sisters Jordan, Donnell and little
Jennie Bessey.
Song by A. L. Mmlgett.
A vote of thanks was extended to Mystic
Grange for courtesies. The committee on
time, place and programme, reported that
l

present and 15

1
;

1.

;

Opening exercises. 2. Address of Welby Sister Agnes Abbott. ;j. Response
Frank

Wilson.

4.

Conferring

fifth

Song by Bro. Allen Miller, <>.
Recitation by Sister Lydia Hurd. 7. Remarks for the good of the order. 8.
Ap.I.

pointment of committees.
Singing by the choir. 11.

solved, That

woman

(*.

Recess.

10.

(Question, Rein general shun Id he
political affairs. Aft'.,

better informed on
Sister Rack 1 iff ; neg., Sister M. B.Hunt. 12.
Song by the choir. Id. Recitation by Sister
Nettie Marriner. 14. Topic, ‘‘Intemperate
use

of

Hurd.

tobacco,” opened by Bro. Roseoe
Closing exercises,

Id.

C. A.

supporting schools and colleges, independent of other people or societies,and our farmer hoys may be well educated, if they will.
Our present State Lecturer is a graduate
from the Agricultural College at Orono and
is ,i farmer. He has found time to compile
the little volume called flic Science oi Ag-

Iii

Leyaxski.i.kk, Sec’y.

Memorial)!.

Stockton Grange, No. No. 2b!l P of H, lias
the following resolutions on their
deceased brothel* Robert S. Doe.
Whereas death has again visited us and
taken from our midst our brother, Robert S.

adopted

1

riculture" for common schools. Vou say. “It j
doesn’t teach anything about farming." No,
but it teaches the science of things which un- j 1 Hie
derlie ali agriculture. It interests the boy
Resolved, That in the death of our brother,
in other natural sciences.
It will make him Stockton (irange has hist one of its
oldest,
understand the causes of phenomena and most worthy and efficient, members, the famlead him to investigate and learn that ily a true husband and father.
earth, air and water are composed of differResolved, That while we. mourn the loss
cut elements which combined produce cerof our brother, which has cast a shadow not
and
arc
tain results,
that fertilizers
not aponly over the Grange but over the commuplied for certain crops without certain rea- nity and the church, of which he was an
sons. and what those reasons arc. and what
honored member, yet in our sorrow we will
is lacking in certain soil and lmw to improve
j' not forget that our loss is his gain, that ho
it.
has gone home to a loving father.
locli, of Montville, <J. W. Pearson, of MorOne tiling we especially need is to take j
Resolved, That we extend our deepest rill: B. M.
Roberts, of Stockton Springs,
and lead more Grange papers. The most
sympathy to the widow (our sister) ami son
and Mrs. L. F. Ingraham, of
m their great bereavement, that a
prosperous time in the life of any Grange
copy of ! (testimonial)
you will tied is when the most.(1 range papers
these, resolutions be seni-tfo the family and
of Belfast. The edition
Rockland,
formerly
are read.
Every family should have one if to each of the county papers.
is printed on junk paper and has a new headpossible, so they call keep posted oil what
,
Mrs. Sarah E. Snell,
Committee
ing designed by P. A. Sanborn.... A n order
Mrs. Rjlla U. Lilly,
going on. Unless wo know what others unon
\ Resolutions was received here last week from Florida for
S. T. Blanchard,
j
doing how can we keep up with them '.’
duties
lie
all
around
us.
in
Our
Our paths
a supply of Buss' catarrh snuff.
Dr. Buss
life an- full of them. We owe them to our- j
The Death of Jay Gould.
also has quite a trade in the Western states,
selves and those around us. We are notour
own free agents, lmt we belong to our neigha large sale in Hancock county, and a go«»d
A remarkable
borhood, our town, our state and the. world ill the death of career was ended Dee. 2nd local s tie...The Dana
Sarsaparilla Co.
.fay Gould, the New York fiIt is our duty to do the work
at large.
nancier.
Born m l.S.U», in very moderate cirstarted its well press Tuesday forenoon, and
nearest our hand first, hu while doing that
cumstances, he used such diligence ill the is now
we should not become so self-absorbed as to
turning out papers at a brisk rate.
pursuit of wealth that in fifty-six years he
neglect our duty, our fellow laborers. In had
Mr. Morrison is to he foreman of the printaccumulated
a
fortune
estimated
at
short, we must not he so engaged with our
8110,000,000 to 8100,000,000. His methods are ing department,and a cy iinder pressman will
own fancied duty as to oblige those around
well known.Had his death occurred suddenly
come to-day to run the two-revolution maus to neglect their real interests.
Asa boy
a few years ago it might perhaps have
produc- chine. The box printing
once said to a lady who told him it was his
press is marking
ed a serious financial disturbance.
As it is.
dut v to attend evening school as he could
his death has been discounted, and no had “The Kind That Cures" on the shocks as
not go to tlay school:
“Aunt has so much
effect is to lie anticipated.
It has been
last as the hoy can handle them.... It. was
duty of her own it don't leave anybody else know n for some time
that his health was exmuch time to attend to then'll.“
last week that Mr. C. K. Lane, of
Add to this that his reported
treme’y precarious.
"innromers aim sisters, we owe
had sold his stock in the Bodolf
selves tile duty to stay at home when we are eldest son George, is competent., it is believ- Brooks,
ed, to look after his fatin-r’s properties and Medicine Co. Mr. Lane writes : “The stateiil or when the weather is unsuitable or
prevent their becoming the sport, of Wall nieiit is
traveling ver\ bad. We need to gain of the street.
utterly without foundation. 1 have
world’s goods, but soul growth is also neednot sold one dollar's worth of my original
lui for us : min h more so than earthly wealth.
Prospect.
Betsey, wife of Alexander stock, although I have had numerous opporWe need the friendship and sympathy of
Cummings, died I)ee. 2, aged SO years and tunities to do so. L
each other. We may lie as independent as
uer, I ha ve bought
2
months.
Mr.
Cummings is !»:», and they eleven shares—SI,loo worth—which I am
we please with others, but we cannot live
had been married OH years. Of their twelve
without tbelli. We need the Grange. A man
children seven are living, all of whom were holding, as I think from the large amount of
has a chance to inform himself on all the
funeral. Mrs. Cummings was the business the company is
important subjects of our Tinted States and at the
doing and the sucthe large family of David
how very
Partridge, cess of their remedies, especially in consumpimportant they are it seems last of
and the last grandchild of the first, pioneer,
as if very few realize. How can a young mail
tion and scrofula humors, that this stock at
Mr. John Partridge, of Orlaud.
She was
be indifferent when lie has a chance to ask
the last survivor of those who were
par value will prove to he a rich paying inquestions, or give information to other in- also
vestment.'*... .The Leon Sarsaparilla Co.
quiring minds. There are so many impor- baptized over 00 years ago by Elder Swett, has
whoformed
the
first.
Freewill
engaged Mr (Jeo a. l^iiiinliy as nuiinaIt
tant issues at present: so much at stake.
Baptist Church
in Prospect.
“Aunt Betsey.” as she was fa- ger, and Mr. L M. Cottrell to have charge of
means freedom for the working classes or
tin*
mechanical
details of the work. Wedbondage worse than slavery. If we are fast miliarly called, was an interesting talker
workimr into the hands of monopolists, who and had a retentive memory. She could re- nesday morning’s mail brought an order for
member dates and the names of more people >2,000 ol the stock from prominent Boston
is to blame if you forge the chains, vote by
and events in the circle of her acquaintance, druggists, ami several orders for the medivote'. Work for yourselves, work for liberty
cine have been received_The Skoda Co.
the way down through her long and busv
all
and eternal right, by using the minds God
has a large crew at work mailing its papers
have ever met.
life, than any aged person w
has given you and searching into every
to
addresses in Maine and New Hampshire.
Mr. ami Mrs. Cummings have made their
question that is brought before von: learn
The Manner’s Compass, their latest
w ith
home
Mr.
Abner
and
wife
paper,
Gray
al you call about it and give the Grange the
(their was
distributed in Belfast this week.
daughter) for several years. Aunt Betscv
beneht of the knowledge you gain or make
was one of tiie best of mothers and always
it yi-ur school.
ready to minister to the wants of her family
The Grange has been the means of making
City Government Meeting.
in sickness ami tunes of need.
She was a
a member oi the President’s cabinet from the
kind neighbor and will lie much missed in
ranks of agriculture.
You have sent legisAt the December meeting of the City
her home by her children and grandchildren.
lators from the farms to represent you and
Council, he (l last Monday evening, in Board
The funeral services were heal at the house of
may semi many more if you work lor your
Municipal officers, the following jurors
of Mr. Gray.
Rev. Mr. Prescott, of Winter- j were drawn for the
own common
interests instead of for the
January term of 8. .J.
port, spoke from the 2."t h chapter of Mat- Court: Frederick li. Francis, Jure. C. Whithand shake ol Mr. Kieh man. Intel let should
.The sick ones, Capt. Alrule and mu money or glib tongu s. None thew, 21st verse.
ten, Robert Burgess, William II. Hall, Orrin
lard Crockett aiul .1. F. Libby, are improvha\e more intellect than the farmers,if the\
Stnnpsoii. The business of tne two boards
The hay press is at w ork and the
ing.
will only cultivate themselves as well as
hay was as follows: Roll of accounts No. »),
onics out very
their lands- and they can if they will.
bright this year.. F. K. amounting t" 81,205.57, was passed, Petition
Lane has gone away to keep another .school.
The pure local bill
of S. li. Fletcher and others or a street light
question of tin- very
greatest importance To ill humanity) has .Tiic apple crop in Prospect is about ! on Bay View street, referred to committee
all shipped away.... Capt. Robert Killman
been agitated by the National Grange for
on lights. Report of the committee on
lights,
has two head of young cattle that are at J
six or seven years and has at last passed the
relating to Globe Lighting t o. and for maklarge yet. The cold nights have not made mg contract for lights was read and accepted.
.Senate and now awa.ts Tie action of the
| The committee
them tame enough to drive.
House to become a lav. Then if we choose
reported that they had orJ
to lmy and use glucose instead of sugar, ol*
dcred and placed in position ready to be
[
Camden.
An adjourned town meeting,
alum for en am-tarta.*. etc
it
will be our
three Globe lights, one at Dr. Ellighted
j
own fault.
held N<»v. :»(), voted to publish a notice of iingwood’s, one in front of the L'niversalist
It is said tnat the truest,most virtuous and
the intention of the town to ask the coining church and one at tin corner of Congress
and Franklin streets.
patriotic people in this country, as a rule,
They also submitted
Legislature the privilege of taking water from | the bid of the Belfast Illuminating Co. for
are the owners of small farms, who
earn
their living by the sweat of their faces. They
and
Canaan
Hosmcr,
Fletcher lakes ami I lighting the city. The bid is as follows: The
are isolated, and their lives and business are
ponds, on account of the inadequate water J Illuminating Co. offers to furnish 22 arc
ol a character not to entice or allure them inof 1,200 nominal candle power, to he
supply now furnished by the Camden and | lights
to many iniquities, into which they might
located as at the present time, to burn from
fall if subjected to them but it is a fact Rockland Company. Voted that the select- one-half hour after sunset to midnight, for
that, they arc not subjected to them.
Their men
lay out Washington street, making it not less than 500 nights per year, for five
devotion to duty is as sublime and beautiful
years for 18 cents per
light per night:
as it is simple, and steadfast,.
They are the I wider: also, establish a higher grade of the for a period of three vears for 10 cents
of
the
t.lie country;
people
dependence for burnt district for Main street. The matter of per light per night; ami'Tor one year for 20
upholding honesty, morality, religion, and buying the B. F. Adams lot, making the pub- cents per light per night. They will furnish
j the mainstay of the government. This class | lic
from 5 to 10 arc lights and from 50 to 50 insquare larger, was left with the selectcan always be depended on to tight, the batcandescent lights of 52 candle power for a
tle's and to make sacrifices for the good of men .E. E. Bryant closed out his stock of
period of five years for 18 cents each per
the people.
canned goods, confectionery and cigars by night for the arc and 821 per year for the
We have done much good as an organizaincandescent; for three years at 10 cents for
auction last Friday and Saturday....
tion, but there is much still undone, and by public
the arc and 825 for incandescent: for one
reading and study we •an learn and thus Nineteen cargoes of lumber and two of brick j year 21 cents for arc and 850 for incandesby improving ourselves be titted to impart have arrived since tlie tire .Work has begun cent. Will furnish gas for 82.00 per 1000 cuknowledge for the benefit, of others
bic feet, the city to erect, maintain, light
on Dr. Tibbett’s house Eim street, which was
Grange Homes says: “No one. claims that
and extinguish the same. Will furnish adI lie G range can make, brains for farmers, but
partly destroyed by lire. .The farm buildings ditional arc lights as per first, second and
I what its friends do claim is that it will of George Herington on the Hosmer Pond third offers for 18 cents per night per light,
greatly assist in the cultivation of the brains road were destroyed by tire
and incandescent for 821 per year. The city
Saturday morn- to
the farmer may have in his possession, reappoint some person who shall say on
tine his ..ature, make him a better man and ing. The lire is supposed to have caught what nights the lights shall not he lighted.
from a defective Hue: insured_The busia better citizen than Inc would otherwise be.
The limits for electric lighting to he hounded
Human nature needs company. When left ness Men’s Club, of Camden, have made an by Vine street, the dock front, Allyn and
alone people grow selfish, and narrow mind- important proposition to the Camden Village Congress streets.
ed unconsciously. One can not attend Grange Corporation. They ask the corporation to
The time on delinquent taxes was extendlease them for 99 years the Megunticook Hall ed to
meetings for a series of years without find- lot and
February.
the
them
in
reand
give
more
$8,000insurance,
liberal,
Mrs. E. A. I). Barrington and others preing themselves growing
less willing to follow in the old timeworn turn for which the club will erect thereon a sented a petition for the use of one of the
brick block costing not less than $.‘10,000, to
ruts of ignorance. Progress is our watch1
city rooms for a place of meeting for a Girl’s
besides stores, the post office, an Club
and Sewing school. Petitioners were
word, Onward our motto, Improvement the contain,
beacon light which guides us and may we opera house, town offices, etc.
granted leave to withdraw.

Seaside

night
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Orange

begin

at

once on a

last,

defeated

side will

furnish

home from

Mi’* Samuel

W. Juukins, a prominent
York County, was at the Crosby

of

Inn last

Thursday.

Mi*, and Mrs. J. 0. Johnson and Mr. ami
Mrs. L. C. Morse drove in from Liberty to
witness Living Whist.
AY e are glad
ports of Geo.
been ill for

to
B.

some

hear very encouraging reFerguson, Es«j., who has
time.

Carter B. Keen, of Freedom,
«»f
Penmanship at Kent’s Hill Commercial College, was in Belfast last week.
Mr.

Mr. Clinton G. Ferguson, of Sioux Falls,
S. D., arrived at City Point Friday night
for a short visit to his parents.
Rev. J. A. Savage and family s arted last
Thursday with their household furniture for
their new home in Medfield, Mass.

Mrs.

George

A. Qitimhy gave;, small afher guest.
yesterday in honor
H. Hanscom, of Winferport.

ternoon tea

Mrs. A.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Young, who have
at Manchester, N. II., for several
months, have returned to Belfast for the
winter.

been

Ml*. A. P. Lord, of Booth bay Harbor, lately paid a visit to relatives in Brooksville,
stopping on the way home to .-all »n his Belfast

friends.

Ylilliken left lor Washington by
train. He bad been mufined to his home for more than a week with
a sprained ankle.
lion. S. L.

.Monday morning’s

Mrs. A.

H. Hanscom

Winterport.
was

witness

to

came

down from

Living Whist,

ami

the guest while here of Mr. and Mrs.

Geo. A. Ipiimby.
W

Mrs

in.

Crosby,

to

remain

of

Brewer,

ed here
Her
busliand commands steamer Castiue on tin
Belfast and J)eer Isle route.

Monday

for

some

arm

time

Hon. Fred Atwood, of Winterport. arrived here. Monday and left Tuesday for Portland. He stopped at Crosby Inn and was
mudi

pleased

house.

with tin*

Mrs. F. P. Fames and daughter C.-ra. who
spent the summer in Belfast, are t. ,u in
Massachusetts. Mrs. Fames \\ i \ isa Putnam, Colin., this winter. Miss Fames remaining in Boston.
,1.

Mrs.

T.

Conant

daughter

md

M, be?

Belfast last Week for a vis.t. Miss
Conant returned to Portland Monday, but

eame to

her mother is to remain her- for

the

a

time.

Mr. .James F. Whitney, o| Boston, in of
Tin- original stockholders of the I >ana Sarsaparilla Co., and a director in the new company, was in this city last Thursday.

grange.
Seven Star Orange, Troy, has chosen ottifor the ensuing year as follows: Mas-

cers

ter, L. E. Prentiss; Overseer, O. L. Tyler:
Lecturer, Thomas Tyler: Steward, Elias
Seavey : Assistant Steward, Oeorge Woods:
!
Chaplain, James Luce: Treasurer Mrs. O.

Mr. William Larrahee, who left last week
for tin- Sailors' Snug Harbor, returned Sunday. He reports that lie has secured admission to the harbor, and slut!l enter it later.

!

L. Tyler: Secretary, Fred Thompson; OateIveeper, Lute Rogers: Ceres, file/. Batclielder. Pomona, Maud Monroe: Flora, Mrs.
Steward.
James Luce; Lady Assistant

j Blanche

Mr. E. G. Norton,of Bisbee, Ariz.. arrived
Belfast last week for a visit.

lawyer

Saturday

supperfor

in

Rev. J. M. Leighton, who is
supplying the
1'nitarian pulpit for a few weeks, is
stopping
at the Crosby Inn.

series of literar\

a

Mr. Charles Clark returned
Tuesday from
summer's work at Matinicus.

Miss Annie Belle Carter, who lias been
visiting at H. A. Carter’s, lias gone to Fairfield, Iowa.

entertainments, in wliieh tbe brothers led hy
C. B. Eaton are to compete with the sisters
under the direction of Oertie Patterson. The

>

<-

to

for Port-

Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Tibbetts, of
Rockport,
in Belfast to attend the Living Whist.

Granges.

decided

in

were

Mrs. Nellie M. Fernald, of Winterport,
whose illness we have before* mentioned,
died Dec. 5, at her home. She was the wife
of Capt. William R. Fernald, of Winterport,
and the daughter of Capt. Francis G. Arey,
of Brewer. The many friends of Capt. Arey
and his fain ly will deeply regret to learn of
Mrs. Fernald’s decease, and will extend the
sincerest sympathies to the afflicted ones in
their loss and sorrow. [ Bangor Whig.
the

was

in

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Emery, of
Northport,
left by Monday's boat for a visit to Boston.

among them the three-masted schooner T.
B. Witherspoon (named for him), which was
lost on the south side of Nantucket. Of late
years he was employed as superintendent of
Auditorium Building in Chicago. [Boston
Journal. ]

of

start

ltev. Geo. E. Tufts arrived

The funeral services were held
in Freedom yesterday afternoon, Rev. Myra
Kingsbury, of Belfast, officiating.

News

W. J. Clark, Esq., of New York,
this city last week.

was

Wolfville, Nova Scotia, Saturday.

reavement.

thing but has been used by Dr. Elmer Small,
of Belfast for twenty-two years. There is
plenty of money behind the company and
tlie business will be pushed vigorously_
The Columbian edition of Tin* Mariner’s
Compass, just issued by the Skoda Discovery
Co., contains portraits, with testimonials, of
John S. Fernald, Sanford B. Mixer, Wm.
Twombly, Henry B. Cunningham, Harry L
Merritbew and Frank IL Colley, of Belfast.
Lucius H. Duncan, of North port, John Kal-

Capt. F. W. Goodwin, of Bangor,
tliis city Monday.

a

|
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Personal.

W. H. McLellan, Jr., is to
land, Oregon, the 2(>tli inst.

Thomas B. Hodgman, a retired sea captain,
sixty-eight years old, of No. POO Lafayette
avenue, Brooklyn, died suddenly Dec. 1st, in
the chandler’s shop of C. A. Jones & Co., at
No. 50 South street, from heart disease.
Captain Hodgman was speaking to Mr. Jones in
the office and without warning he
dropped
into a chair, gasped three or four times and
was dead.
Dr. C. C. Page, of No. 117 Cedar
street, who was summoned, said that Mr.
Patent Medicines. Mr. I. M. Cottrell is ! Hodgman had died from heart disease. Capat work putting the Leon laboratory, form- i tain Hodgman had lived in Brooklyn for
twenty years. He was seventy-four years old,
erly Peirce’s Parlor Theatre, in readiness I and was horn in Camden,
Me. He" went to
for the business of the company. The stage sea when he was a mere hoy and had sailed
in
all
of
the
parts
world.
He
was for many
has been removed. A partition is to be built
years in the employ of Grinnell, Minturn &
lengthwise the hall at the right of the main Co., of this city
and was captain of the packentrance, making the room at the left about et ship Ontario, which plied between this
double the size of the other. That at the right port and San Francisco. He also commanded
the
Forest Eagle, which traded between
will he again divided, making the office and Newship
York, Liverpool and Havre. His last
mailing room. The medicine will he mixed command was the brig R. B. Gove. Captain
in the gallery and from there run to the botHodgman retired from a seafaring life four
ago. He was twice married and leaves
tling machines in the larger room, where years
a widow and four children.
He was a memit will go through the various processes ber of a Masonic lodge, of Camden, Me.
of corking, labelling, boxing, etc., until [New York Herald.
ready for market. The arrangements of
Capt. Thomas B. Witherspoon, who died
the laboratory are to be very complete recently in
Chicago, was well known in shipand the machinery and appurtenances of ping circles of Boston. He was born at or |
near Camden, Me., about 58 years ago.
Prior !
the most approved
kinds-The Dalton to the war he was
master of the schooner
Sarsaparilla Company has just tilled its Mary t;. Rich, in lN>(i he was engaged m
the ship chandlery and brokerage business
initial order tor the medicine, a Lewiston
on
Commerical street. Mr. Witherspoon
gentleman having ordered half a dozen Lot- was an
encyclopaedia of informati >n, his
ties Saturda> for liis family used. The Lewmemory being particulary good; he knew
iston Journal, in commenting on the medi- the name of every vessel trading to the. port
of Boston. He owned a number of vessels,
cine, says: “This sarsaparilla is not a new

come

by Bro.
degree.

employed.

At A. A. Howes & Co.'s the other day we
learned of a new local enterprise. Mr. W.
L. Scribner, of Monroe, is putting up a pure
article of horse radish, raised and prepared
by himself, under the brand of Farmers’
Horse Radish. He has secured the best of
machinery for grinding the root, and puts it
There is no mixup iu pure cider vinegar.
ture of turnip.
Mr. Scribner intends to turn
out 7,000 bottles this year, and his goods
ought to have a ready sale.

the next session be held with Farmers’
Pride Grange, Lincolnville, on Tuesday,
Dec. 27, with the following programme:

is

men are

|

county. He will be very much missed in
agricultural, political and social circles.
Mrs. Bellows has been prominent in the
Grange and is an active member of the
Maine Commission for the Columbian Exposition. She has the sympathy of many
friends in this city and county in her sad be-

Bennett

i

peace.

very much to think ot in this society and to work for, if only we will put
our hands to the plow and not turn back.
There is a dee]) undercurrent to the Grange
besides entertainment. It teaches boys and
girls, too, how to preside over meetings, and
that lawfully.
It makes us understand the
condition of the people at large; gives us
broader views of life, nature and liberty:
makes active, thinking, reading, studious
men and women of its members.
The only
fault is with ourselves: we do not read,
and
then
discuss
think,
sufficiently the subjects in which we should have such deep interest; and more than this, we do not all
unite action with discussion.
We slight our
Grange duties in every possible way and
then expect the order to yield us rich returns.
We expect a great harvest of knowledge, and a fertile soil with out making an
effort. We go to meetings empty handed
and empty headed and expect them t" be
interesting and instructive.
The Grange is capable of instituting and

Lawrence & Cates have this week put
clothing factory an electric motor
and ten new Singer sewing machines. Their
establishment is a busy place.

The Sec-

|

fornia, while Mr. and Mrs. Bellows stopped
to visit a son in Aspen, Colorado. Mr. Bellows was not in robust health when he left
home, and taking a sudden cold while in
Colorado, it. led to heart failure, of which he
died Nov. 28th. His son and the widow accompanied the remains home. Mr. Bellows
was one of the successful farmers of Waldo

into their

retary was instructed to procure a set of rituals for the County Grange. The. question
‘‘Resolve<l, That the press is a greater educator than the common schools,” was earn-

1

on
or-

Massachusetts.

He also stated that he is not seekre-election to the position of State MasNoon recess. The afternoon session

opened with music by the choir.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bellows, of Freedom,
and Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Fowler, of Unity,
left their homes in October last, intending to
spend the winter in Southern California and
to visit the Columbian Exposition in Chicago on their return east. They started with
the good wishes of hosts of friends and with
anticipations of a delightful trip. But last
Monday night’s train brought home the lifeless remains of one of the party, Mr. Bellows.
Mr. and Mrs. Fowler went to Southern Cali-

By one steamer last week Lambert &
Young made shipments of their plow coulters to Australia, Texas, West Virginia and

session.
a

Obituary.

Capt. N. S. Lord is making a number of
new sails for Sch. Meyer & Muller.

experience.

going upon excursions, banquets, etc., to
tlm neglect of the regular business ot the

meet on a common level and with ennimou
interest; glad of the continued prosperity of
the Grange in our community, town, county,
State ami Nation; glad we can all have the
privilege, of becoming acquainted with peopie throughout our towns, whom we might
never have met had it not been for the institution to which we are all much more indebted than we realize, and towards which
we do not half do our duty.
We are not
loyal enough ; many of us, I fear, through our
own slothful indolence and wilful ignorance.
How many of “the faces we never forget,”
which used to be present with us at county
meetings, are with us no liion*. Two of our
Sister Granges have been be. re ft so many
times of their dearest and best, that they
are quite disheartened; they have
hardly
enough left to go on. We, too, have lost
many by the same reaper, who does not
spare the. young, but chooses the fairest
llowersas often as the ripened grain. To
all who are in sorrow we would wish to extend our heartfelt sympathy and hope that
sometime, when we are called hence, we
may meet all the beloved Brothers and Sisters who have gone before us in the great
and happy Grange abov**, where there, will
l»e no more parting and where all is joy and
I lien;

Hunt

in

ing

Concerning Local Industries.

Mathews Bros, are now running their
mill to its full capacity, ten hours per day,
this being one of the busiest seasons in their

Worthy

from

NUMBER

The East Side mills are now running
full time, with plenty of water and with
ders ahead.

Master Mudgett and
followed. The latter
gave a good description of his trip to the
National Grange at Concord, N. H., condemning the policy of the National Grange
marks

State Master

published in the local papers with the proceedings. It was as follows:
! Worthy Master, Brother and Sister
Patrons: We are glad to once more hid
welcome to Mystic Grange. We are
I you
I happy to see your pleasant faces; glad we

|

to

1892.

_

Mr. d. Darling, of Lowell, Me., the widely
known hunter, and now a gam** warden,
has been in Belfast visiting Mr. C. B. Hazeltine. He left Monday for his home in North-

Harm-»n.

ern

The Executive Committee of the State
Orange and State Board of Agriculture met
iu Augusta last Friday in conference on
matters of interest to farmers. They propose to push the question of tax reform in
the Legislature the coming winter, and this
was discussed at this meeting.
The listing
system in a somewhat modified form will be
tiie basis of their proposed legislation, and
committees will be carefully selected to look
after the work and be present in the legislative balls.
It is claimed that a majority of
the House support tax reform. Reports at
the annual meeting in Lewiston will show
that there is hut a slight change in the membership of the grange. The order is on a
good healthy basis. Four new granges have
been organized during the year and three re-

Maine.

Mr. John Al. Blackwell, who has been with
Mr. (Jeorge W. Corlian. for several years
past, has arrived and opened the potato
business
store

on

Capt.

tor the

season

in

Munsriehl

the

lower Main street.
(ieo. F.

Kyan made

a

trip

t*>

Boston

last week.

This item would he a chestnut
it not for the fact that tin* captain went
up and back by rail, which is a ti tle out of
Ids usual mode of making that s tine journey.
were

Mrs. Fl'len H Castle ami Mrs. Al.bie Pratt
started Thursday for California, t he lormei
tc visit Mrs. Philo
H**rs«*y at Santa C ar,,,
Cal., and tin* hitter, who is aeeomp tided bv
organized.
; her youngest stui, Harold, to join h*-: husband in China.
The new ball ol Evening Star (Jrange,
Washington, was dedicated last week acThe Journal was informed by two ,,,
to
The
forms
of
the
order
cording
hy Worthy three reliable
parties during the past week
State Master M. I». Hunt, of Belmont. A
large audience was present and the beautiful that Mr. II >ward French ha>.
Ctmhere.
It must It. a case *.f “feller t nat i oks
work of dedication was fully carried out.
Interesting remarks were made by the State hke in. ." foi Howard's relatives kimw nothMaster in the interest of farmers, which they
ing of 11:s being heie.
will do well to heed. The dedicators exerrapt. K. 1). IIy<|rr, nt sell..,,te
\
\V.
cises were in the afternoon, and in the evening, notw ithstanding the heavy rain, t he hall Kllis, lias had a rare x pent-nee thi> se.ismi
was packed to witness the exemplification
as regards tog.
He has made s- \. i.
ml
of the unwritten work of the order by Bro.
trips from Bo.klaud to N.-w York n, reHunt. Altogether it was a successful occaturn l»\ way oi Portland, and did i-.t
u. <
sion.
Seven Tree Oraiig •. of I'nion and
lane occasion to bring Ins fog horn on
k
White Oak <1 range, of Warren, which have
Writing from Springfield. Mo i- s pres
both rendered Evening Star Orange substantial pecuniary assistance m lifting up its I ellt place of V. s.di nee, R<*\ \Y. li. W.liums,
new hall, were invited and were well repre! b»nueri\ past..- .,1 j,.- M. p Ch::r ; .{PI last,
sented.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunt were the guests
SV an a
I says, in a private 1 ote
well
ol T. S. Bow den while in town.
,*

j

•“

j
I

I'Xeep ing the fart til it I .lei IVn.Vrnig- from
a earliumde on the
right side ol n,\ m*ek.
Swanville. Tin- Ladies’ Aid met with ; ()ur twin iio\
bon, m Belfast. w .we 7 e.ir>
Hen:vand Klbndg.- ire at
Mrs. (1. T. Nickerson Dec. 1st.. .Mr. \V. i old Nov. 2-">rd.
work. Mam! and S dm
m Drury Codrge."
Tyler, granite worker, has moved into the Tinn
Bellas:, aa 1
many friends
I
(iould or Lewis house... .While Dr. Brown Stat*-, of Mr. Wiiiiams and I,,- i.ui
will
I
be giad of this news
m eming Cap,
his team last Thursday tinwas turning
Mr
Williams
he
t.wr.fe.i
lei
says
er for
hopes
horse slipped and fell, breaking both shafts j the
.Journal before long about the i. i.t mof a top buggy....The i'uuuiugham Bros,
dustry ol south-west M.ss.uiri, and \\
:ope
lie will do stt.
went up country Monday to begin their win-

j

u"the

j

.■

j

ter’s work cutting and sawing spool wood.
....Burton Larrabee began school in district No. 1 and 2 last Monday. ..Frank Nickerson began his winter term of school in prospect-last Monday... .The Swanville Ladies’
Aid meet at Frank Stevens Thursday after-

We understand that A. W.
Thompson has
purchased from Hon. W. C McDonald, of
the Carrizo Cattle Co. of White <*aks. ;2d
head of cows which will be wintered near
Mineral City, Oklahoma. These, with 17a of
southern rows purchased by him m September, swells the total number to .'.on head
"which will he sold to early northern buyers
ami can he delivered at any time in’the
spring. With a mild winter these cattle will
he ill excellent condition for
April shipment.
T his is the largest purchase of
attic of ibis
class this fall. [Clayton, New Mexico En-

noon and evening Dec. loth.
-Thursday of
this week a flag-raising is to he participated
in at the sehoolhoiise in district No. -S....

Joseph Ellingwood
of

is

quite

low at

this time

writing.

Suicide in Monroe.
Fidelia, wife of
(irecnieaf (.iould, of Monroe, hung herself in
her husband's carpenter shop Tuesday morning. Mrs. Gould had been known to he failing mentally for some time and a daughter,
who was living at home followed her into
the shop only to find the door fastened on
the inside. Help was summoned and the
door broken in, but she died a few minutes
after being taken down. Deceased was >2
years of age, and leaves a husband, four sons
ami

one

daughter.

terprise

Nov. 2bth.

Mr. Thompson is tin* son of Mr. and Mrs.
H. P. Thompson, of this city.
The game of football
lands and Belfasts,

between the

Bock-

played in this city on
Thanksgiving afternoon, was won by the
home
;

eleven—2<i to 0. This result does not
the visitors arc at all deficient in
or skill.
They are good
pla.\ ers, lint lack training ami tin* resulting

argue that

PPick, strength,
ability

to

work

together,

understanding
each other. The Rockland team
is a magi
niticent one, and under a
high state of din-

eiphne.

(Rockland Opinion.

Letters from tli'e Congo.
THE HOME COHUESFOX DEXCE OF A
SION AliV IN AF UK'A.

MIS-

climate here.

Yixui, (’uxiio llivEu. July -S, 181*2.

ful after

tendency to make
feel weary—even it they w ere not born

This climate has the
one

However. I have

gained considerably, and
ever

well

as

as

1 did in

are

rises

cide one’s

only

There is

and

a strong person
'The temperature
and unless it falls shortly

rapidly
danger.

Three

one as

I

worse.

or

nearly

as

much nourishment in

the other.

j
| recapturing by

can

thank the Lord that 1 have been

Our meats

and some one has said that

We had quite an exciting adventure a
short time ago, it being no less than the

usually de-

days

for better

case

canned,

1,198

or

a year or so one does not care much
whether he eats the meat or the can.

child.

there is

all

buffalo

a

after

in mercy carried them through. 1 nursed
some of them.
The fever makes a great

days

bill of

old fashioned New

some

meat except once in a while
deer, if one is a good shot.

America.

Most of our party of fourteen have been
alarmingly so—hut the Lord

a

same

and the stomach

begins
England
The country has a few sheep and
food.
goats, but there is no beef or other heavy
to crave

siek—a few

sweep in a few
comes dow n as

It is the

sav-

of

missionaries

N.

a

K.

[From

young woman who had been stolen from
our tribe by two men from a distant town.

!

ed.

the

Hon.

Ml'iaiAV,
the Pittsfield

F.

Murray,

lil'KMIA.M.

Advertiser.]

the subject of this

sketch and whose portrait appears above,
was born in a little log house on the east

am

|

tain laws of construction before he can

intelligently acquire and use the language I
properly and with freedom. We have j
some hooks, lmt they are not in the dialect
ot this district and every word has to he |
tested before we can use it.
1 am investigating daily and giving the results to the
brethren in a class every morning.
Just
imagine me teaching “Fiota." and only a

and the chief

the missionaries lead

Mr. Scott to have
in the pursuit, as

all the tribes have great respect for the
white men.
Mr. Scott agreed and a number of

us

at

once

set out.

several friends of the
two

•

IIis

implored

parties

roads,

and

where the
had

been

we

accompanied by
girl. Dividing into

traversed the

different

finally united at the town
kidnappers belonged, but it
abandoned

the

inhabitants

myself.
j
warned by signals of the apThe random w ay of picking up a word at I being
of the pursuers.
After a time
proach
a time 1 >\
is
hearing
very unsatisfactory
the
showed
and after
themselves,
people
and takes a long time.
It is full of errors
some talk the prisoner was given
up to
even then.
1 have to put it into form and
us.
meant slavery to her if she had
It
so
that the others who are not
regularity
few weeks here

disposed

so

i have

study

to

native

a

not been rescued, and there was great
joicing in the Yungu district on our

get at it.

can

boy, or

young man, whose
it is to assist me in the lan-

special duty
His

guage.

1 had to do it.

is Malanda.

name

he,

it must

for

He shows

will

what he

illustrating

He will

means.

lie is

1 understand and will

sure

re-

hod,

in

interest in my hoy.
a preacher of him

an

make
<

For

iiear<! f

!

mi

If .my
work, y

a

j

a

would like to assist in this

ran
send out a box by the
goes in the ( oiigo in the spring.
Nothing goes hcttei among the natives
tl.au old aa bite vests.
There are lots of
a.

hat

t

party

them,

discarded

in

Maine garrets.

prized highly. 1 can
buy native products or
clothe

Old

kind, and undershirts,

of any

.■oats

trade Avitli

are

them,

pay for Avork. also

hoy.

a

You must not think 1 have back-slidden.
l—l

aa c

ut

to

dance

a

I’cav

a

nights

ago.

I did not participate. hoAvever. for they
call women, and danced alone. 1 simply

wet

looked

person,
Avitehed: then

<

On this occasion there avms
child sick, and this dance was to diive

women

if

the town

them in

a

ring, perhaps

dancing

Avere

ration

around
mak-

ing Bn* most peculiar contortions and
giima-es imaginable. Tavo drums and
rail les
tup]led the music. Tlie old aa omen.

and

men

viich

children

docror.

I'd-.

looked

The

on.

excellent specimen of

an

i:i 1 y*.

superintended the rumlie was a well-developed man, Avitli
pus.
good ieatures. a kindly face and quite preBut at certain iu-sinp gem-rally.
p1
■

’i:

,'si

1 ‘i

1 s. lie would bend

a a

over

and look at

ml. snowing his teeth, projecting
hi- ey e-, distorting his lace beyond
recog- |
union. with one shoulder quivering as a
ha*'

-i"

horse

llesii does

dies.

He let out

aa

howls that 1

earthly

good rival of the
small hoy

hen lie shakes off the
of the most

some
ever

heard. He

(former) Bay

accompanied

intervals

at

ho aa'! from all the

tin-

was a

View street

After some violent

dancing,

by
audience (except

general

a

mis-

the Aviteli doctor put some leaves
dish with Avater and passed it around.

sionarics)
in

a

All of the

women

drank some of it.
He

bettrj.

invite

not

came

The child

to

us

was no

afterwards, hut did

to contribute to the dish.

us

It seems

amusing to write it
noAv, but I felt extremely sad and burdened during the Avliole proceedings.

1’oor

things!

in it:.

spit

No wonder he

1 am well, happy, consept. 1'J ‘1>?.
tented and vigorous, and progressing rapidly in the language. I have been teach-

ing my school from blackboard exercises
until

The other

recently.

day

I introduc-

primers in the school, and
you should have seen how delighted *hey
were with
laboriously spelling out the
ed

some

Fiota

simple words and tindingthat those words
expressed ideas with which they were familiar.
They begged me not to close
school and would have remained there all
the afternoon.
Ferhaps it will be different
after the novelty wears off. yet we have
some
very bright, intelligent hoys, who
I am enabled to
will make their mark.
converse

boy considerably
interesting I can assure

with my

and it is very
1 sat down with

two

of them

now.

you.

one

day

shelling corn, and drew them into converThe topic turned on my country
sation.
and

people.

wished to know if

They

1

their names,
and the names of the whole family, and
had

father and

a

mother,

finally embarrassed (?)
“Have
were as

by asking:
They
you got a young lady?”
careful in their questions as a cenme

You get a lot of them around
taker.
camp-lire and their talk will rival any
sewing circle I ever heard of.
We have been quite severely afflicted of
late by sores on the feet caused by “jigsus

a

gers,”

deposit their eggs and prosores, almost impossible to

running
heal. Mrs. Falcon, our lady missionary,
duce

in

minute insects which burrow

the flesh and

has

been in bed two weeks with this trouble.
It means business to be a missionary.

Such

a

life cannot be

pictured, painted

or

then

puzzles

Green's Landing next day at 1 o'clock.p. m..
ail agreeing that we d had “‘more fun than

The

The

at once,

questions debated,

To

away evil spirits, so that the child might
recover.
The mother Avas seated on the

ground with the child in her lap.

from

the Injuns.

Aviteli doctor.
a

(’astine

and riddles and legerdemain: of course w«were late, but we made jolly our fate, and
“got there just the same." arriving at

he pronounces them bethey are carried to the

a

steamer

lated and

the witch doctor's

Avas

When the medical doctor fails to

dance.
cure

This

on.

good.

very

Belfast to Green's
Landing. It. was rough weather and the
steamers (’astine and Sedgwick, the latter
i bound for Bar Harbor, made a harbor up the
Bagaduee river, where they lay side by side.
) The Gazt tte correspondent says:
We had about halfadoz.cn
passengers from
Belfast on mir steamer and about two-thirds
of a dozen ladies and gents from
Bucksport
Seminary on the Sedgwick. At tea time Ungood captains offered ns '‘such as they had"
to satisfy the inner man. alter which tinbars were let down, as ,1 were, so that tinpassengers might pass the time more pleas: antly together.
A regular programme for
entertainment was gotten up and The fun
commenced by singing (we had on hoard a
small cabinet organ, which tin* thoughtful
captain had placed there for the pleasure of
his passengers,) so those charming ‘“belles"
sang out with tones so sweet and swell, that
pen or tongue can hardly tel! the enjoyment
of that evening.
Next were recitations, folI lowed by readings, declamations, stump
speeches and proclamations: mlveiitures re-

et.

one

are

A correspondent of the Deer Isle Gazette
gives an amusing account of a recent trip on

Aery ingood natured fellow and wili he

dig*

to get anhold of the hearts of the people.
us

“More Fun than the Injuns.”

sen-

want to

we

he is

as

Lord has

even

a

the ladies of Belfast would take

of

Mia

me

souls

WlNFIKLD M.\( OMIll-.K.

ishes, stop
anticipate my
tence, giving me the forms or parts of
speech that 1 wish. It would he nice if
w

over

very grateful, and pronounce
the “Mindele hiia XzambV'—white men of

peat several times before he will drop it.
>'>

rejoicing
Kingdom. The

used this little incident for

keep at it willingly
other
it is gratifying to see the
They
he
ingenuity
displays in

hour, and

an

be the same

soon

born into the

he will

shrewdness and

re-

turn. many towns joining in the jubilee.
And such a rejoicing! We believe there

great,respect for me, is very patient, and
has great interest in helping me. Tedious
as

re-

j

Investors.

|

Leverette Specific Company, a corpoorganized for the purpose of maun-'

iaeturing proprietary medicines, i'li'i-r a iimit'-d number of the slian-s of the capital stock
at par islo.ou j>**i- share* fully
paid and nonassessable.
Dividn-ml paying G percent, per
.'am
and ,J.dy.
annum, payable
This is a
stock that is especially desirable t-- The publie as an investment-, as the
company has
been earning a proiit <>i jo pt*r cent, on the
capital invested during the iast y.-ar. The
experiem e f the past year has denu nstrat<‘d to rlic management that the
profit- in a
business of this character is
only limited by
the amount of capital invested, and t is tin*
intention of Tin- management t*> stil! further
increase the iiusiness by the
disposal of a
limited nmnhcr of shares of the capital
stock.
Judging from the past success of the
enterprise, :t is safe to predict an extra dividt-nd of G per «-cnt. within a y car.
It is very seldom that the
public arc ..ffercil an opportunity of
in the .stock
of a corporation of this
character, and as the
business will hear the closest investigation
the number of shares of stock issued to each
individual will b«- positively limited, as it
is the intention of the
management To con-

investing

I
1

J

1

1

1

mother died before he was two
At the age of ten he was
years of age.
turned out of his father’s house by a cruel
step-mother and never again slept under
his father's roof, having lived with friends
until lb years of age, when his ambitious
nature led him to venture forth to seek
his fortune.
He first directed his steps
to Boston where he did his first half !
day's work carrying the Irishman’s hod.
Mr. Murray afterward learned the stone
cutter's trade, working at this trade in
the summer season and teaching school
in the winter.
In the year 1858 lie married Miss Sarah
F. Bean, daughter of Jeremiah Beau, of
Montville, a sister of Fmery Whitten’s
wife, now of Pittsfield. In November,
1850, his wife died. In 185b he was elected to represent the “Plantation of Clinton Gore,’’—now comprising parts
of
Clinton, Burnham, Benton and Albion—
in the legislature.
In October following Mr. Murray married Miss Sarah J. Whitney, of Burnham.
In November, 1858, lie bought the farm
now occupied by Hon.
I. C. Libby, and
the hotel property occupied by John E.
Hart.
Mr. Murray conducted the hotel
and carried on this large farm until the
spring of 18(50, when lie sold out his interest in the hotel and farm to his partner,
Emery Whitten, and brought a one-half
interest in the lumber mills in the village.
One of the mills burned down in three
weeks after his purchase, without any insurance.
Mr. Murray rebuilt the mill and
conducted m large business until 1808,
when he sold out and brought a one-fourth
interest in the tannery and 10.000 acres of
wild land in the town of Alton. Me., in
company with Daniel and George Milliken,
the linn name being Milliken, Murray
A Co.
He remained in Alton several
years then went to South Montville and
bought a grist and shingle mill and a store
and stock of goods.
In 1875 this store
was burned.
lie then moved hack to Burnham and
bought the store where lb J. Gilmore
now trades and soon after
he purchased
the Milliken farm, one of the best and
finest located farm* in town.
Mr. Murray lived on this farm until isbl, during
which time he made extensive improvements on the farm and buildings when he
sold out to E. A. Nash and erected the
beautiful residence where he now lives.
Mr. Murray's present residence is one of
the finest in town.
Mr. Murray and I. C. Libby built the
store recently occupied by
K. Sherman,
which was burned a short time since.
Mr. Murray now owns the Dr. 1). Dyer
A Son’s pill factory and business.
He is
doing an extensive business in patent
medicines.
Mr. Murray keeps a team on
the road selling and advertising his goods.
He is one of the leading men in town and
lias held the office of chairman of the
hoard of selectmen, has several times been
elected and filled with ability the offices of
supervisor of schools, town treasurer, and
and all the honors that are in the gift of a
town to bestow at different times.
Mr. Murray enlisted and Idled two
quotas of soldiers for the late war.
He was drafted but rejected.
He lias
been class leader in the Methodist Church
the most of the time for 85 years, also
superintendent of Sunday Schools for a
large portion of the time, and is now sol ving his fourth ter n as Master of Sehasticook Grange.
Mr. Murray has been foremost in supporting every good cause, is a
strong temperance man—never drank a
glass of liquor or used tobacco in any
form.

A
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Real

reason why
Scott s Emulsion of Pure NorCod
Liver
Oil
and Hypophosphites of Lime
wegian
and Soda has had such a large sale is because it is
“Almost as palatable as milk;” but the best reason is
that its curative properties are
unequalled. It cures

the cough, supplies the waste of tissues,
flesh and builds up the entire system.

Matiniciis

Scott’s Emulsion cures Coughs,
Colds, Consumption, Scrofula,

and all Anaemic 2nd Wasting
Diseas ys. Prevents wasting in
children. Almo.t as palatable as
milk. Get only the genuine.
Prepared by Scott •& Bowne, Chemists, New
York. .Sold by all Druggists.
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ever,
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were ever

$3.00

Lmlies'
A

liiil

Hutton

/

LEAD

A

Fitting

GRADES

line as vou wish for and all at a SQI AKE I’KICE
FA IK PKICE. all at ONE PKK E.

Belfast

it every

time

you

trade

Clothing

HIGH

111

of

SlllEET,

with

-What you want to know is where

Prompt to act, sure to cure

IN

all at

!T WILL drive the humor from
your system, and make your skin
< lean and smooth. Those Pimples and
Blotches which mar vour beauty are
IMPURE BLOCD,
caused by
They can be removed ill a si. it
time, if you are wise and use

great blood purifier, .Sulphur Bitters,

rasam—Emgaagi3ii.u'e
Try a bottle to-day-

t

-We will have this

OVERSHOES

than

Call

^The Latest

me.

HOW.
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New

-
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Reefer Jackets
Extra Quality
Fair Prices

s

*

;£>§■
404

&

£

Sold

£

KAKAS

SONS,

Washington Street,

ASK FOR

Debentures.

Agents, Belfast, Maine.

4w48

Market,

Horse

MIXER'S,

2S Church St. (Journal
Belfast, Nov. 24.1892,—4w47

Building.)

NOTICE.
bills not settled before January 1, 1893,'will
be left in the hands of an attorney for collec-;
tion.
SPENCER & JONES.
I
Belfast, Nov. 29, 1892.—5w48

ALL

-<.tiers

special bargains

1*.*.
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!.

r«>

-upim!
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Millinery.—

m

call ami

examine

y
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W

<

H
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Sterling
Silver
Ware.

Trappings

STEVENS &

ERSKiNE’S,

The largest imi be-: dm- .f t i
sb.oy\ n in Belfast.

101 Main Street, Belfast, Me.
311140
(OPPOSITK POST OKFICK).

sure to cure.

It

cures

Snuff
wherex

er

it goes.-

Drug

and

every

C.

and .ill kinds

w o,

other kind of ring, except
ring.

1

.•»

a

p.-lj:

kJr'K very thing for sale at the lowest p«»ssi
-elect yon:
price. Noyv is the :iim
holiday gift-..

LIBBEY,

H. J. LOCKE,
National Bank Building,

Operative & Mechanical Bentist. 500
Local Anaesthetic, N'itro Oxide (la#, or Ether,
administered for extracting teeth. Office

BOWKS’ BLOCK,

m

Clocks, of Course.

SMART WORKERS WANTED AT ONCE.
Good pay and steady employment on shirt
3m 30
W. F. KELLAR, Camden. Me.

W.

■>

DIAMOND RINGS.

Store.

dills
work.

g<

GOLD WATCHES,
-bushels of them

AT

G.

.:

just

And All Kinds of

CANDIES.

NEW YORK 40 Wall St.
PHILADELPHIA Cor. 4th A: Chestnut Sts.
London.
Amsterdam.
Berlin.

CO.,

in the

For Sale at R. H. MOODY’S
Belfast, Oct. IT, 1802.— 211142*

IN SEALED PACKAGES

an-i

! as

CHRISTMAS TRADE

store formerly

Cheaper!

Catarrh

$2,100,000

RrmrnlnK from :i 3-4 lo B Per Cent.

ARE

TKe Har&»ses,Rob3s, Whips

-Is

FRANK

new

They invite the ladies
goods before buying

F. A. RUSS'

Mortgage Company.

MUNICIPAL BONDS

a

-AT-

EQUITAB L E
InvestmentSecurities

THEY

An_v Others

4w46

SURPLUS AND PROFITS. $1,000,000
$17,000,000,
ASSETS,

mention

> '.is wtwioii she

in

No. 32 Church St..

1 m4d

J.

KHtlist

Miss!!. 1. Fmicli
Fa

Belfast, Me.

AND

Than

BOSTON.

1

BOSTON: 117 Devonshire Sts.
W. FREDERICK &

:«:s 31 Si ill St.,

('alls

first choice.

WILSON,

|

g

HAY-FEVER

COLD

DINSMORE,

season a-

=

Military Capes

particle is applied into c.mli nostril and is I
agreeable. Price 5(> cents at Druggists; v mail,
] vr41
registered, do cents.
ELY BROTHERS, ."r. Warren Sr.. New York.

Five Per Gent.

of

a-

THEY

Styles

EDW.

vP

wtuSKB^^k

PAIDTN,

ITT,]. LINK

CHRISTMAS

look™ !

A

CAPITAL

ETUI Ni; NEW IN

( all and examine miv stock and >
latest styles ii Hoofs and Shoes,

at at——

...

Box Coats

PjAYFEVEfJ

in-

Style

Proprietor.

bur the-

to

early and get

FURS

CREAM

TRY THE CURE

before.

81 Main Street*

Catarrh

Restores the
Senses of Taste
and Smell*

ever

SPENCER

lynrinSl*

It*

AT LOW I’llH']■>.

a

MUCH BETTER LINE OF CHRISTMAS GOODS

Send 3 2-cent stamps to A. P. Ordway & Co.,
Boston, Mass., for best medical work published

lleals the Sores.

1SKST THIN'

ami

Large. Chin Slock from nliicli lo Select.

™,

L.

NEWEST

1.(1,

IN A 1 i. Ct>LORS.

just call

-There you will find

YOU.

w

■■■,,

?

will cure Liver
be discouraged;

„,V° A

1

!

s

^ONjT^VrAl^^E^T^A^ONCEj

Naaal Pa».a8e8.
Allay. Pain and
Inflamation,

HH.tr

© Wisir

I
s

IVhysufferwith Boiis ? TThyrave
with that terrible Headache ? Why
| i iy and toss on that bed of pain
Use Sull with RHEUMATISM ?
i phur Bitters. They will cure you
where all others fail. The dose ia
small—only a teaspoonful. TRY IT
and you will be satisfied. The young,
the aged and tottering are soon made
Kemember what
well by its use.
you read here, it may save your life,
it has SAVED HUNDREDS.
If you are suffering from Kidney
Disease, and wish to live to old age,
use Sulphur Bitters. They never fail i
to cure.
Get it of your Druggist.

elys

THE

Cheapest and Still get the Best Quality & Style.
-If you haven't found out

anil

Man's Rubber Roots for

B. C.

ly32tcnrm

Hoots

High Rubbers for
Felts, for
A Man's Calf Roots, (all
sol ill) for
A Man's Congress or Care.

Prepared by

IT WILL CURE

Man’s Felt
Rubbers for

FURNITURE.

Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Maaa.
by all Druggists. Price $1; six bottleB, $».

Slip,;

§1.00.

Ami

Cherry Pectoral

Sulphur Bitters
Complaint. Don’t

Lit;::' Velvet

~

in £

Mouse,

PIHE1NIX

CHARLES O’CONNELL,

AYER’S
Sold

FULL LISE OF

I Man's

complete

You yet the best

3.0(i

AT ALL Fit ICES.

A

Ulsters,
BEST

‘>.oo
Tap.

ZSCThe Latest Style

A

Gentlemen’s Ftirnisliings.
A haicisomt' iind

Hutton for
A Laities' $4.00 Cloth
Luce or Hutton, for

at

Overcoats,
Reefers,

AND

V. 'i,

WARM GOODS

Mackintosh Goats,

NEWEST STYLES

WITH

JVat kitty

Jtonyola Hutton,
Laities' $‘2.30 Cloth Top

A

taste,

$3.00

Phast for

for this.^a

me

$2.4:.

Laities'

A Laities'

HONEST PRICES.

upon

>

!■

WE AIJE SKLI.INC

LET ME TELL YOU ONE THING. QUALITY COUNTS.

regular organic functions. As an
emergency medicine, every household should lie provided with Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral.
“Having used Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral in my family for many years, I
can confidently recommend it for all
the complaints it is claimed to cure.
Its sale is
increasing yearly with me,
and my customers t'hink this preparation has no equal as a cough-cure.”
—S. W. Parent, Queensbury, X. B.

Estate.

I healthy

a

interesting

more

shoes,

our

money that

Boys’ Clothing,

Suits,
Business Suits,
Working Suits,
Boys’ Suits,

the

1

His creatures, simply to wear a little tuft or
a good many, as the case
may be, on the top
of a bonnet.” Let us think of the cruelty
involved in obtaining such ornaments and
we must surely
forego their use. e. f. m.

depend

Dress

needs but small doses, and does not
interfere with digestion or any of

1

j

uses

for

Guaranteed to give 100 cents in wear and service for every dollar you put into
them.
You can pick from a great assortment of STRICTL 1" S'E IT and
DECIDEDLY POPULAR STYLES.

taken for consumption, in its early
stages, checks further progress of
tlie disease, and even in the later
stages, 'it eases the distressing
cough and promotes refreshing

agreeable

AT

Genteel, Perfect

Mens 2b

Cherry Pectoral
It is

can

Shapely,

AYER’S

sleep.

CLOTHES

HONES!

equal for the prompt relief
speedy cure of Colds, Coughs,
no

Croup, Hoarseness, Loss of Voice,
Preacher’s Sore Throat, Asthma,
Hronchitis, La Grippe, and other
derangements of the throat and
lungs. The best-known cough-cure
in the world, it is recommended by
eminent physicians, and is tlie favorite preparation with singer^ actors,
preachers, and teachers. It soothes
the inflamed membrane, loosens the
phlegm, stops coughing, and induces
repose.

!

DR. WOODBURY’S ANTIDOTE

Scott’s
Emulsion

who

EVERY MAN'S NEED!

AYER’S

1

to

far

This is the universal verdict of

ly.°>Snrm

i

Following are the transfers in real estate,
recorded in Waldo County Registry, for the
week ending Dee. 2, 1NU2:
Jolm Bolden,
Palermo, to Addie 1,. Ilarriman, Whiteiield.
duct the above concern as a close corpora- i Walter P. Bessey, Freedom, to ('has. F.
tion.
I
Further information and prospectus will Bessey, Thorndike. Weston Brown, Somerbe furnished upon application to The Lever- ville, to E. C. Bowler, Palermo. James J.
tte Specific Company, W. H. Cottillard, Clement, Montville, to F. A. Cushman, do.
Treas., 175 Tremont St.. Boston, Mass.
John C. L. Carleton and others, Winterport,
Gw 45
to John H. Cole, do, (4 deeds).
Hattie M.
Durham, Boston, to Thomas Tracy, do. Mary
Fish ami Fishing.
M. Edmunds, Montville, to Horatio Mears,
Charlie Tyler was high line in the Ocean- Belfast: Phebe E. Fowl* r, Liberty, to Marcus
ville factory this fall,
having picked 3,71-’> C. Brown, do. Thomas Gannon, Belfast, to
quarts of clams.
Samuel W. Partridge, Northport. Sanford
The Portland Express reports that the :
to Benjamin Libby, do.
outside lobster catchers lost about one-half Howard, Belfast,
Elizabeth D. Johnson and others, Wintheir traps during the past storm.
to
Lillie F. Howes, do. CalThe fish wardens at Portland continue to terport,
vin Kingman, Waltham, Me., to Lewis
make seizures of short lobsters.
Howard Murphy, BelThe lobster dealers and fishermen along Robinson, Bangor.
tin* coast are generally signing a petition to fast, to Edward A. Drinkwater, Northport.
be presented to the next Legislature, as fol- Sarah B.
Moody and others, Winterport, to
lows: “To .the Senate and House of
Itepre- William A. Thompson, do. Susan Pierce
soiitat'.ves of the State of Maine:
Believing
that the best interests of the State will he and others, Prospect, to Janies H. Pierce,
promoted thereby, most earnestly request do. James H. Pierce to James M. Turner,
that the present law relating to lobsters he
Prospect. Samuel W. Pearson, Belfast, to j
so amended that the
legal length of all lob- Harrison
Hayford, do. E. L. Seavev, Searssters caught, possessed or exposed for sale,
^
shall be ten and one-half inches in
length port, to Jennie L. Harriman. Prospect. John
during the entire year/'
Strattard, Monroe, to J. Willard Strattard,
The fishing schooner Favorite built at Marlboro, Mass. Fied B. Sherman, SavanEast Booth bay by W. I. Adams for E. E.
nah, N. Y., to Frank W. Sherman, Islesboro.
Saunders & Co., a large redsnapper
fishing
firm of Pensacola, Fla., was at Portland re- Joseph L. Stubbs and others, Hampden, T<> j
cently on her way South. The Press says: Willis Dunton, do. Rosa A. Treat and oth-j
i In* Favorite is about 4"> tons burden, moders, Frankfort, to William C.
Bowdoin,
elled by Mr. Adams after the latest fashions
Will F. White, Waterville, to
of swift Gloucester fishermen.
She is a Prospect.
very last sailer, as one would readily under- Janies F. Jewell, Monroe.
Emily Pendlestand to See her clean sharp prow, regular ton, Islesboro, to Walter O. Hall,
Neponset,
lines and narrow round stern built on the V
Mass.
model. She is built of oak in the strongest
manner, and finished in the best workmanThe Cau'p of Rheumatism.
ship. It her black paint could he changed to I
white the Favorite would be the rival in I
An acid which exists in sour milk and cibeauty, as she is undoubtedly the peer in der, called lactic acid, is believed by physispeed, of the elegant private yachts that cians to he tin* cause of rheumatism. Accruise along this coast in summer.”
cumulating in the blood, it attacks the fibrous tissues in the joints, and causes agonizAbout Birds on Bonnets.
ing pains. What is needed is a remedy to
neutralize the acid, and to invigorate the
Some will remember signing a pledge not kidneys and liver that all waste will be carHood's Sarsaparilla is heartily
to wear birds on bonnets. A recent letter ried off.
recommended by
whom it has cured
from the N. W. C. T. I'. Dept, of Mercy, of rheumatism. Itmany
possesses just the desirMrs. Mary F. Lovell, Supt., has the follow- ed qualities, and so thoroughly purifies the
ing: “The little agret plumes now so com- blood as to prevent occurrence of rheumatic attacks.
We suggest a trial of Hood’s
monly worn instead of the bodies of birds, Sarsaparilla by all who suffer from rheumainvolve exactly the same cruelty as though tism.
the birds were worn. They are the plumes
•‘I beg a thousand pardons for coming so
of the white heron, and the
poor bird has to* late.” “My dear sir,”
replied the lady, grabe killed in the breeding season to obtain
ciously, “no pardons are needed—you can
too
late.”
the
come
ones
to
never
left
them,
starve. I
young
being
have heard pitiful stories of the horrid work
(
being done close to the nests which the poor j
bird had been trying to protect. What must
used in wine
glassful (1 o sour Father think of such hideous
cruelty

something

produces

far

;
Transfers

One

votes.

In the Third congressional district Seth L.
Milliken received 15,582: William P Thompson, 13,7(50; Austin I). Kinght, 7W: George
W. Gillette, 8S8; Edwin C. Burleigh, .”>7: Andrew P. Wiswell, 8 and Herbert M. Heath
and James G Blaine received one vote each.
In the Fourth Congressional district
Charles A. Boutelle received 10,749 votes;
Don. A. H. Powers, 12.201: Ira G. Horsey,
1,277: Oliver D. Chapman. 550: Samuel I).
Leavitt:, 1,010: Frank W. Pierce, one vote.
The plurality f each Congressman is as
follows: Thomas B. Reed's plurality is 1,077: Nelson Dingley. Jr.. 9,02.8; Seth L. Milliken, 1,882: Charles A. Boutelle, 4,2.88.
The majorities arc: Reed, 909; Dingley,
1.584: Milliken, 107 : Boutelle, M4.
■

It appears that the young woman, Seda
learning the language quite rapid- !
name, was going to a neighboring
\
side of Hog Back Mountain in the town
ly and tind that what little training I had by
the men seized her and of
town when
in languages in America is of great value
Montville, Waldo county, Me., on
made off.
The alarm was at once given October 24th, 1825.
to me here.
One has to understand cer- ;
1

It Tastes
Gooa **

The report of the council qommittee on
election returns was as follows:
In the first congressional district, Thomas
B. Reed received 10,312; Darius H. Ingraham, 14.085: Willis A. Ricker, 091: David O.
Moulton, 18; James O. Bradbury, 2; FredN.
Dow and George F. Emery, one vote each.
In the second congressional district. Nelson Dingley, Jr., received 17,114: Daniel J.
MeGillicuddy. 18,500: Ammi S. Ladd, 802;
Gideon R. Salf ord, 99. Norman W. Lermond,

Our food becomes distaste-

time.

a

repeatedly,

fare

It lacks the life-giving power
that way.
that we get from the hills of distant Maine.
feel

Tlie Maine Congressional Vote.

penned. At times one longs for the invigorating, tonic-giving atmosphere of
America, instead of the dull, depressing

Corner Mum Si
6iiio47

SMOKE TRI-MOUNT

High Sts

CIGAR.

AT

Ha:r

MEN
MASONIC

Dressing

Belfast.

WANTED
TEMPLE.

ami Batii Rooms, Main 8:

PILLSBURY & BENNER, Prop
jy Particular attention paid
dreu's hair and honeing razors.

to

rs.

cutting c!
yw48*

Sao Louiz de

Marauiiao.

The National Non-Partisan W. C. T. U.
ears project over the side walks, scattering pedestrians into the nearest doorways.
The Cleveland Plaindealer of Nov. 18th
\T IMPORTANCE,
Naturally there are not many carriages in contains portraits of some of the leading
OF T1IE SERE AND YELLOW. OOODN
the city, since there is only one good car- spirits of the
non-partisan temperance conI'D BRAZIL.
\)
road on the w hole island,, and that vention in that city, including Mrs. J. Ellen
riage
of
:al Correspondence
The Journal.]
only two or three miles long. The Sedan Foster, of Iowa, and Mrs. Florence C. Porter,
vxiiao, Brazil, Oct. 17,180*2. Lookchair is not used here, as at Bahia, but the of Maine. The hitter was re-elected nationr the map of Brazil, you will observe
“rede” abounds—a sort ol' strong ham- al secretary of literature, and Mrs. E. A. I).
of Belfast, secretary of the new
,i we have returned southward, by sea,
mock which provides easy means of loco- Harrington,
of industrial training.
The
It happened
n distance below Para.
department
motion up and down the hills.
It is very
Plaindealer says:
the steamer we took on our upward
common to see ladies taking their pameio,
Mrs. Florence C. Porter, national secretadid not call at this port; and having
or daily “constitutional,” but few’
gentle- ry of literature, is the daughter of Hon.
>ui to “do" the country thoroughly,
Samuel Collins, a prominent Democrat and
men go abroad in the rede except invaa
large lumber manufacturer of Caribou,
irit that to omit so important a place
lids and octogenarians, though they in- Aroostook county, Me., and the wife of Rev.
Maranhao. and proceed to pastures new
C.
Porter, a Congregational clergyman,
j dulge in them greatly at home. Between nowW.a resident
of Winthrop, Me. Mrs. Porter
>ut having seen it, would be like a
the paving-stones of the steep streets grass from early girlhood has been a zealous work.•pod stitch in a piece of knitting—
er for temperance.
She was one of the piogrows thickly, and tropical rains dash
neers in \V. C. T. U. work in her county,
\
picked up at the time, but if left, down them in
torrents, washing the whole ably performing the duties of both counirreparable injury io the completed
HON. WM. F. CODY.
ty and State offices. When that organcity clean. One <j)f the narrowest and ization
So we have retraced our steps
I,.
allied itself to a political party, Mrs.
Buffalo Bill.”
avenues is Appropriately named
steepest
Porter
was among the first who protested
hundred miles below the mouth of
Many are familiar with the famou8
such action, and was in the front
against
Owstreet.
(^uebra-costa,
(break-back)
“Buffalo Bill's” wonderful wild west show.
\maz.oii: and will presently double
ranks of those who withdrew from the
ing to the combined beat and humidity of older society and organized the Aroos- Prior to his venture abroad, Mr. Cody exhib"U the same
course,
on
route to
ited
at Staten Island, in New York Harbor,
the atmosphere everything you touch is took county Independent Non-Partisan W.
where lie became afflicted with Malaria.
uola.
C. T. l\
Sin- is one of Maine’s strongest adwith
with moisture, green
mould, vocates of non-partisanship both upon the Knowing the virtues of Ivickapoo Indian
the way. 1 am not sure whether you clammy
Sagwa, Mr. Cody sent to the agents for this
of odor and sticky to the touch, as platform and through the columns of the
musty
wonderful Indian remedy, and after using a
hnd tie- name l have uiven on the
is a
for many of which she
few bottles was permanently cured.
in Panama.
The houses are substantially newspapers,
valued correspondent. Mrs. Porter is idenwhich you consult.
It will depend
It is a remarkable medicine,” said Mr.
work of
built of stone those of the better class be- tified with the Home

Fur

!•:R OLD SEA-PORT

TOWN, ONCE OF
BUT NOW IN ITS

s

the map, as the place rejoices under
iety ot titles, s.iinc authorities put

ing two-storied. with balconied windows.
All of them have mossy, red-tiled, over-

l.ouiz: others Maranhao,
Maranheim : ot lie is M a ran ha m : and

w n

Sao

as

missionary
societies
the State and was appointed
by Gov. Burleigh a delegate to represent

her

banging' root's, under whose

eaves

Maine at the nineteenth National Convention of Charities and Corrections at Denver
in June. last. Mrs. Porter is favorably known
throughout Maine. She has also shown rare
ability in her national department work.
At Thursday's session a paper was read by
Mrs. Porter on “The Temperance Work of

swal-

lows breed in great numbers, and are stiris hitcii
the several cognomens to- |
rounded by odorous gardens where myrir in one lii^h sounding whole.
The
ads of pica-llores, (tiny Brazilian humh colonists w ho lu st settled the town
ming birds that look like living jewels)
d‘j) christened it in compliment to
dart forever among the ilowers.
saints and tin*
of
<

■

royal family

atroii

Marine

ity lias now-a-days not more than
c. st. Louis, and its hay Saint Mary, j
and a general air of
Hutch. who gained possession a few :.o.ihhi inhabitants,
later and held it

n

until 1

I At id Cochrane, who eapin ls2h. and e,'<>t himself made
juis of the same, called it Maranham.
■o this dav the
Knglishmen who come

haranheim.
‘1

■

|

have

spoiled

the musical

northward and Pernambuco to the south-

The

j

so

com-

population and eer- quantities of rice, cotton, rum, drugs and
authority on medicinal herbs, hides, manteiga di tart a ruga, or turtle-egg butter, sugar, hamto their own country.
>t on Maranhao.
Therefore, you ran mocks and pottery; and the receiving
your choice in the matter: hut if you point for manufactured goods from Euly om lude to stick to the name, rc- rope to supply the same interior region.
aher it is pronounced as if spelled Steamers ply from Maranliao direct to
raii-yowu. accenting the final sylla- Havre. Liverpool and Lisbon; to Para and
ought 11» he
> }>ertaining

the host

y

Pin de Janeiro: and
any rate it is not a
'eing capital of tin*

P

also up the great
Guajahu and Pendare.

rivers Itapicura,
The cathedral and

place to be ignorbig. big province

magnilieent

Brazil’s fourth city in size
second to none in commercial im-

Me same name,
onee

said to be the very best
h
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the Ih public.
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main land, but like New YmkCity.
ipies an island in the Atlantic, twen-
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theatre. museum, public library, botanic
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it is here called, where the higher
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Among other

public buildings are the Governor" s

sericordia and half
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he mouth m' these
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pital,

the twin

Marks and San .)o>c. erni vied

>it San
in*

monasteries.

palace, the treasury, custom house, municipal hall, naval arsenal, military hos-

ight miles Tong 1>\ fifteen broad. sepa-

by

and

vents

town in

from tin- rest of Brazil

are

the

Jesuits many years ago: and there are ten
other line churches and no end of con-

and

‘nine,
:t

Episcopal palace
built
by

structures,

; \. w

tlie sick

«

arc

and unfortunate:

a<-

guage?' ancient

1MMI. and whose dis
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cured, including the lanand modern, navigation,

etc:
commercial
Hiding design, astronomy,
school with evening sessions, and another
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ai
Spanish
ncy''
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the next quarter century.
ii.
Once for arti sans and working people generally,
The 111air the shelter is line, lining well de- in which Ihc trade-arc taught.
led .it iis entrance 1>\ a -ci I. s ..f forts. joriiyot citizens are more than ‘‘well-todo." owning interior estates nf greater or
a tall, whiti light-house
m an island
the larger island of Maranhao. and h.■ s> extent, (and in fwmrr da\s many
slaws). \v 1:i< li *re carried on h\ resident
meted from the prevailing

■

v

y

ov.-d h\
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iie

sum>
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■<

easterly

ids by
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of
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wo nr
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\v 11 i

more

than lialf dr\.

ot

stranded amid gn at
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leaving
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-ugh in his da\ and generation to
more, has ample time w hi!e w aiting for
water's rise and the simultaneous
I’ll of his
m
11
J'll'J i" n * <l" '',.//,/./.

showy branches, if not in
practical, and generally “lin-

low basis as for many weeks. Deal and
timber freights partake of the prevailing
apathy, and such little business-as has transpired is indicative of no improvement. West
India freights show no appreciable change
from the low rates that, have recently prevailed, both outward and homeward. Coastwise freights remain dull, with practically
no change in rates for lumber, coal, etc., and
in view of the depression, many vessels arc
already being laid up for the winter. Charters:
Barque Grace Linnwood, New York
to Port Elizabeth and East London, general
at
or about 2.‘*s Pd.
cargo
Ship Susquehanna
New York to San Francisco, anthracite coal,
p. t., erroiiously reported the Shanandoah
last week. Sell Horace A. Morse, Satilla

>
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Men’s

S.

SYKE.3,

Tap
.$1.65
Boys'Tap Sole Thick Boots. 1.25
1.00
Tap Sole Thick Boots.
Men’s Grain Lace Boots. 1.50
Men’s Grain congress Boots. 1.50
Men's Lace or Congress Boots. 1.00
Ladles’ Warm Lined Glove Congress. 1.00
Ladles' Warm Lined Glove Slippers.75
Ladles' Felt Lace Boots.

Pedagogical

Ladles’ ttraln
Misses’Grain
Child's Grain
Child’s Grain

Per Year
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bimborazo. There is one tramway line
111at runs off somewhere beyond the substreets so narrow that the
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Trial bottle mailed on receipt of 25 cents
Rumford Chemical Works,
in stamps.
Providence, R. 1.

I

This

is

the

BEST ami MOST EXPENSIVE tloiu on earth, adapted to all purposes,
—bread, biscuit and pastry, ami is made to
till a ion# l’elt. want for a better Hour
than lias heretofore been oilered.

It Hill make WIIITKK
It Hill make

BBKAB,

Than any other

BKTTKR RBk\D,

FLOUR

ll Hill make WORK BUMP,

IT WORKS LIKE A CHARM.-

Please remember that
u

s.d.

on

s

**\

the market.
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Boston Belting Co.’s
Lawn Hose,
-A M»

Columbia & Hart-

giwaaniit

'7 P" Flf

ford Cycles.
55f”Uoii’t Forget the Flare,

GEO. T
44 Main

St.,

READ,
Belfast, Me.

IVr Year:

Fancy Patent,
Kidder’s Best,
Ames & Son’s

d v. m.

i;

r.ley's Prize,”

.1

Washburn’s Superlative,
Burt & Sneider’s

to De-

I

I

Baza k is a journal lor tin* lumic, It
li'ives tlu* fullest and latest informal' i"U about
Fashions, and its numerous illustrations. Paris
designs, and pattern-sheet supplements are indispensable alike to the home dress-maker and tinprofessional modiste. No expense is spared to
make its art is tie attractiveness of tin highest ot
der.
Its bright stories, amusin': comedies, and
thoughtful essays satisfy all taste-, and its last
pati'e is fatuous as a budget of wit and humor. In
its weekh issues everylliiiij: is included which i«>f interest to women. The Serials for iso:; will be
written by Wai.tku Bksant and Kuna Ta'ai.i..
Ciinisri n i: Ti:nin xi: Hi iuih k will furnish a
practical series, entitled *-.\r the Toilet.'* GuA'T
Kino. ( m.i i: Tiioum. .Mii.i.kh, and ( a\t>a.f
Wiikki.kk will be frequent contributors.
The
work of women in the Columbian Exposition will
be fully represented with main illustrations
T
W 11 n.<;i\so\, in “Women and .Men.” will please
a cultivated audience.
11 A i: i*

ed stomach.

“

I

1

by
mdigestion of the food. The
best remedy for headache
proceeding from a disorder-

i

intense

in the (treat Poston Fire in 1872. and

1893.
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out injury and thereby
iieves diseases caused

lire,

great

subjected

The Volumes of the Maoa/.ink begin with the
Number for June and December of each year.
When ii*» rime is ment i< mod, subscript ions will begin with the Number current at the time of receipt
of order.
Round Volumes of Harder’s Ma*. a
/.ini: for three years back, in neat cloth binding,
will be s,-iir D\ mail post-paid, on receipt of
on
per volume. Cloth Cases for binding, "n cents
ca* h— by mail, post-paid.

High Street.

Indigestion.
Promotes digestion

were

at

Remittances should be made h\ Post-«.tiic» Monev
<)r*ler **r 1 >raft. to a v*d*l chance of loss.

cember 10th.
The meeting will he held in the Oak street
j School hall, where the committees on instruction will meet Thursday, December 20,
at

.$4
j

HARTER S BAZAR.
HARTER S YOCNfr PEOPLE.

COLBURN,

Mcdintock Block.

The Teaching of English,
Miss Mildred 1». Fairfield.

j Supt.
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Missouri,

In his annual
report, Chief Naval Constructor Wilson recommends an appropriation of $25,000 for the Portsmouth, N.
H., navy yard.
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Shape

HARPER'S WEEKLY

W. T.

lege,

mus-

on coinage. is earnest in his denunciation of the
plan which Baron Rothschild presented to
the monetary conference.
He says that
to establish the value of silver at 43
pence
ounce
as
per
Rothschild proposes would
demonetize about one-third of the silver
currency of the world.

to be eschewed for

climbing, unless they loom
regions, like Popocatipetl

the end of the

chairman of the House committee

is never

possibly be used: and bills so
equator, though lovely in a scen-

very day
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Representative Bland,

mild not.
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ic point of view,

bayonet

“amigo (friend) signifying that you are
on peaceable terms with the
spirit of law

heard upon them, for wheeled vehicle*
near

a

ket. and required to give the

is this Maran-

t*mis that the sound of wheels
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Everythin-"-

SAMPLE.

at

iraimnar Schools,
d. E. P.urkc, Superintendent of Schools,
Watcrvdle, Me.
Rooks which School Roys and (iirls arc
Daniel E. Owen, Saco.
Reading,
Psychology and Et hies in Secondary Schools,
Rev. R. L. Whitman, President of Colby
Cni\ ersitv.
The Topical Method ol Teaching.
Rev. William D. W. Hyde, Rowdoin Col-
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where 50 of

Magazine.
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It ramqueer.
hills and the valley bethe
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Slippers.45
Button, all Solid Leather
1.00
Button, sizes 11 to 2.75
Button, sizes 0 to 11.65
Button, sizes 5 to S.40

Ladles' Felt Sole

river to Boston or Portland, lumber at >.">.
1J 1 -■_*, 40 M per day.
Sell .Etna, New York
Key West and Mobile, general cargo,
>000, free wharfage. Sell Tofa, Darien to
New York or Philadelphia, hewn timber,
Soli .Etna, Mobile to
>.">.7."». .">0 M per day.
New York, lumber, S<>.
I'Ih*

150 sold in

Harper's Mauazine for 189.3 will continue to
maintain the unrivalled standard of excellence
which has characterized it from the beginning.
Among the notable features of the year there will
be new novels by A. Conan 1)»>yi‘i-:, Constance
Fenimore Woolson, and William Black. Short
stories will he contributed by the most popular
writers of the dav. including M auv E. Wilkins,
Richard Hardin*; Dav is. Mar«;aret Dei.ani*.
Brander Matthews and many others. The illustrated descriptive papers will embrace articles by
Julian Ralph on new Southern and Western
subjects; by Theodore Child on India: by Poui.tNEV Bioelow on Russia and (Jermany; by Ri* n
ard Hardin*; Davis on a London Season:
by
Colonel T. A. Dodce on Eastern Riders, etc. Edwin A. Aduev's illustrations of
Shakespeare's
Comedies will be continued. Literary articles will
be contributed by Charles Eliot Norton, Airs.
James T. Fields. William Dean Howells.
Brander Mathews, and others.

Sole Thick Boots.

COMFORT POWDER CO.. Hartford. Conn.
E.

Always

tt'nrhl

Champion Record also in the (treat Chicago Fire
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ILLUSTRATED.

pimples, blackheads,
roughness of the

removes

VV«- Best

j

Iy4ltc
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you would be escorted every few-steps by
the patrol, with a musket over his shoul-

as

consequently

CHICAGO, ILL., and
224 State Street, BOSTON.
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FOR SALS.
THK real estate <>n Bridge street, in Belfast
1 known as the WILLIAM u All*I:n nroperty
consisting of the lame two story Iioum-With ell
and Barn, with .uood orchard and garden -rounds
This property m well located and in l.. ..'»d condi
tion for a Boarding house, and will he "ohi at a

/.

SON,

..

Harper’s Weekly.

UPHOLSTERING.

Per Cent

<

—

■

frame work.

water

N. K. FAIRBANK & CO.,
PORTLAN.

i

'Hong enough to resist any tempest, in
whose deep shadows, seldom invaded by
uman

Doors, ami Deposit Work of

—

till the tree has

enormous

Everywhere.':

only by

<

mud along the slmre and

other stems,

into

Made

48 Main St,. Belfast, Me..

attain the size of the parent stem:
ml these in turn, send out other blanches
ad

Grocers

7*

•on

-row n

by

Winter Footwear

WONHKK."

INC.

Dividends

Krom its shaft
strangest manner.
peraps six feet high and six inehes in dimeter—it puts forth horizontal branches,
i'hese drop down stickers that become
the

Sold

Mass. Real Estate Co.

principle of tannin in greater abundii'-e than am other
tree), grows in the

■"fed in

£ Bank Safes, Bank Vaults, Bank Vault

B. F. WEILLS.

t•.,•

young bivalves attaeli them.\fs in great numbers
upon the trunks
■ad lower limits when submerged.
The
know,

truly,

j

tor

you

Yours

inelltair^j^g^

''hen tin- tide is out, they show the sinid ar spectacle of oysters
growing on

(which,

eight hundred dollars.

fENNYRQYAL PILLS

brazil.- onl\ their uppci branches
'■ing visible, scantily clothed with sca-1cell toliage and a few
white blossoms,

mgiove.

to

J. M. AMES &

nth

••es.

Widths.

File Complete Electoral Vote.
Portugal, when the monarch** homebred courtiers crowded all the walks of [
The final returns from Oregon make it
The \ oluines of the B\/..\u bej^in with the first
the purambition to the exclusion of native worth [ possible at last to print an exact table of the
AT “ROCK BOTTOM" PRICES.
Number for .human of each year. W hen no time | reasonable ti-mv. li desired, one-ha!
1 electoral vote of
chase monex <•:»n remain on morr.ua-e a rcavmahle
the States for President. It
is mentioned, subscriptions will beum with the
.lust
a
nice
lot
of
Salt Mackerel, Slack Sailed
and taieni.
in,
In those days tin* govern- stands as follows:
time. For term*, applv t<>
Number
current
at
the
|
time
of
j
receipt of order,
Fish, Plifs Feel, Tripe and >moked Ham and
KOBKUT F or‘\VM. <>. ALHF.N. iVrtland,
ment was terribly
of II utriai's Ba/ai; for three
unjust and oppressive
til n3(i
Bacon.
CLKYKLANJ).
HARRISON.
or at Bhlfxst S
«,*, J.
\k.
j! Bound Volumes
years back, in neat clot h bindiu”, w ill be sent l.\
Belfast. .Tunc l.">. 1S'.*1, •_>tf
and the history of the “(.’apitanias" is’a ! Alabama.11, Iowa.l:i
mail, postage paid, or by express, free I
expense
Arkansas. 8 Maine. 0
(provided the freight does not exceed one dollar
repetition of the old story of the rapacity California. b Massachusetts. 10
CURES
i
per volume), for sT no per volume.
n Chlohm',
and outrages oi the Roman proconsuls. Connecticut..
<» Michigan. 8
iriaiRnnrf Rrnnfl.
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Lameness,
Cloth Cases for each volume suitable for hind!
STOCKTO> SPIMMiS.
Minnesota.
Delaware.2
I
r<> this hereditary haired another cause is
ine-, will be sent b\ mail, post-paid, on receipt ..f
Sore Throat,
Headache,
Toothache,
Florida. 4 Montana. 0
si 00 each.
Diphtheria, Burns, Sprains, Strains,
added in the steady tflo\\ of Portuguese (Jeorgia.12 Nebraska.
.,jin:• un drily (Ifiiuine.
a
S
1
Remittances should be made In Post-otlicc .M«me\
Colie, Cholera Morbus, Dyspepsia,
Illinois.24 New 1 lampshirc... 4
<)rder or I>raft. to avoid i-hame ..f |..»
emigration into the Republic, and the fact 1 ndiauu.15 Ohio.20
Sour Stomach, &c.
Ked
;
A> irs/ia/H i> aye not to m,n; f h is tatt
/ is/ in.
that the miserably pool emigrants almost Kentucky.12 Oregon. 0
Sold Everywhere. 25 cents*
nit hunt the i/ntss order ot'll AUIM'.U vY BU"THI'K-.
'■ h.
Louisiana.
s'
•.•■lift 4ft
Pennsylvania.02
lyr«
/"
•_*.
Address:
HARPER A BR( »TI I ERS. N i:w Yokk.
invarnbly become rich, while the linaneial Mary lami. 8 Rhode Island. 4
;
"Stcd. r f.r Ladies." •<■■■■return
tendencies of the haughty Brazilians, who Michigan. ti Vermont. 4
**u>
1 0,000
11
paper*
* htctieMtopPbemlcttl t «.,llu.lU»n
t893=
'tjunrel
b Washington.. 4
as a rule, toil not neither do they
iota by all Local Druggists.
1’bJiadiA.. l*a.
spin.are Mississippi.
Missouri.17 W yoming. 0
1 v rn
steadily downward, especially since the New Jersey.1(1
246 Washington St., Boston.
New York.:»<>
Total.3 os
aho'ition of slavery.
North Carolina.11
WEAVER.
ILLUSTRATED.
Taken all in all, despite its steep street.* Ohio
.1 Colorado. 4
and sticky moisture, Sao Louiz de Maran- South Carolina. b Idaho. 0
llAia’Eii's Weekly is aeknouledged as Mamlhao is an eminently lovable city, and one Tennessee.12 Kansas.10
iiig tirst among illustrated weekly periodicals in
Texas.15 Nevada. 0
11 F undersigned i- p re pan tl to tic
A"" i< a.
Ii occupies a place between that
’lie
|
-Mering
pleasant to remember. I 'niversal courtesy, Virginia.12 North Dakota. 0
in all it" hrai lies: aNo mattres." work. hat
! hurried daih paper and that of the less timeh
ness
kindness and good temper arc eontined to West Virginia. (i Oregon. 1
repairing ami carriage 1rimmii;- * «*\erin^s
monthly magazine. It includes both literature
Wisconsin. 12 South Dakota. 4
<1 even variety, and harnesses
and news, and presents with epual force ami teJieiInvests in Central Heal Kstate in growing cities.
all -tades m
no grade of
stonk. Harnesses made'to "rder. M liij ". haliets
society, and a ready oversowt> the real events ol current his oiy ami imagina$2,000,000
| Authorized Capital.
and evet rhini: in t hat line
tive themes of fiction. On account <>f its \er\
i
Total.28
Total....278
In
meets
the
at
Capital
1.300.000
ing hospitality
paid
stranger
every
I
T'tf
F. 4. BOBBINS,
complete series of illustrations <>| I he World's
Surplus
100,000
turn.
I air. it will be not only ,he best guide to the great
Wadlln Storm :17 Vain street, Belfast.
Kvery day is one of tranquil calm,
oiM.AM/.r.i* in 1885.
but also its best souvenir. E\erv pubEASY TO TAKE
-IS HEADQUARTERS FOR
Exposition,
every evening one of mild dissipation; and
Paid I)i\idends of 5 per cent, per annum for 4 1-2
lic event .of general interest will be fully illus
Dr. Pierces
Josi.ni Wii.uam«in.
Ins. W
t.rated in its pages. Its contributions being from
i.| \ Jisc.v, ,I>j.
b\ midnight the streets are deserted and
years.
Pleasant Pellets.
! Paid Dividends "t 7 per cent, per annum sinee
tlie best writers ami artists in ibis country, ir will
Collections ;i specialty.
Notary l’ul>li<\
Smallest, easiest,
silent as graveyards, in which, should you
18JM).
continue to excel in literature, news, and illustraJuly.
I
cheapest, best.
tions, all other public ations of its class.
Average Dividends since organization over 0 per
be so out of fashion as to walk

as

deep

<*n

all

constantly, winter and summer,

lor four years, and can obtain for you any kind of
fur garment, in any length or size, from twenty-

oi,

man

at

least

tlie part of the former.
It had
ils vise in the time of colonial
dependanee

at

and

cnrnamit

Indian.

in

Trimmings

Have sold furs

■w

hy

CONEY,

With Muffs to match ii Wanted.

Insures perfect Complexion.
It
is the onlv powder that combines healing with the ordinary
qualities of a face powder. It

officers of the arm\ and navy, priests and
Lewiston Traint <
ing School.
beautiful is the hay beyond, dotted .gentlemen of leisure—comprise about one The Teaching of
Agriculture in the Schools,
J Prof.
Tim Portuguese, I
Hi
little islands of greenest green: third of the population.
Ralentine, State Agricultural College,
including most of the shop-keepers, arti- j The usual reduction of hotel rates has been
range lisliei-craft, lying along the
secured.
and picturesque niontarias. manned sans. -lao money-getters, number about
Ladies desiring free entertainment must
to Supt. (J. A. Stuart. Lewiston, or
ii
from six to a dozen
who oiie-sixtb: and the rest is made up of [apply
'<

WOOL SEAL,

youths’

I

functionaries, [

iv-

:

MONKEY,

Pimples.

“A HKA!

Mass

BEAVER,

Emily Palmer,
Ashwillet,
Ct„ savs: “I had skin eruption
so badly I could not attend entertainments. Comfort Powder
has completely cured me.”
Annie R. Cook, Lynn, Mass.,
savs: “Comfort Powder completely removed pimples from
my face.”

nijiortaiice of the Grammar Grade,
d. W. Mitelndl, Rockland.
Importance of Placing Good Rooks in the
ished" in Madrid. Lisbon or Paris.
PraHands of Pupils,
zilians proper, that is, descendants of the ! (L R. Files, Principal High School, Lewiston.
Freshman Fit,
early Portuguese and Spanish emigrants— I
Prof. F. (J. Rohinson, Rowdoin Co'lege.
the highest class <!' society, from whose Phonetic Teaching of tin* Alphabet,
Dr. J. if. Hanson, TVaterville.
ranks >-<*1111 most of tlie civil

the travelei who has not. been wise

**

the children of t hese opulent
j
universally well educated,

are

least in the

t.lu's.-most

sand

inks.
i hen

it\ litc.

<

land-owners

that have anchored in front of

.liners

S

so that all the most
lucky
have to do is to spend 1 he revenues
thereof in the pleasures and dissipations

crossed

have in stock

<

owners

p i>ses lainwn only
But when the tide is out.

Face

The program for tile annual meeting of the
Maim- Pedagogical Society, which is to lie
j held in Lewiston, Pec. 2‘d-dl, has been partly
! arranged as follows :
Lines of Advance,
Principal C. C. Rounds, State Normal
!
School, New J1 ampshire.
Courses in Literature
for
Primary and

administrators:

h

nai row

Indians.

'he

lm\ mountains.

now

-IN-

steady. Nor is there, upon the surface of affairs, anything to encourage the hope of an
early turn in the tide of depression in connection with the shipping interests which
prevails in all parts of the world. Orders
for petroleum are few, and the limits low
bot.li for barrels and eases, though oil freights
to the far East have a better support relatively than to Europe, because of the scarcity
of suitable ships on the spot and near-by.
The inquiry for general cargo tonnage continues light, and rates for Australia, the
West Coast, South America, River Platte,
etc., remain substantially upon the same

the hulk of the

m

We

Sudbury St.. Boston,

Fire ai Bnrglar-ProDf Safes

BaRgAiNs

The demand for tonnage in all the distant
off-shore trades continues remarkably light
for this period, and although the available
supply is moderate the market is barely

But Maranhao must al-

commerce.

64

seal skins.

of the Thanksgiving holiday.
situation, however, is practically unchanged.
rence

much

rich country, the province alone of w hich
it is the capital having an area of 140,000
It is the entreport for vast
square miles.

Lio de la Plata. (“Liver of Silver)" hv
mug it into the Uiver Plate: while all

Portuguese and Brazilians, who

to

ways be of consequence, being the outlet
of the products of a very wide extent of

of

name

greater, before Para

ward had diverted and absorbed

for- I of its

is coast in shoals to repair tIn ii

'.call it aftei Lord ( loch ratio's fashion.
c\

the

much

was

it

SUBST,TUTE FOR LARD.

For

Fkkiohts.

having gone into a decline. Time was.
say thirty years ago, when the population

duhhed

Miscellany.

The Freight Circular of Brown
N: C<>., New York, reports for the week ending Nov. I'd: Business during the week has
been to some extent curtailed by the recur-

goods, bought previous to the July ad
warmth, comfort, durability, style
and economy they are the garment to buy, as
they
protect the most vital parts, the chest and hack.
Fur garments are to be worn for all time, and
many popular furs will, in a few years, pass out
of sight of all ordinary purses.
Most all nations covet them. China has no use
for them, but will exchange her finest
teas^or
new

vance.

what is claimed for it: an honest medicine of
superior curative qualities, combining the
best of the vegetable kingdom gathered
iroin the forests and gardens of nature.
1 yl 4

the Future.”

The

OF ALL KINDS.
All

Cody, and I have known of its virtues a
long time. You may use my name and say
that for what it claims to do it has no equal,
and for malaria and chi 1 Is it is far superior
to quinine in many ways.”
This, from the leading plainsman in American history, a man wlio.se integrity is unquestioned, should prove beyond a shadow
of doubt that Ivickapoo Indian Sagwa is just

in

Capes

»

vegetablo

cent, per

Surplus at close of last fiscal year,

|

Steck offered for sale at $108 per share.

i

Send

to or

call

at

over

$100,000.

the office for information.

I_____

I

j

Boys and Children’s

ex-

W ithoufc
tracts.
or
disturbance

trouble, Constipation, indigestion, Bilious Attacks, oick ana
Bilious Headaches, and all derangements of
the liver, stomach, and bowels are prevented,
relieved, and cured. Permanently cured,
too.
By their mild and natural action, these
little Pellets lead the system into natural
Their influence lasts.
ways again.
catarrhal in its nature,
catarrh itself, autl all the troubles that
come from catarrh, are perfectly and
permanently cured by Dr. Sage's CaNo matter how bad
tarrh Remedy.
your ease or of how long standing, you
cured.
be
can

Everythin?

iy34

SMOKE MTRI-OUNT CIGAR.

Violin Making ai Repairing
A

•

|

ultars, Banjos, Mandolins, ’Cellos, Basses, &c.,
carefully put In order by the Cremona, Italy,
systems. Violin Bows Kehalred, 50 cents ;
Hair unfurnished, 30 cents. Old and
Violins for sale.

By JOHN W. WATERMAN,
or. Church and Bridge Sts., Belfast, Me.
4w40

CLOTHING,

Per Year:

Offices Over American Express Office, Belfast,

Farm for Sale.
settled in business in Boston, 1 desire
to sell the so-called Cunningham farm, 2 1-2
miles from Belfast, on the Northport road. Said
land is well divided into pasture and tillage, with
more than enough wood and lumber to
pay price
asked. Will be sold for part cash down. Inquire
of
LOR IN FLETCHER, No. 51 Cedar St.
Belfast. Nov. 30, 1892.-48tf

Hats and FaraisMai Goods.
Heliuble Goods !

Lowest, Prices !

Piano to Rent.
PIANO TO RENT.
A SQUARE
inquire of

For

particulars

MISS FATJNCE, High Street.
Belfast, Nov. 10, 1892.—45tf

SMOKE

TRI MOUNT

H AHI’EK S

MAGAZINE.£4

HARPER’S YOPNG PEOPLE.

Belfast, Sept. 29,1892.—SinSO

HAVING

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON & SON,
Attorneys & Counsellors at Law

HARPER'S WEEKLY.
HARPER S BAZAR.

specialty. Tops graduated and restored.

new

HARPER'S PERIODICALS.

4m4o

annum.

I

CIGAR.

Post aye Free to all subscribers in llu
States. Canada and .\h.rieo.

K-trABL

or

4

I’,tiled

The Volumes of the Weeki.a begin with the
tirst Number for January of each year. When no
time is mentioned, subscriptions will begin with
the Number current at the time of receipt of order.
Bound Volumes of Haueeks Weekly for three
years back, in neat cloth binding, will be sent by
mail, postage paid, or by express, free of expense
(provided the freight does not exceed one dollar
per volume), for $7 00 per volume.
Cloth Cases for each volume, suitable for bind
ing, will be sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of
.§1 00 each.
Remittances should be made In Post-ottice Monev
Order or Draft, to avoid chance of loss.

Xetesjiajicrs are not to copy this advertisement,
without the express order of H a keek & Broth eks.
HARPER &

1805.

For

on

on

1

yrl

BROTHERS, New York.

English
Markets.

Consignments

solicit-

ed. Shipments forwardmade, and full information given
SIMMONS At (0.,
by
58 Siate street,
Boston, Mass.
Representing JAMES ADAM, SON At 10.,
London, Liverpool, Glasgow, etc.
ed.

Address:

I*HKD

400

Advances

.‘hn3G

City Bleachery.
have

Iall

just letnn.td turn Boston vnb all eth
'eading styles of HATS and RONNLI'S. and

kinds of 1 ANCY LACES and BRAIDS. Old
work done in the lest possible manner. NEW
HATS ami BONNETS made to order. You will
find all kinds of SEWING MACHINE NEEDELS
t my place.
S. D. BBGWN,
l^tt
High St., over Herveys Jewelry Store

Republican Journal.

Short

Cincinnati has just been the scene of what
the papers of that city call the most audacious business swindle ever known. The affair has a certain degree of local interest
from the fact that one of the swindlers took

BELFAST, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1892.
EVERY

PUBLISHED

THURSDAY

Republican
CHARLES

Jay

BY THE

Journal Pub. Co.

the name of George H. Bemis. and the Cincinnati papers, assuming that to be his real
name, have more or less to say concerning
the late landlord of Crosby Inn. It is only
fair to state here that Mr. Bemis has not
been in Cincinnati, having been at the Kineo
House, Moosehead Lake, until recently, and
that the descriptions of the swindler who
stole his name do not tit him at all. The
Cincinnati man had “a dark moustache and
piercing black eyes,” while Bemis the hotel
man has blue eyes and a light complexion.
In brief, Bemis was “not in it”—the Cincinnati commission house of Bemis, Staunton
& Co. The two swindlers who did business
under this name bought out—on credit—an

j lil-Mgg‘^gt,.KK.

P1LSBUBY

A.

MoKNIXU

Gould left the earth.

Beyond

slight

a

decline in the Gould

stocks, the death of the great financier
made no disturbance in the money market.
The U. S.

garded

as

a

Marshalship
particularly

seems

to be

re-

plum,

desirable

and the woods are full of candidates. One
of the first in tlie field

was

Capt.

Baker, of Belfast, and his friends
fident he will get there.

Charles
are con-

old commission house, painted the front of
the building a bright red, covered it with
signs, furnished it handsomely—on credit—
employed book-keepers, type-writers and
travelling men, and then baited their hooks
for suckers. They had lots of bites. Consignments poured in from all over the country. and tin' produce received was promptly

Bath, with two men on the Maine Central directorate, wants another to take the
place of Mr. H. X. Jose. Bath would like
t<» own t he Maine Central.
[Portland Express.
Well, who would not? Belfast is doing
shoes and sarsa-

good business making
parilla, but we wouldn't

a

Maine ( entral for

mind

side investment.

a

President Harrison's
was

sage

Tuesday.
ument.

takes

having

turned into cash by selling under the market rates. Nothing was paid for, and by a
system of kiting checks and buying on credit
and selling for cash the men managed to
clear in the neighborhood of £40,000, and

the

valedictory

mes-

read in both Houses of Congress
It is an able and patriotic doc-

and it

hardly

tied.

need be said that it

step backward. He recommends
that the whole subject of tariff revision

Congress, and
high ground as in his preas to tin1 necessity for legensure

In both

liepublicau

women

in

the

case.

was

a

smart

woman.

Two

men like Mr. Bemis and Mr. Staunton
would have no use for a woman who was 40
and cross-eyed unless she knew something.”
At last accounts the swindlers were at large.

honest elections

in all parts of the country.
tions lie is in line with

two

question but that she

be left to the incoming
vious message
islation that will

were

“Mrs. Bemis" was found, and identified;
but “Mrs. Staunton” was non est. Of the
latter a local paper says: “There was no

no

takes the same

There

posiThe eider question is always in order, and

senti-

Wedding

Belfast Plays Living Whist.

Stories.

EVERYBODY
FROM
CESS.

DELIGHTFUL

TUMES AND A

MUSIC,

BRILLIANT

COS-

SPECTACLE.

roof of the old home of the bride at the residence of Mr. John M. Clark were the near
relatives, and Mr. John Frank Shuman took
for h s wife one of the daughters, Miss Nellie May Clark. The service was conducted

It
brilliant success. That is what
every one says who witnessed the presentation of Living Whist at the Belfast Opera
House last Tuesday evening. We are glad
to record this verdict, for there had been apwas a

love and best wishes of their friends and
loved ones. They will make their home
in Lewiston. Mr. Shuman is engaged as

even those, who had a hand in it felt a
little dubious at times. This is not to be
wondered at. The labor involved in the undertaking was greater than the outsider can

and

But fortune proverbially favors the brave—
and the fair—the Belfast Band has yet to
make a failure of any of its undertakings, ami musically and otherwise it
scored another success Tuesday evening.
The band concert of four numbers proceeding
Living Whist opened with the Penobscot
March, composed by Mr. K. P. Chase, of
member of the band, and given
for the first time in public that evening. It
In
is a spirited and pleasing composition.
this and the other pieces that followed the
band delighted its hearers and added to its
laurels. The concert over, all awaited with

even

equally

Hit

a

people
“crazybone”

stub

a

toe

or

there would not be

about it

Last week the owner asked him
if he wasn't ready to return
it, and being
answered in tlie affirmative, presented a bill
for use of the screw for years and
days at

a

word said in print.
Flunkyism is not an
American product, and ought to he kept
out

of the country

by

The arrangement

a

by

prohibitoiy

cents

a day (the regular rate
charged)
The matter was compromised, howc\er. by the gift of a three
quart pail of sour
krout.

tariff.

HM.Tr,.

which the Demo-

cratic State Committee is to control the
Federal patronage in Maine is causing a

good

deal of comment, and

some

kicking

The other day a woman came into a
groestore with a small
package in her hand,
and addressing one of the
proprietors said:
‘•I've brought hack this eheese. It's
poisoned.
The proprietor was naturally somewhat taken aback, but
reaching out for the
package lie took oil' the paper and disclosed

on

ci\

the part of Democrats outside of the ring.
It is certainly a great scheme—for the
committee.

For instance, a Bath special
the Boston .Journal says: “Committeeman
Hathaway, of Uoiilton, wants the

to

nice

Q. M.: H. W. Trumly, Chap.; John Patterson. O. D.,
Samuel F. Stevens, O. G...
Thomas H. Marshall Relief Corps will give a
clam stew supper and entertainment at
Memorial Hall Friday evening, Dec. Oth. to

a

the Legislature t-> make a close time on
deer iu Waldo county for five years. There

they
protected the full year for live years.
At the recent meeting of the New England
Fish and Came Commission at the State
be

committee

was

app*

;

ated

code of laws to be presented to
the legislatures of the vuri< us States, with a
view of having uniform tisii and
game taws
a

TensaTFon

Advertisements. IL H. Coombs &
their holiday announcement this
week. Their two stores and extension are
fuli to overflowing with furniture in all the
>u

ii(*

d•

*11 ht

has

c

-me

t< st iy.

The Boston Journal recently published
on** of the Journal's short stories, credited
to the Lewiston Journal.
The latter paper
stole it. of course, as it does most ot its matter.

Belfast. 11,111

!

580 01

19,337'.Hi

1,040
12.070

087 10
19,501 17

Total.31,044 $27,970 49 24,402 $29,783 57
ruEioirr re< i-:r\ eh.

-7-1891-,

Tons.
1,1152
Thorndike. 1.170
Knox.
151
Brooks. 1 40!'
"ah!..
30
l.V.
City Point.
Belfast.21.100

I'nity

Earnings.
$2.040 38
2,820
294
2.784
95
202
18,234

81
48
49
25
32
11

-1S92.-,
Earnings.
$3,022 75
3.143 sj
1,278

Tons,
l.lso
144
1.750
28

94

303 40

3,255 12

70 80
103 53
16,828 30

Jan. 1st, iso;:, the Kennebec Reporter and
14,009
the Gardiner Home .Journal are to “jine j
Total.25,200 $27,137 74 19,089 $20,793 83
drives,'* and the Gardiner Publishing Co. j
FltElOHT FORWARDED.
lias already been organized, with the tol- j
T- ns. Earnings. Tons. Earnings
lowing officers: President, E. W. Morrell: j
'nity. 5,118 $4.901 90
1,907
$3,750 95
Treasurer. Win, J. Landers. The new com- Thorndike. 1,982
83
2,040
5,368 93
j Knox. 545 4,239
907 15
824
1,413 07
puny will publish the new Gardiner Report- ! Brooks
2,544
4,480 70 3,020
5,919 74
er-Journal, an eight-page quarto, and the "aid. 309
437 97
318
575 60
Point. 7.824
2,251 32
4,895
1,449 18
Daily Reporter-,Journal in folio form, these City
Belfast. 7,484
13,794 18 8,752
00
16,214
taking the place of the two weeklies named
Total.25,811 $31,073 11 22,300 $34,092 22
above. Tin* Kennebec Reporter and the
The report also shows 2,liti4 feet of side
Gardiner Home Journal have long ranked
among the very best of Maine weeklies, and
track laid at Belfast, and a new freight
their combined talent ought to win even
house built at Knox. The other improvegreater suce< ss.* Personally and professionally we wish Bros’ lenders and Morrell a ments on the line, including the new buildfair wind and a smooth sea for their jour- ings at Brooks, not
being completed at the
nalistic venture, and may they very speedily
time of making the report, do not appear
arrive at the port of prosperity'.
therein.
Good

Templars.

Belfast Lodge will have a dime sociable at
the I’nivesalist vestry Friday evening.
Mrs. J. R. Pollard, Grand Lodge Lecturer
will give public temperance lectures in the
Western part of Waldo county the last of
this week as follows:
Thursday evening

(to-night) at Burnham; Friday evening at
l nit y : Saturday, at Thorndike ; Sunday, day
and evening at Brooks; Monday at Troy,
thence to Newport, Dexter, &c.
The next session of the Kennebec county
district lodge, 1. O. G. T. will he held at
Oakland with Cascade lodge Dec. JO. F. W.
Gowen, District Secretary, says: “I shall
endeavor to secure excursion rates at one
fare from stations in the district, and at Belfast and V. pstbrook Junction. I have no
doubt but what we will liave a pleasant session, and 1 trust it will be prolific of good to
the audience.”

Welch,!

Accidents. Last Thursday Charlie
son of Horatio X. Welch, was bitten in the
leg by a dog and had a painful wound for a
few days-Capt. J. W. Burgess while playing with a large dog last week got a severe
bite in the hand... .Capt. Moses M. Hodgdon,
Saturday, tried to soften some putty in
the palm of his hand by holding it to the
lire. The job was a trifle overdone and the
captain has a very painful hand as a consequence... .A young son of Geo. O. Holmes,
of Waldo, while riding home from school,
one day last week wras thrown from the carriage and badly hurt about the head_
Frank, son of Rev. S. L. Hanscom, fell while
skating Wednesday afternoon and broke
one bone of his left arm near the wrist.

LEATHER

tin-

A

plush 1

en'.i.uated.

ami

'dm:
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Imported

and

are

fast

going bv, still

thoroughU

we

have

our

use

j

it is a pleasure t
Call and see us./

to keep, and
to buy or not.

DRUG

STORR,

KILGORE & WILSON.

Mrs. C. W. HAN EY.

in

hd'Ylir
FA-TGldi:
1
:.vim i
was

all the

amount, and will sell them low.

CITY

<•

wa. a
hopeless case of C • •N'EMPAt •this time, hearing that a adv c
v
.MRS. JEREMIAH B« >\VflN, b.,‘;-‘V!
b-cti
cured
>f
the use
'••!!sumption
by
R' .'1 m i!.1"- M FDL 'Ai. i >ISC< >VKKY. 1 rc.
so ivest
try
My appetite began to improve
ben.re ! had finished taking the fir-: bottle,
w itch gave me new
on rage.
its use.
y
-High became !o »se. night sweats stopped,
:uI began
gain in tlesh and strength.
'-7 *
1 have now taken four botties, in conju-iction with R< >IM M.F'S CREAM EMU FSB >N,
an.t
during that time have gained twenty-two
pounds. At present 1 am working every day on
appetite, sleep well and am
J.ah'n• lV'-'
FN I IRELA FRFF from my C't'UGH. It seems
>bu ot a MIRACLE to me, but the above statement i.-> true, and my
neighbors will testify to it
I shall tell every .me I know to be
suffering with
that terrible disease. C< >N SU M I’TB >N,
t^ke K<‘DOLL'S MEDICAL
F
A
RTUI
*—• ** •* ■ II* DISCOVERY
and
Ri >DOLE'S CREAM EMUI.SION, and will cheerfully answer any and all letters or questions that
any person may care t' write or ask.
I believe
these medicines to be THE BES1' >N FAR EH.
GET*. HUSTIS.
Very truly yours,
Monr-.e, Me., Oct. n, i3q2.

Grand

*

Holiday

Sale.

*

Now is tin/ time t- huy your CHRIS THA S I*H 1 s /
think nt what you want, uonit* in amt s»*i* »i11 iy.’

V 7's.
if
'>><• -!,irk

w

w

»«i

NECK.TIES.
SCARFS.

MUFFLERS,
DRIVING GLOVES
-SEAL SKIM CAPS and

,.f sty;-, all other kinds ..f_—

>

Continuing

Caps

Q \J

•*

NEW medical DISCOVERS
the new v-miuia Remedy, is a
positive and guaranteed cure for Scrofulous and
Cancerous Humors, Consumption, '.alt Rheum.
H um >rs oil Face, Pains in the Back,
Indigestion,
diseases of the Fiver and Kidneys, etc.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

ROnmP’Q0
IlUUULr

RODOLF MEDICINE CO., BROOKS, ME.

for

There

Men, Boys

only

are

a

few weeks of the

and Children.

season

left, anil

our

stock of

SUITS, OVER SACKS AND ULSTERS,
MUST be sold.

We have a few Over Sacks for Men and Bovs, which will be
TWEXTY-FI VE PER VES T. LESS TIIAS COST.

>

-We would call attention to the fact that tliis is the

FUR

HEADyl'AUTEUS

»

for—

OVERCOATS,

they are sold cheaper than in
responsible parties by the day.

where

We also let them t.
any other city in the state.
Come early while the assortment i- _;.i„d ami
avoid the rush just before the Holidays.

Mrs. C. W. HANEY,

No. 12 Main St.

To Old Patrons A Customers.
NOW IS

CHOOS

!

BEAUTIFUL THINGS IN

county, creditors of the firm. To this the
Sargents would not agree and a scheme
tried in New York to freeze them out.
Their failure to do this lie thinks is the
cause of the present action, if such an action
has been begun.

Sm Cut Glass

was

Mr. Geo. W. Cook
Of St. Johnsbtiry. Vt.

Since the above was in type Mr. Sargent
informs us the attachment has been serv» d.

Like

For

a

Waterfall

G reat

Suffering

The first lecture in the North Club course |
will be giyen at the North Church to-morrow, (Friday) evening by Rev. Edwin P.
of Hartford, Conn. Subject:
Parker, D.
“Tennyson, Life and Poetry.” Rev. Dr.
Parker is one of the most popular speakers
that comes to Belfast and his lecture is very
highly spoken of. Course tickets will be on
sale at the church door on the evening of the |
lecture price £1.00. Single admission to this

j

!

Tremendous Roaring in the Head
Rain in the Stomach.

j

terribly weak and debilitated condition. Last winter I had another
attack and was again very badly off, my health
nearly wrecked. My appetite was all gone, I
had no strength, felt tired all the time, had
disagreeable roaring noises in my head, like a
waterfall. I also bad severe headaches and

1

me

in

a

Severe Sinking Pains
in my stomach.

1 took medicines without ben-

sult is very gratifying.
All the disagreable
effects of the Grip are gone, I am free from
pains and aches, and believe

|

aad

Hapsburg.

EIGHT NEW fORiIGN PERFUMES, Double Strength.

LOW PllICES.

Poor cfa

Son.

RENT.

it

HOOD'S PILXS cure Nausea, Sick Headache,
Indigestion, Biliousness. Sold by all druggists.

GREAT BARGAINS
Gold and Silver Watches,
Solid Silver and Plated Ware,
CLOCKS OF ALL KINDS.
A FULL

Front
Millinery

and

room,

dressmaking room.

good light,

Belfast, Nov. 24. 1892.

store.
POOR & SON.

over «mr

LINE OF

Quality, from

TTTTTTV1
A W AJ

Rest

w

Styles

and Finest

/>v*f Makes.

Chains, Finger Rings, Pins, Bracelets, 4c..
Scissors, Shears, Pocket Knives, Razors
MORTON’S CELEBRATED GOLD l’ENS,

STAND BASKETS,
FRAMED PASTELS.
tilings tiiis year.

YOUR OPPORTUNITY FOR

1 shall commence this day. DECEMBER Nt.
sell my 4,„.ds in my latst,sk at Big Discounts. Wonderful Red action in Prices.

OFFICE AND

Sarsaparilla

I recommend
is surely curing my catarrh.
to all.” Geo. W. Cook, St. Jobnsbury. Vt.

have Tokona-

we

be, Teplitz, Royal Worcester

found MANY NT.W

efit, until, having heard so much about Hood’s I
3arsaparil!a, 1 concluded to try it, and the re-

Hood’s

(sterling trimmed.)

IIV POTTERY’

the

Grip, which left

lirlstmas and Wedding Presents.

\

—

To C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.:
Two years ago I had a severe attack of

t

AUSTRIAN SACHETS,
OAK WRITING TABLETS.
SILVER BON BON DISHES,
OXYDIZED PUNGEN'TS,
STATIONERY' iu Celluloid and
Silver Cases,
LIZARD WALLETS,
CIGAR & CARD CASES,

After the

The North Club Lecture Course.

0

These

'wn.

Granite Co. some time ago wanted the business put into the hands of a receiver to defraud laborers and merchants in Waldo

several cities in this State and it is
said to be very interesting, some of the exhibitions being marvellous. Single admission
35 cents.

)

<

BEST

(TORREY’S BEST.)

PB-RPUIUERY

We buy our goods to sell, not
show them whether you wish

'"

pod shipping. Nothing has been done in the
matter, to his knowledge, since that tl me.
He further says that Mr. Mathew Baird, of
New York, a stockholder of the Sargent

ment in

line of

new

WOOD
lyjgf AlT

and the sheriff lias attached accounts in the
hands of a third party.
Mr. W. O. Sargent, who resides in this
cityr says no attachment has been served <*u
him and that he knows nothing of the suit.
He states that three years ago the rirm did
sell to Booth Bros, a lot of
paving, but owing
to trouble about getting their pay they
stop-

lecture, 35 cents.
Wedesday evening, Dec. H, the second entertainment in the course will be given by
W. D. LeRoy, Illusionisit. Mr. LeRoy comes
highly recommended from the Boston V. M.
C. A. Bureau, lias given his entertain-

000D8,*«^«»V„

Domestic odors.

\

ante.

Soap Boxes, &c.,&c

large line of

a

CUTLERY,

three years ago I u is t ike:: sick with
GRI FI’F. which left me i: a had state.
I th.night as the warm weather ime
C*
HI l—I
*--‘t I •'
hi recover my usual
.*
he a;:.-,. :>•
i'.tsteau 1 grew steadily worse, and I
■:
*.|VE IT MV Wi »RR FV
TIREI V.
I empl >yed
d
V-t tb.ysi*• *y
vicinity with -a: re civing .'my
;*
‘r
! tried
encouragement.
several
Xarsuparida- with utt obt.iini ig anv '••enen* I isi
tall I
1 a l'KRRl B 1.1.1 C< -UGH. mg
sweats.
elite, iteett- fever, and had several
h
‘r
PI Mill >1N'
FR.IM THE U \i;s

Standard and fancy lines, while‘they offer
many specialties, suitable for gifts, such as
screens and easels, plus!; and leather
goods.

“

a

CUT CLASS BOTTLES, BOTTLES TO COVES

\;

!

make

“

just arrived, including nearly

A Cure Without Parallel
its History.

New

S

“

We also have

MONROEl

AT

carveu

Wall Pockets,
Waste
Baskets,
nice present.
Pin Cases,

THESE ARE ALL HAND PAINTED BY ARTISTS,

70 & 72 Main Street.

U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries,
was present and heartily endorsed the
proposed laws.

9

“

Cases,
Book Marks,

“

R.H.COOMBS&SON'S

throughout New England. A resolution
was passed advocating
the protection of
“seed” lobsters the entire year, and making
the legal marketable length of lobsters ten
and one-half inches. Marshall McDonald,

see

City Point. 1,003

“

LOWEST.
We are headquarters for
Children's Sleds and
Games of all kinds.
You are always
Welcome at

few of the animals in the ■■■ -unty.
but hunters can kill off the whole ;u -me
open season, and ;t is therefore asked that
now a

Mirrors,

Salad Sets,
Pin Cushions,
Feather
Duster

“

stock.
It will pay you, for
our prices are the

to

a

Tablets,
Rattles,

“

our

•.

I lock port News, published at Roekport, Me.
It is a neat looking eight page weekly, and

“

all.

Celluloid Jewel Boxes,
Gent’s Tie Boxes,
“
Hdkf. Sachet.
Glove Cases,
“
Photo Boxes,
“
Photo Frames,
'■
Brushes, Combs and

Hooks,
Paper Knives,

“

Fancy Crockery Ware,
Goods,

Tli<- Waldo County Fish and Came Protective Association is circulating a petition

draft

Broom Cases,
Card Trays,

“

Desks and Book Cases,

Sons of

House, Boston,

“

Fancy Rockers,Chiffoniers,

The Fish and Game Laws.

to

Manicure,

“

happv
by looking

lost their
stately ami dignified bearing. The squelching of the Jack of Diamonds in the odd
trick by the King of Diamonds was one
of the funniest scenes of the evening. The
last card played, the la t trick taken, the
four players advance to the centre of the
t<-

help

Veterans, held its annual election of officers Monday evening, Plush and Leather
with the following result: Capt. C. E. White :
and Novelties
First Lieut., W. W. Shaw: Second Li cit.,
M.C. Murch: Camp Council, M. C. Murch, too numerous to mention.
Allen Webber, F. O Roberts: Delegate to
Make us
Division Encampment, E. R. Thomas: Alternate, Allen W**hber.
over

are

“

“

you ever saw?
If you do, we have them

raise funds for charitable work. Admission
15 cents... .The regular meeting of the Waldo Veterans' Association will be held at
Memorial Hall, Thursday, Dec. 15th. The
meeting will open at lOo’eloek, a. m_Camp

have the agencv for Celluloid, and in order to
bought a larger and more beautiful line than evj.'

Celluloid Toilet Sets,

Would you like to see
some of the handsomest
Easels and Screens

looking piece of sage cheese. “I don't
audience, and then taking position in front
anything the matter with this cheese," of the seven
tricks, they march down the s.ed> and g imes. with other
hi'
remarked. The woman, however,
things r< nummitt* man Hanson, of Calais, wants the
point- hall, the six other tricks joining tin*
proces- erous
mention.
The puplic are invit- d to
ed to the green spots as
the
(
containing
Fast port
poi- sion as it readies their station on tin*
< ommitteeman
ustom House.
right. call and examine the g«-ds....Mr. A. I*
son. and evidently was not
acquainted with And so,as they
Arnold wants the Foxcroft Post Office.
entered,“players" and “pack" Mansrield returned from linst-m iast week,
sage cheese. The matter was explained to
retire from sight: and everybody expresses
< ommitteeman Conm-rs
wants the Bangor her and she was
now oift-rs special attractions in a” the
given a piece of plain cheese his or her satisfaction with the entertain-: and
< ustom House,
( ommitteeman
in
departments of Ids well stocked dry goods
Thompexchange.
nient.
store in Masonic Temple.
son. who ran against Congressman MilliII.- does not go
Ice cream and cake were now served, folThe Maine Central.
into details in his advertisement, hut has
ken last September, wants the Belfast
lowed by a promenade concert and dancing.
marked exceptionally low prices on all
Custom House.
The annual report of the Maine Central
Committeeman Ilewes
As many were unable to secure seats for
goods, and invites inspection. One of his
warns
the Bath Custom House, while railroad shows the total income to he
84,- Tuesday evening it was decided to repeat
specialties is Christmas handkerchiefs, and
Committeeman Kimball
Eastman is a 757,(>02.1)4 : operating expenses, 85,(Mil,700.44 ; the entertainment this. Thursday,
evening, attention is also called to the chinelle table
net
income.
candidate for the position of Surveyor of
81,750,820.50. There is a surplus and the sale of seats
began yesterday at Kil- covers, and to
of 81i(>,!'5u..«0. The business shows a subrugs. Read what he lias to
the port of Portland.
gore & Wilson’s. Prices have been reduced,
Now, inasmuch as
say of these and other articles.Ross ('.
stantial increase. The total number of pasthese men simply indorse themselves and
and we advise all who have never seen LivHiggins, Thorndike, has a new milch cow
sengers carried was 2,140,778 and the total
must indorse other office seekers before
ing Whist to avail themselves of this- oppor- for sale....Clias. S. Rendeli, Stockton
amount <>f freight carried was 2,041,058 tons.
tunity. See the advertisement for further Springs, wants good vest and pant makers
they can have any show at all, it follows The tabulated reports show a
gratifying in- particulars.
and finishers, also an assistant busheling
that they have only to select what
crease
of business all along the line, the
they
woman.
See advt....See notices of annua!
want for themselves
and then indorse Belfast branch showing a good
meeting of stockholders of the Belfast Napercentage
The Sargent Granite Company.
tional
Bank
and Searsport National Bank...
their personal friends or others with of growth as a whole, the gain over last year
Mrs. A 15. Knight wili have a sale of fan cy
whom they will trade.
Morton does not being more than 85,000. Following is a table
Monday’s daily papers contained the fol- work at Crosby Inn Dec. stli, Uth and 10th,
ask for anything in the State, but, it is showing the business of the branch for the lowing despatch dated at New York, Dec. afternoon ami evening.... Mrs. M. A. Lawrence. upper High street, has lately return3d:
laimed. lie has been promised something years 1801 and 1802:
ed from tsnston where she has taken lessons
PASSENO EH Hi s N ESS.
The sheriff lias received attachment for in the Taylor system of dress making. See
which will give him a
competence for
7-1891.-, ,-1892.-, nearly s10,000 against Wiuthrop (Otis Sar- her card.House keeper wanted.
Jife.”
No.
Earnings. NO. Earnings. gent and Francis T. Sargent, who quarry
I "it.'.2,858
$2,305 35 2,575
$2,755 07 granite at Oak Hill,. Me., m favor of Booth
Thorndike. 1,989
1,951 02
2,491
2,45.157 Bros, and the Hurricane Isle Granite ComNewspaper Notes.
Knox.
057
440 39
514
442 87
pany,. for an alleged breach of contract t<»
Brooks. 3,450
2,785 83 3,909
3,195 92
deliver granite paving blocks in this c.ty,
570
523 99
597
087 87
We liave received the first number of the "aldo.
Custom 1 louse there, and under the Morton idea lias only to indorse himself. ( om-

please

as to

:1

season we

Procure it,

Our stock of
Fancy Furniture
is so complete and varied

Thomas H. Marshall Post No. 42 elected
the following officers last Thursday evening:
J. C. Cates, Com. ;R. Luther, S. V. Com.;
Otis Whitmore, J. V. Com.: E. R. Thomas,

Clark,

This

being pleased.

severe

goods ever v

OUR LINE CONSISTS OF

everything

SO CHEAP
that you can’t

that he was detained at New York by
illness of his daughter. He will
hold his meeting here as soon as possible.

moment

Hour, bow low to each other, bow low

and

son

trast to their
rollicking ways was the
stately bearing of the Kings and Queens,
a

R.H. COOMBS & SON,

Societies.

and nicest line of Celluloid
in this city.

We Sold them All.

at the store of

etc.

prettiest

Girl,

knife, parlor lamp, willow rocker,

A. E.

We had the

by calling

Mr. John 1*. Sanborn, who was announced
to lecture on the New England Order of
Protection November iMtli, hut failed to appear, has written to .Mr. John S. David-

the varied costumes the interest of the spectators was kept up. As the merits of Living
Whist revealed themselves to those who
witnessed it for the first time every trick was
encored, and the Jacks were left breath Vss
oil
tlidr second round. In striking con-

for

or

there you will find
just what you want

the

70

Last Christmas-*

•>-

to

gentleman,

or

china dinner set, a dozen solid silver teaspoons, dozen silver knives and forks, gold
lined lierryspoons, silver soup ladle, dozen
fruit knives, gold lined sugar shell, lmtter

Secret

presented was a fine one. The Kings, Queens
and Jacks were in costume, perfectly reproduced from the whist pack, while the other
ladies and gentlemen were in evening dress,
the ladies having on the fronts of their
dresses the diamonds, clubs, etc., to denote
their rank, and the gentlemen the same on
sashes worn over the right shoulder. Aside
from royalty and the attendant Jacks, who

never

Bov

delightful occasion. The presents were
costly and numerous. Among them were a

hall from the left of the stage. The cards
were formed in their suits, and the tableau

who

Lady

most

eagerness the beginning of the game. Soon
to an inspiring march by the band the
“pack” of fifty-two ladies and gentlemen,
led by, the four “players,” Messrs. John II
Quimby, Albert C. Burgess, William C. Marshal! and Dr. H. H. Johnson, entered the

iTFEET^OF^SHOW^CASFS^I

!

get suitable gifts for

very delightful time. Refreshments were
served and the guests departed voting it a

many-sided. Ultra-temperance people put
sweet cider under the head of strong
We are unable to give even a drinks, while some of them do not object to
author.
a liberal quantity of tlie hardest of bard ciskilfully attended to the trains of the Queens,
synopsis of the message in this issue.
der in mince pies. But then there* is cider the costumes worn by the lady participants
Tlie Bangor Whig A: Courier of Monday and cider. A gentleman of this city made were many of them elaborate,and all tasteful.
We doubt if ever before fifty-two more per“The Democrats are very anxious l some cider a short time ago which had a
says:
effect on two of his neighbors who fectly appointed dancers, ladies and gentlestrange
to get through some of their tariff bills
partook thereof. We will say at the outset men. had stepped to music on the floor of the
at this session in order to cause a division
that no foreign ingredients were used, ex- Belfast Opera House. Who was the kiugof the responsibility with the Republicans,
cept the addition of a little sugar to the liest King, the queenliest Queen, the most
but it does not seem possible that any ReOne of fair staid sprightly Jack, we shall leave for others to
pure juice of the apple.
publican Senator can be so shortsighted and temperate citizens partook of a glass by say: nor-venture to name the belle of the
as to allow himself to be used as a catsinvitation when on his way home to dinner, evening, the nimblest or most graceful
We and reported that when lie was seated at his dancer. Suffice it to say that all acquitted
paw lor the Democratic monkey.”
think that m* Maine Senator would place own table things generally had assumed a themselves admirably: that there was not a
false note struck by the hand or by those
himself in such a position.
lie would be rotary motion. It was a little embarrassing
the floor. It was a refined and delightat first, but he said that by
upon
liimself
helping
recreant to bis constituents if he did.
ful entertainment, charming alike to the
to the dishes as they came around he
got
>"mc of the newspapers are making a
through all right. The other partaker was eye and the ear.
But to resume the thread, somewhat tangon the way to
great t<> do o\er the fact that one of the
supper, and in his case the
led it will he observed,of what is necessarily
richest men in Boston, Mr. .1. M. Sears, | beverage had a magnifying effect. He said
it was the biggest supper he ever sat down a short story. We left the cards, in suit on
has condescended to serve on a jury.
We
to. and lie felt like
complimenting his wife the Moor. Facing cedi other in double rank
arc
not aware that richo constitute an
on tlie magnificent
spread. The stories of up ami down the hall, they how, move forexemption from the duties of citizenship, the
respective wives might be interesting, ward, are shuttled and cut. Then, again in
or
that Mr. Sears is entitled to a great but
our interviewer lias been too
busy to line four abreast, the cards are passed around
amount of credit for
to the players stationed in the four corners
complying with laws look them up.
of the hall.
which apply to him equally with those less
Every movement is to music.
One of our usually careful business men
The hands were substantially as given last
endowed with worldly goods.
The same
class of papers have devoted a large allowed a bill to run up on him recently week, and need not be reproduced. Then
until its dimensions
surprised him. Two the play began. Tlie “cards" were played
amount of space to an injury which befell
years ago he borrow ed at a machine shop a
as in a regular
game, and there was a specDrove! Cleveland's thumb; but if any of
jack screw for a few hours, and forgot all ial dance and music for each trick, and with
us common
should
is

is

In its other features the message
commendable and worthy of its

ment.

about what and where

a

a

70

For the mind that is troubled

clerk in the grocery store of Blake, Spear &
Co., of that place. They have the congratulations and wishes of joy of their many
friends. No cards.
On their return to Lewiston a reception
was given Mr. and Mrs. Shuman by Mrs.
Hattie C. White, at No. 11 Bates Block. As
the happy couple entered the reception room
the orchestra struck up the wedding march.
Dancing, games and music helped to make

realize, the expense is heavy, and only a
liberal patronage could avert pecuniary loss.

DO YOU REMEMBER?

RELIEF

by Rev. F. L. Payson, of Westbrook. The
parties were the recipients of many valuable
and useful presents, an expression of the

prehensions that the result might not prove
satisfactory. It was said Belfast was too
small a place to play a game of this kind,

Belfast,

INSTANT

Shuman-Clark. A very pleasant wedding occurred at North Yarmouth on Tuesday, Nov. 29, at 3 p. m. Gathered under the

SAYS “THE FLAYS THE THING.”
STANDPOINT A GREAT SUC-

EVERY

DAINTY

Bells.

And
To give

Great

a

further

Variety of FANCY ARTICLES.

chance for Great

Bargains,

Auction Sales, CdOKil
Afternoon

and

Evening.

I shall hare

a

series of

TlOMF, DfiClta 81

Any goods may be

to be sold at auction.

selected in advance

DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND GET PRICES.

CALVIN

HERVEY,

Phoanix Row.

NEWS

THE

OF

BELFAST.

The Non-Partisan W. C. T. U. will meet at
Brackett & Co. expect to issue their holi|
the residence of Mrs. David Alexander next
day edition of the Sea Breeze next week.
In the list of pensions granted the past
Friday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.
Their last year’s number was a well printed
.'k we find the names of Martha A. WesProminent among the candidates mention- and successful venture.
Adoniraiu
Banks.
■\ and
ed for the pension examining board are Drs.
Mr. O. R. Webster has begun work on a
!’rebate Court will be held on Tuesday (1. C. Kilgore, of this
city, and Dr. J. C. Ham, steam launch, to be «‘K) feet long, 7 feet beam.
Insolvency Court on Wednesday next. , of Morrill.
He will build the hull this winter and have
1 )ec«*mher term of County CommissionThe Northport Band, W. A. Lear leader, the craft
ready for business in the spring.
Court opens Tuesday Dec. 20th.
The launch is of fine model and is designed
gave a concert at the “Wood” schoolhouse
married lady and her little son now
\
Saturday evening. For a band that has been for use about the bay for small excursions,
mi m this city saw snow for the first time
organized less than a year they did them- etc.
< fall.
The little fellow enjoyed the selves
credit.
A few of our enthusiastic Democrats went
lty hugely and when shown howto use
Some of the boys went to Northport Sat- to Lincolnville Centre Monday to attend the
d was in eestaeies.
urday in search of a loupcevier which hail celebration held there that evening over the
Mr. D. W. Lee, of Chelsea, Mass., repre- been
reported as prowling about in the vicin- late election. The late Lincolnville Band
t ng the Globe Lighting Co., was in this
ity of Beech Hill. He was seen and tired at, was temporarily reorganized for the occaand
and
showed
the
Monday
Tuesday
but not killed or captured.
sion, a cannon was produced, and a regular
government committee about the workhas sent to the Clerk of blow-out held.
Judge
Virgin
f the lights.
Mr. Thomas T. Robinson, representing the
Courts his decision as referee in the equity
\. gentleman who has had considerable case
of Hiram E. Peirce vs. Eben M. SanTliomson-Houston Electric Co., was in this
riem e in the market and restaurant
born. executor. The decision is sealed, to he city Tuesday. He says that he shall be here
ness says that the best way to prepare
opened at the January term of S. J. Court. again about the middle of January, preparkens for use is to steam a lot thoroughly
J. I>. Parker. Esq., Register of Probate ed to make definite statements in regard to
put them away in a cool place until
the proposed electric railway, which the
elect, is the first of the incoming Waldo
<l. '\ liru they can begot readv for the
now intends to have in operation
officers
to tile his official oath with company
county
at a very short notice by broiling or
the coming season.
sworn
the
of
he
been
State,
having
Secretary
\\ isr as desired.
in last week before his predecessor, B. P.
Washington Hose Co. No. 1 held its ane
Pope Manufacturing Co. is eireulat- Field.
nual election of officers Tuesday evening,
Esq., as dedimus justice.
!;rough its agents petitions to Congress
the old board as follows: Capt.,
Christmas.
Preparations for Christmas re-electing
i:e estahlislum nt of a Department of
of the so- Augustine Colburn; Foreman, W. R. Ford;
are beginning in earnest.
Many
r. and schools of instruction in road
Ass’t Foreman, Wm. A. Kimball; Clerk and
cieties have decided to observe the day, and
hug. The petitions are similar to those
Treas., Ben D. Field. After the meeting the
some have their programmes in rehearsal.
atloncd last w»mk as in the hands
to the Windsor Hotel,
Belfast Lodge of Good Templars is getting company adjourned
•he
railroad agents.
They are <irfor an entertainment on Monday even- where, with a few invited guests, they sat
ready
!ed for the Pope Co. by Messrs. Geo. T.
down to an excellent supper.
1
ing following. The Baptist Sunday school
and Sam H. Lock*-.
will have a Christmas tree, Saturday evenMeetings of the stockholders and directof the highest courses of tides known
ing and a Christmas concert Sunday even- ors of the Belfast Illuminating Company
for years came with the full of the moon
ing.
were held Tuesday forenoon at the office of
.rday. When the Penobscot came in
Steamer Notes. It is stated that work Joseph Williamson, Esq. Percy C. Peirce,
lay morning her guards were three feet
treasurer, tendered his resignation and
I has actually begun upon the new steamer
the capsill "f the wharf, and many of
which the Boston and Bangor S. S. Co. has Thomas T. Robinson, of Boston, was elected
wharves in the upper harbor were comThe meeting adjourned to
decided to build for its route between Ban- in his stead.
rlooded. Luckily there was no wind.
and Boston. It is reported that she is Jan. lbth. At a previous meeting of the digor
irheast gale with such a tide would
rectors Eben M. Sanborn was elected presito be built in East Boston, and to be clearly
aused much damage.
modeled after the magnificent Fall River dent, in place of R. F. Peirce, deceased.
Belfast Water Co. has finished laying line steamers. She will have all the modern
Mr. Merrill, who has been at Swan Lake
and putting in service for the season.
improvements. As an illustration of her size, “stripping” the trout for the hatchery there,
I>. N. Bird reports the following mis
stated
it
compared with the Penobscot,
has taught Mr. W. J. Mathews to do the
~r>
of
service since last year:
New that there will be 175 state rooms, while the
work and has returned home.
Last spring
■e.s
added, t>5:
hydrants set, 2: Penobscot, the largest boat at present, has about
were hatched in the pond,
200,(XX)
eggs
main laid (Bay View and Commercial
but IK)_Mr. H. J. Leach of Brewer, will
and it is intended to have 500,000 ready next
I'ts), 1,800 feet. The city now has 5a liy- build a steamer the coming winter for the
spring if the weather holds favorable. Two
r-.
There have been no accidents to
Hampden route. The craft is to be 45 feet in thousand young fish were put into the Lake
service during the year, and the water
length and will be ready for launching in this fall. Two years hence, if matters pr<
m
been shut off during the time.
the spring_Last week’s storms interrupted
gress favorably, Swan Lake will be well
the trips of the steamers all along the coast.
Mrs. Mary A. Buss,
.Smart Old Lady.
skulked with trout.
>f Dr. F. A. Buss, of the Head of the The Penobscot, which should have left BosNarrow Escape. Mr. Walter B. Rankin
ton Monday night did not do so until Thursmay he numbered among the smart old
was cutting a piece of iron with a cold-chisel
She was 82 years old last February day morning, arriving here at midnight.
when a chip Hew, hitting the left
not only does all the work for her own She came down river Friday afternoon and Monday,
lens of his spectacles and breaking it into
from
Boston
back
back
and
Sunday morning.
y.
including cooking, washing
got
small fragments. Many of the pieces of
The Lewiston arrived at Boston Tuesday
\-.ng, hut occasionally for recreation
were embedded deeply in the eyelid,
-rto her son's and does a
churning morning, having a fair wind up. hut did not glass
some were not removed until the next
other little jobs to help out the conn* out again until Thursday forenoon, ar- and
une
none of the glass hit the eye.
Iren.
riving here early Friday morning. She re- day. Luckily
This Although the injury was very slight Mr.
a CEO
BaILKoAD BATES. Oil Deeeill- turned to Boston Saturday night.
both steamers to their proper places Rankin says he doesn't want to take the
c the Maim- Central li. B. C
adopted brought
morning. The freight which ac- same chance again.
Monday
-.
which
rcdiicol the
passeiigor tariIf,
cumulated
People's National Bank. The work of
during the storm made lively
from 5 t«» 10 per cent.
From Belfast to
work on hoard and at the wharves when the fitting up the new hanking rooms in Masonic
'atoms aiong the branch the reduction
'steamers got to running... .The Emmeline Temple has begun. The hank is to occupy
ii ."> to 1."
nts, and from that to ."><)
ame across the bay Saturday evening for retile store lately vacated by H. E. McDonald,
'to stations m the remote parts of tlie
Tin* rates to Portland and Bangor pairs to her machinery, and returned to Cas- and the rooms in the rear on Main street. A
door has been cut through the partition, thus
changed, they having been reduced tme Sunday afternoon.
the two rooms. The vault is to he
This reduction is t.<» be folrune ago.
The < nr roues. Last Sunday at the North connecting
built in the upperstore,which will he the gen•n January 1st by a reduction of the
Church Rev. Rollin T. Hack gave one of the
trip rates. Thus the residents of must interesting and helpful sermons that eral hanking room, the directors occupying
t he other apartment. Some changes are also
will start in on \ lie new year with a
he has delivered in the six years that he has
to be made in the doors and windows.
Mr.
r train service and lower rates than
been the pastor of his church. The text of
J. Wiggin, the cashier, is getting his
before
Ralph
l>-8.
"Thou
in
2d
the sermon was
Chronicles,
department ready for business, and the didids’t well in that it was in thine heart."
v <y &. Eaton, of the Bangor Exchange,
rectors expect to be able to begin operations
an assignment last week to Charles E.
Rev. Mr. Hack said that when he was called
on January 2d.
lor the benefit of their creditors.
to this pastorate he was told that it was a
A
.Free Delivery. In a note received from
r lias been appointed and Mr.
but
after
his
six
hard
church,
years’
George cold,
Hon. S. L. Milliken just before his departure,
P- mis. formerly ..f Crosby Inn, Belfast,
experience as pastor lie felt that it was a lifor Washington he says:
“Quite a number
.(lnige the house, tioing all the buying, bel on the church, lie had come here to rill
of our people have written me about having
The liabilities, of Poiuroy A Eaton will the
pulpit that had been occupied by men
"lo.ooo it is thought, and there is some
of large ability, men who had delivered able, free mail delivery here. We are entitled to it,
but the Postmaster General will not grant it
1 the firm going int ■ insolvency.
scholarly sermons, and he appreciated the
until we have all our streets properly numbermanaged The Wood.-life at Fort
and kindness which had been shown

j

>•

v

«•

We publish this week the annual stateof the Belfast Savings Bank, showing
that institution to be in excellent condition,
and with a surplus of §17,(XX) in excess of
last year.
ment

Sell. E. L. Warren,
with hay, put in here
Thursday and sailed Saturday-H. C.
Pitcher loaded sell. Elizabeth with coal and
produce for Bar Harbor Monday_Sell
New Era sailed Saturday with kiln wood
for Rockport.... Sell. Roy sailed for St. John,
N. B., Friday-Five large schooners are
now hauled up here, the Sarah L. Davis, Abraham Richardson, Geo. B. Ferguson, Fannie and Edith and A. W. Ellis_Monday
was a pretty fair day for vessels.
Schooners
Odell and Ripley armed with corn and dour
for W. C. Marshall and L. T. Shales & Co.,
Shipping

Brunette came in from Sears port, the
Mazurka from Boston with grain from Ginn
& Field and Swan & Sibley Co., the P. M.
Bonnie from Vinalliaven, and the Tidal
Wave from Rockland_Tu esday the James
Holmes arrived with a full cargo from Boston-The Tidal Wave has made a trip to
Rockland with casks from A. M. Daggett
and has loaded hay at F. G. White’s for Mt.
Desert during the week.

the

How’s

the past season. The junior partner,
Wm. B. Eaton, for many wars purser
P>. M 15. steamers, lias ho^ts f friends
md ev« rywhere, who will learn with
of his linan. ial dittieuitie>.
Wkatheh.

INI ill:

I.u,

Ml

IS

11

gives us The following ;)> the result
observations of the weather for the
of November: Mean temperature 07.•vhi.-h is .To
older than N> veinber 1SH1.
about tiie
■"

was

01

as

high,

si

a\erage

for to

temperature

for the

tin

lowest 10

There

wa>

rain

0.
The tota fall oi
inc hes, total precipitation
and melted snow; 4.so incln-s. This reagrees very nearly with that of the l\
.■‘eorological station in Portland, the
temperature being a third of a degree
;er here than there
i\ s.

•n

".nne

The

past.

v.

as

and

simw on

in I-J

work of the season just c losed at the
railway has been a little better than
a

ms

Although

years.

not

s

many

ves-

taken out, they were of larger tonand the repairs more extensive.
uty-twu vessels have been hauled out,
n*. hu h number thirteen were
large tliree‘Sted schooners. Fifteen of the vessels are
:.ed outside of Belfast. Besides the veswere

the railway Carter & Co.,
D. W. I)ver have repaired quite a nmnn the doeks.
Owners are fast learning
taken out

on

reasonable rates and good
kmansliip pays them to bring their vesto Belfast, and a number have come lure
from other ports for repairs.
-n

account of
it

■

1

Walter B. Kelley is meeting with
lent success as selling agent for the
re Wood Carving Machine
Co., of Minlis.
His territory inclmle.s all the
'T.
n, Middle and New England States.
Miss E. C. Fry« s private school dosed
Friday for a vacation of three weeks..
tirst of the 1-X‘i:; crop of calendars lias
received from Mr. F. <i. Mixer, eonfec•:
Journal building..
Those celluloid
-it the City Drug Store are very prettv
wortli inspection.... School
^n Dist. No.
•gins its winter term next Monday in
g- of Chester K. Perkins ...W.R. Ward,
na, recently sold to Bangor parties
unds of wool which he had collected
hat.

1

vicinity....]!. H. Sides
looking after his
md apple shipping business... Mr. W.
arleton is touching up and renewing the
growers in his
n

1

Boston

last week

the Odd Fellows Hall.. .The
Christmas advertiser catches the trantrade... The settees and furnishings
! irce's Parlor Theatre have been stored
«'
attic, and the dance last Saturday
-Tt ended its use for the present as a place
oiiusemei.it.I. B. Wadlin is occupying
half of his store, 37 Main street, with 3
: 1" cents
goods, and kitchen furnishings,
1
Mr. F. A. Robbins continues his up'Icring business in the other half.... We
mg

in

of no shipments of Christmas trees from
fast this year....Mr. D. N. Bird lately
a clambake to a
party of friends at the
T •*
River pumping station... Tin- small

<:

have invented a new kind of “elamThey catch the small crabs which
nine stranded at low tide and hake them
r a fire on the beach-The
watering
ghs have been shut off and covered for
winter... .The Journal office and W. H.
"hards have received new Morris safes durthe past week.

patience

the minister fresh from the seminary.
When he began his pastorate the audience
was about cm- hundred and twenty
rive.

to

school had about sixty present,
forty wuiiid be present at the
meetings. Since January, 1S88, sev-

The

Sunday

and

about

prayer

enty persons have united with the church.
In tiie same time there lias been raised and
\|tended >14.000, the church building has

This

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 'years, and believe
him perfectly honorable in all business
transactions and financially able to carry
out any obligations made by their firm.
West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Tofor

ledo, O.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hab’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. Price, 75c. per bottle.
Sold by all Druggists. Testimonials
free-

and

CASES of INSANITY
Are

Alarmingly

that cannot but be remembered.
the chapel was occupied at the
V. P. S. C. E. meeting at (I p. m. The subject of the meeting, “Every-day mercies,”
seat in

brought

out many

well

ate.as

as

thoughts, several associmembers,taking part in

active

the meeting.

At 7

o’clock Rev. R. T. Hack

practirai talk to a large audience,
taking as a subject, “Development.”... .Mrs.
R. H. Howes’ splendid soprano voice was
again beard in the quartette at the North
Church last Sunday morning. Mrs. Howes
a

gave

has hosts of friends in this church which
has made by her rine singing.... The
Baptist Junior C. E. Society elected the following officers an.I committees at its last

she

meeting: President, Robert Greenlaw: V.
President, Lillian L. Fernald: Secretary,
Margaret Keen: Treasurer. .Frank Keen:
Lookout Committee, Mabel Rowe,
Rosa
Mudgett, Ola Thayer: Prayer Meeting Com-

SUICIDES
Same

leavos next year, and to use Blakesiee’s In- !
The Baptist Junior C. E.
Sociahie was held with Miss Maud E. Math-

ductive series..

Are Announced in every paper.

last

The

Doleful Creatures in the Home.”

It

a capital
subject and well handled by
speaker.. .Lecture next Saturday evening at the Methodist vestry Subject “Out of

was

the

PlacjA

At the Universalist Church Sun10.+5 o'clock, topic : To whom
shall honor he given: 1 Peter II, 17. S. S.
The Apostolic Council:
Acts, XV', 12-21).
^
P. C. L at 0 p. m. Offerings to God which
cost nothing. 2 Samuel,
XXIV, 24. Lecture
ai
p. m. The great privileges of possession
or the gospel of wealth.
Topic given, and

day morning at

Writing Desks.

architect, and is several hundred
tons larger than the Young Bros.
Although
engaged much of the time in the same trade
the vesse s have never come together, and
occasionally one wo uld arrive at a port the
same day the other cleared.
Dee. 2ml both
vessels cleared from Philadelphia, coal laden, the Fearing for Boston and the Young
Brothers for Portland
It looks as though
there would surely be a race, and the result

ful

works of Mr.

scene

room.

readiness for tea.

pered

Sanborn’s brush.

One

represents an old kitchen and livingwith fireplace, and the wood laid in
by

a

The afternoon sun, tem-

yellow sash-curtain,

streams

the room and shines upon two elderly
maiden ladies, who with work resting idly
in their laps muse upon their uneventful
lives. The picture is true to nature, and is
modeled from a photographic study of a

across

room

in

the

Pillsbury house, Newburyport,

Mass., built in 17(H). Views of local scenery,
suggested by the death of the great financier, nasturtiums, glowing yet refined, lilacs,
Jay Gould.... Rev. Geo. E. Tufts will preach daisies and roses are ail portrayed in Mr.
at Liberty next
Sunday... Tim annual meet- Sanborn’s inimitable manner, while liis cats
ing of the Baptist Church and society will are too well known to ueed praise here.
be held at the vestry
Thursday evening, Visitors are always welcome, and purchasDec. lath. A full attendance is desired.
ers will find prices very moderate indeed.

we

stock

taking. And in
propose to offer the trade

Outside Garments.

Notwithstanding we

have

just received

Nobby Style Cloaks,Capes & Newmarkets
the time

Chiltlren’s
Nothing

happier

pretty books.

than

Marked Down from
Tokio Reps from

GAMES and TOYS.

Baskets

all

o!

10c. to 8c.
8c. to 7c«

COTTONS.
There has been

ket.

big advance on Cottons in the wholesale
bought heavy of these goods and shall

a

We

always of the highest grade, is
right up with the times.
NECKWEAR in choice patterns &
shapes
MLK.

Christmas
our

new

Goods.

stock

just received.-

We Guarantee to OiTRE you

RE-

or

SILK

MOKE?

ISN'T IT WORTH A TRIAL?
1ylnrm
SKOiEVS
OINTMENT, tlio
Great German Skin Cure, and
finest Cosmetic made. Removes
Blackheads, Pimples, etc., as
if by magic, ft oz. tubes iu elegant
cartons 50 cts.

Gentlemen,

a

LADIES

fine line.

Stylish Hats & Caps.

-Some

tine line of

Pottery

in all the

new

ai.es—Cups and Saucers, Vases, Pitchers, Bou Bon Dishes, Plates, and many
other choice pieces.

An

Me.

difficult

are

AND

GENTS

to in-

special trades

UNDERWEAR.

offered in this

are

Cases Blankets in Colored and White,
Blankets in all qualities in stock, from

BUTTONS

department-

MADE

60c. per pair.
GOc. to $6.00.

TO

ORDER.

GEORGE W, BURKETT,

Dwight P. Palmer’s,
Belfast,

they

2

I "i! will he sure of a Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year if vou buy your
gifts at

Masonic Temple,

as

BLANKETS.

POTTERY.
A

close out this stock

to

ventory, and have marked the prices way down.

UMBRELLAS

for Ladies and

"

FUND ycur money.
DO

We wish

elegant assortment,

an

vs.

DAM’S
SARSAPARILLA.
WE

Carpetings, Rugs, Oil Cloths, Etc.

WOOL & COTTON HOSIERY.

MUFFLERS,

mar-

sell them at OLD PRICES.

kinds.

This line

is

PERCALES.

Books.

makes the children

goods at low prices. Now
buy, while the assortment is large and the
styles numerous.

to

A tine assortment at prices within the
reach of all.

CLOVES of all kinds.

NEVER FAILS,

large assortment of

a

We shall close out all these

There is BUT O.nE SURE REMEDY that

Belfast,

Odd Fellows Block.

Evening of Fun. CLARK A
SLEEPER,
LlVIVi WHIST.
THE ONE-PRICE CLOTHIERS,
( Hy Itf f/uesr.)

Second

Ml Thursday, Dec. 8th.
PROORA M

A lew selections by tin- Belfast Band,
thirty meni.i\ 11iV\ hist, to be followed by a dance of
eight
numbers. All are invited to join’. Music
hy orchestra.
Cake and ice cream served.’
'Ihat every one may come to see this
pretty entertainment and have a nice dance, the prices are
reduced to 50c. Reserved, 35c. Admission.
Come and encourage the band boys.
Doors open at 7. .Music at s. Seats on sale at
Kilgore A W ilson's, Wednesday, Dee. 7, ‘J a. m.

ARE SHOWING AN

Mens &

Boys'

this fall, all NEW, FRESH GOODS right from the mi* is. and
make them go like hot rakes

course
wear a

See

ihat

Trade Mark—A MARINER’S COMPASS, is on each package.

our

SKODA’S

DISCOVERY.

The GREAT GERM AN-AMERICAN
REMEDY for HEART, NERVES, KIDNEYS, LIVER and BLOOD.
I’rice,
81.00, 6 bottles for 85.50. If bought at
above price we Cil'ARAXTEE the 0 bottles to benefit or cure. GUARANTEE
CONTRACT with each bottle. Pay only
for the good you receive.

SKODA’S

PILE

with the DISC< )VERY
81.00.

cures

Piles.

PLEDGETS.

The Great Gerinan-American Specific for diseases peculiar to the female
sex.
We will give 81,000 for any case
we cannot cure that does not require
One month's
surgical interference.
treatment, 83.00.

Skin

Cnre.

also

for
Asa
cosmetic, makes the skin like velvet.
black-heads, pimples, eteRemoves
as if by magic,
if you follow directions.
Three ounce tubes in elegant
cartons for 50 cts.

wounds, abrasions, burns, etc.

SKODA’S LITTLE TABLETS.
For Headache and Liver Trouble.
With the DISCOVERY they cure Rheumatism. Mild, Safe. Eftieient. Farsuperior to any pill. Once used you will have
no other.
50 in a box lor 35 eis.
SOLD «V ALL

DRUGGISTS.

SKODA DISCOVERY CO,, BELFAST, ME.)
SKODA’S DISCOVEkY, *l»e
(treat Oermaii-Amerlcau Remedy for Heart, Serves, Eiver,
Guarantee
Blood.
Kidneys.
eontraet with every bottle. Pay
receive.
for
the
yon
good
only
91.00 per
At all Druggists,
95.50.
It you
bottle, si* bottles
want to

DIES.

know about SKODA'S REMEsemi postal for “Morning

Eight.”__

^.California#

/N ATADPH REMEDY,
v A l Ait it fi The Great Cure
for Catarrh, Deaf ness,Colds, Sore Throat,
Hoarseness, Headache, Fetid, Sickening
Breath

;

Restores the

Voice, Sense of

Smell, etc. Try it! 30c. by Draggisfs or
mail. A. F. EVOlt V *v DO., Frons.,
362 17th St., Brooklyn, N. 1.
3m41urin
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EXHIBITION OF

Cleaning, Pressing

OILPAINTINGS
—

Sanborn’s

Studio,

llit

and

CLOTHING-

up-stairs department in all the latest styles

Repairing of

Oltl

Clothing

<i

Specialty.

CLARK A SLEEPER, 83 Main St., Belfast,
CLOTHIERS.

EVEKY

our

St.,
Belfast

LOWEST PRICES.-

-CUSTOM

( High

-AT

less than

DOZEN.
-AT

-d

*

Street,

TAILORS

AXI>

HAVE

HEX'S

*

OUTFITTERS.

MOVED

'-

-FROM THE OLD STAND IN-

AFTERNOON, 2 TILL 5.

Belfast, Dee. 8, 18icj

—

3w4t*

Masonic

Sheep for Sale.

SKODA’S GERMAN DIMMEST.
Great

VO.UU

Price

‘•Soft as Velvet." ‘’Pure as Gold."
That tells the whole story. The most highly medicated soap ever made. Try just
one cake.
For toilet, bath, or nursery.
Price.25 cts.

The

MQ

|| Am I

at

You can’t help buying one if you examine our*. We i ive a
decidedly pretty line in all the cites: shape*. Don't forget
us oil the hat question.

■"*"

Again.

I give personal attention to customers
and aim to make my work satisfactory.

CURE

SKODA’S GERMAN SOAP.

SKODA’S

i

SIZE.

you^l

A

p

We

SUITS

You can't find them i:i any other store

REMEDIES

CONSIST OF

SKODA’S

CABINET)

that

in the city. All AM Wool, rniligo Blue M"Sv\v Beaver, it is wel! w. rt] sp>,o<
square dealing, good goods, and low prices will get your patron ,g,.. we are after'if
liave some tat those

Of

Reduced

{• ri-s

tr<

WE HAVE THE BEST SI 0.00 OVERCOAT

left.

Prices

ELEGANT LINE OF

Overcoats, Ulsters & Suits

^7.00

before blows delivered with scientific
The police soon appeared, but when
they came no pugilists could be found. The
name of the victor was not learned either by
the police or those on board the vessel.

Saturday. .Union Gospel meetings
are now held Sunday forenoon at AMO o'clock
at the jail.
Last Sunday Elder G. L. Young
presided, and all the religious and temperwill be looked for with interest.
The two
ance
societies
were
represented.... Rev.
schooners are reported as passing Nobska
Jatm s M. Leighton preached at the UnitaDec. 5th.
rian Church last Sunday
morning and evening. He will occupy the same pulpit again
Sanborn’s Studio. This is an attractive
m-xt Sunday.
Rev. S. L. Hanseom, at the
Method ist Church, had a crowded house last place just now, and the visitor will be amply
Sunda\ evening to listen to his lecture on repaid for the time spent among the beautiews

Sets, Dressing Cases,Traveling Cases, in great variety.
Photograph Albums,

skill.

ed naval

stock

misses’

tions

Hall, was opened and dedicated in 1852.
During an intermission Mr. Whitten was
called upon and gave an interesting impromptu address, referring in his usual
happy style to the two occasions. As the

commence

large

-Select from

about six years ago.

Alpha and Omega. The closing scene of
Peirce’s Parlor Theatre, as a place of amusement, was an assembly of the course which
Messrs. I. M. Cottrell and J. C. Whitten
have been conducting. It was one of the
largest and most enjoyable popular assemblies ever held here.
Mr. Whitten, who
led the orchestra, took the same part in the
ball by which the same room, then Peirce’s

shall

our

cause

Would you bo lid of the awful effects of
La Grippe?

COl'Ll)

LA0I[S

and Leather,
Celluloid and Satin Manicure

From the

The matter has been presented t«» the
city government and a committee was appointed, but they have not yet reported.
Messrs. C. B. Eaton and Carrol Thompson
are now canvassing the city to induce citizens to number their houses according to
the plan which was partially carried out

hall is now to be devoted to other uses this
course of assemblies is closed, but the CenJewett, Isa HaP. (>l;ve Gilbert:
tral Club will begin
course next Saturday
Social Committee. Edith Gilium, Alice Decj evening at Odd Fellows’ Hail, thus giving
row, Charlie Welch....Services aie held reguI the dancers their weekly diversion.
lar ;it the Baptist Church, although the auWill There Be a Race? Ever since
dience room is not yet ready for oceupanev.
The new furnaces are set and other work is | the four-masted sell. Daniel B. Fearing was
launched at this port, Capt. Snow of the
progressing favorably.... The Second Ad- ;
ventists held a social meeting at Mr. John | f"ur-masred sch. Young Brothers, built in the
Blake’s on Bay View street Friday night, same yard, lias been anxious for a race. The
and will hold another at the same place next j Fearing :s a Burgess model, one of the two
';*sting vessels designed by that distinguishafternoon
Friday. The

meetings at
Memorial Hail are continued
regularly_
The Baptist Sunday Schc i has voted to
change its lesson quarterlies and lesson

Cases in Wood, Plush

Card

ed

mittee. Elia

Sunday

Cigar Cases,
Shaving Cases,

Largest and finest collection in the city,
with or without frames.
BE SURE AND
SEE THEM.

Prevalent.

we

Collar and Cuff Boxes,
Hdkfs. Boxes,
Glove Boxes*
Necktie Cases,

PICTURES.

“LA GRIPPE"

Just six weeks
order to reduce

Offers this year a larger and finer line of
Christmas goods than ever.

From the Effects of

<

'Uf

Every

GEORGE W. BURKETT'S.

MASONIC TEMPLE,

USEFUL AND INSTRUCTIVE

A sea captain, who arrived in port late Monomfortable, homelike, and the thly night, reports that there was a prize
hape' erected, while over So.OOO have been tight in progress on the wharf when he haulraised fur benevolences. In speaking of the ed into the dock. From what he heard the
Christian Endeavor Society,which is part of
captain judged that the Belfast champion
the eimr n. hev. Mr. Hack said :
“1 thank
met a “dark horse," and got knocked out, not
G ud <hii.
lor this organization.
It is not a
only in the first round, lmt on the first blow.
society w orking contrary to the church, lmt The friends of the fallen man then attemptworking with it. It is the church at work." ed to punish the victor, hut all met the same
It was a sermon full of practical, vital truths
fate as their champion, falling in all direc-

been made

-AT-

lino4t>
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Items.

Winterport for Boston,

HUNDRED HEAD store sheep for sale, re
eently purchased from Cutler and adjoining
islands. The. e sheep arc all young, tough and
hardy, have never been sheltered (luring winter
months, medium wool, firm and hard fleece. These
sheep have been kept on scanty fare, and are sure
t<> do well when taken from the coast.
Will be
sold in one flock, or in lots to suit purchaser.
3w4S
ROSS C. HIGGINS,
Mineral Spring Farm, Thorndike, Ale.

-TO

Temple,

THE-

ONE

Wanted!

Wanted!

I am in want of good vest makers: also good pant
makers and finishers. They can apply by letter
or in person at the shop, where
they can examine
w>»rk and get prices. I am also in want of an assistant husheling woman—one who is qualified to
work on both pants and vests.
8w4!‘*
CHAS.S. RENDELL,
Clothing Manufacturer. Stockton Springs, Ale.

At
r|<

>

Crosby

Inn.

ALLARII STORE, MUTOCk

BLOCK,

NEXT DOOR TO W. T. COLBURN,

Where

mv

large

and fresh sfock of

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and
Silver Ware

will be closed

out at

COST.

This is a great opportunity to get desirable holiday gifts and articles of permanent
Cali and examine the goods.
value at lower prices than ever before.

THE IK >I.IDA V SALE OF

FA N C Y A III’ IC L E S
in progress at Crosby Inn,all are cordially in\ited. Afternoon and evening, Dec. 8tli, Dtli and
Iw41)
MRS. A. II. KNIGHT.

Bargains in Wall and Sho w Cases.

now

one Black Walnut wall case in two sections, one 19 feet long, the other 13 feet long, 101-2
high with 24 drawers in the base, which I will sell for glOO, " ill cost $350 to build. Also
2 oval nickel pitted show cases, one 9 feet long and one 7 1-2 feet long, which i will sell at a bargain.

1 have for sale

feet

BoLikseper

WILL pay good wages.
TT

House.

Wa&ted!
Enquire

at

Custom
Iw49*

h.
McClmtock

e.
Block,

McDonald,
...

Belfast, Me.

Whittier.

services, conducted after the |
simple, Quaker style which lie so loved,
The following poem and paper were ! were held “in the garden at the rear of I
Bill McGavern was a “genius,” in a quiet \
sort of way;
read by their respective authors at the the house under the soft, blue sky and in j
Some fine morning l»eM be famous (so bis
the shade of the pear and apple trees
Whittier meeting of the Epwoith League
mother used to say).
which he had planted and tended.”
He could fix a clock, and fiddle, and a lot of Nov.
1892:
25,
With the poet, we feel like saying:
other things,
A

In

Genius.

.JOHN

And he made himself a “gitar,” and could
twang upon the strings.
He could pick out “Annie Laurie,” ami the
the chords of “Belle Malmne,”
And would sit and sing at evening in a

soothing undertone,
With his dreamy gaze directed

to

pale

a

escent star.

sen-

Away
S.

tin*
he

in

meV.

The faith of a happy childhood
drew strong with advancing years,
And Life's sunset, found him waiting
In a pathway undarkened by fears.
When the good that all have garnered
Is known at that last great day,
What a bountiful harvest he'll gather
Fsaini seed he has sown by the way.
And the words of a grand benediction
Comes from o\ er the Jasper sea :
“Inasmuch as ye did, it to the least o.lies
Ye uavc done it, my son, unto me.”

oh.I wonder where,

.somewhere ill the waters blue,
are soft, and the skies are

And the fame or the worldly laurels
He won in Life's short race,
Arc naught to the iufinit. splendor
That forever will shine on his face.

Where the winds

fair,
n a

M

11:

knew,
u a
dreamy calm :
isle where the lotus gro\ys,
an isle --1 the spreading plain,
who know s
Ah.yes. who
eniiutry

e

"hip
i’eiha|
rhaps
Purhaj

:•

i«11

s-

km

s

'ey

s

no mail ever

<afe

an

He has gone, the kind Quaker poet,
Beside dear ones now laid at rest ;
And a grand life work was completed
By a heart in accord with the best.

>ws

her argo is safe where'er she be.
And her rew will tire of the lazy life,
Ami her prow w ill eut a course through The
'nr

1

the sunset .side of his horizon
Life's sky with beauty stili glows:
A.life tuneful with praise for his Master
Ts hushed in the last deep repose.
Carrie Bum.

<

On

Someday, 1 know, like a gleaming knife.
Bat, h. as 1 patiently sit and wait.
It seems so long to me, so long
She lingers outside the harbor gate,

AY

And her sailors list to the mermaid's song.
But ships come in, and I'll yet see her
In Time that is hdig or time that is short:

Although, forsooth,
The

sunn\

site seems to preb
isles to the grimy port.

The

r

Pauper.

They put her in a wooden box,
The peer old withered tiling,
The parsfln read the services,
There was no one there to sing.
They buried her in the pauper lot,
They heaped the earth up high,
Oh God! What a terrible thing it is
Fora poor old pauper to die.

Literary

News

and

t.

n.

Notes.

The December number (monthly part)
of Golden Days is of more than usual variety and interest. The serials continue a
strong feature of this excellent boys’ and
girls* magazine. James Flverson. pub-

lisher, Philadelphia.

Before sailing for Kurope Major-General
<h < ). Howard saw his new book through
the press.
The title is General Taylor,
and this interesting biography is the sec•nd volume in the Great Commander Series published by I). Appleton A Co.
Lee A Hicpard, Boston, issue as No.
"t their Good Company Series, “The Missing Man,” by Man R. P. Hatch, author
"t
“The Bank Tragedy.**
The author
'•1
“There needs
ys. in a prefatory note:
hi it little explanation of the
following
pages, except that the strange incidents
are the true ones, and the details most
open to conjecture have a basis in seientiti«• fact, as set forth in the records of the
societies for Psychical Research.**
This
•ught To whet the reader's appetite for a
very interesting story.
~~

The December Wide Awake is a true
Christmas number. It has the full Christmas Jiavor.
from the brilliantly colored
frontispiece that opens it to the fantastic
dower piece that ends it. On the opening
leading page a smoking plum-pudding.
Lolly-decorated, sends its grateful steam
in a mass of tint over the whole page, and
serves as the initial to Margaret Sidney's
quaint ode. “To the one. Whoever He
Be.” who discovered the toothsome plumpudding. Then follow good things too
imeroiis to mention, the whole
making
an exceptionally brilliant number of this

delightful magazine.

To fully understand the past origin of
:he varied Modes of our coming season,
and their development into their present
adaptations, no surer guides could he obtained than the M< Dowell Fashion Journals. *’Paris Album ol Fashion" and “La
Mode dc Paris*’ are great favorites and
sell. each, for Jd cents a copy, or sg.dO a
“La Couturiere" has a wide sucyear.
cess, Ik ing JO cents a copy, or sj.00 a
year. “La Mode" is the best Home Faslih>n Journal, costing only Id cents a copy,
"l- sl.dO pel annum.
They are supplied
by newsdealers, or by applying directly to
the house, at No. 4 West 14th Street, New
Voik < it \.
In the December number of The Atlantic Monthly Mr. Crawford brings his serial
s'«'iy. “Don Orsino,” to an unexpected
no striking
lost*; and in the final passages cl his novel tells us that in his hero
we see a sketch of the
young man of the
transition period in Italian life.
Ife inti- |
mates that this is the end of his series of
histories of the Saraeinesca family.
The
l.ief attraction of this number is a colol
lection
letters that James Russell Lowell
addressed to W. J. Stillman, which are
very delightful reading,—full of the genial. sunny disposition, and the quick
touches of humor and feeling which were
so characteristic of the man.
-There's a patent medicine which is not a
put'-nt mediciiu—paradoxical as that may
Hind.
It s a disc<ivery ! the (/olden discovery
•t medical science!
it's the medicine for

si

you—

tired, rnn-dnwn, exhausted,

nerve-

wasted men and women: for yon sufferers
diseases <>l skin or scalp, ii\ er or lungs
its ehauee is with every <>ne, its season always, heeanse it aims to purify the fountain
't lif*—the hlood
upon which all such diseases dejtend.
The medicine is Dr. l’ierec’s
Golden Medical Discovery. The makers of
t have enough confidence in it to seli it on
’rii'L That is—you can get it from
your
druggist, and if it doesn't do what it's claimed to do, you can get your money back,
<
rif cent of it.
riiat s what its makers call Utkinf/ the risk
>t thejr words.
from

—

Tiny, little, sugar-coated granules, are
what Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are. The
best Liver Pills ever invented: active, yet
mild in operation; cure sick and bilious
headaches. One a dose.
An

Example for Gov.

Russell.

In the old “count-out” days in Maine politics the late Nathan Cleaves very decisively refused t,o accept the position of Judge of
Probate to which he was entitled under the
tabulation of the tabulators. He could never serve where it became evident that the
people intended to confer the honor upon another. The chivalric Gov. Russell should
promptly imitate the example of Judge
Cleaves in this instance of manliness, which
will always he remembered to his infinite
credit. [Bath Times.
COULD

NOT

KEEP

IIITT] KM.

li' we should visit the Whittier home in
Haverhill, Massachusetts, ayc would find
it situated in a beautiful valley, shut in
bv wooded hills, and so remote from any

She was only a poor old pauper
Wlic had died the night before,
There were no mourners about her bier,
N » crape upon the door.

n.

PROMINENT BUILDERS FORM THE SOCIETY
OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS.

snows of many winters
Had touched with silver his hair,
His heart was young in its sweetness,
For the Saviour’s image was there.

Harper’s Weekly.

other dwelling that the voices of Nature
The house,
are the only sounds audible.
built in 1088, has little of the appearance
‘The walls are
of the houses of to-day.
low, the windows small, the hinges and
fastenings of iron, wrought by Puritan
smiths, the oak beams of great size, the
and
upper chambers open to the rafters,
the chimney an enormous pile which the
house seems only to surround as an appendage.” In this isolated spot, to many
a very lonesome place, our gentle Quaker
poet was born, December 17. 1807; but
loving nature as he did, he never wearied
oi her simple joys, yea. he loved them
almost reverently, and because of that
love has given us some of the most beautiful thoughts ever drawn from nature.
His boyhood was passed at home on the
farm, with little opportunity for improvement except that given by the district
Here there Avas * me* session of
school.
twelve weeks each year, and a change of
teachers at every session.
He, however,
learned to read and eagerly devoured the
few books at his home, together with
The
many others loaned him by lriends.
neighborhood, it is said, was laid under
ay
hen
contribution for miles around, and
at the age of nineteen he entered the
Academy at Haverhill, his teacher found
him Avell informed on almost, every subTo obtain money with which to atJen
tend bis first term at the Academy he
learned to make ladies' shoes, at which
he became quite an expert, and n is from
this that the following story probably
originated. A visitor was once conversing with "Whittier about the poem, “Hannah Binding Shoes,” and remarked: ‘‘I
consider it your best poem. Mr. \\ hittier.’"
With a sparkle of merriment in
his dark eyes. Mr. Whittier replied that
he was fond of the poem himseit. and
after exhibiting an amount oi interest surprising to the visitor, who had always
supposed him to he very modest in regard
to liis Avorks. the poet called in Miss Juicy
l.areom, who Avas visiting at the house,
and said. “Thee will like to meet the auand inthor of TIannah Binding Shoes.'
trod need her. The poet afterward taught
school as a means ol" paying his expenses
at the Academy his second and last term.
He Avas at this time very line looking, and
although reserved was never awkward.
We have read that the young ladies at the
Academy were quite fond of him, and
were wont to remark upon the gracefulness with which he hole himself, and to
wonder that a boy who had always worked on a farm should appear as if accustouted to the best society.
ills lirst inspiration to write was given
Inm by a traveling peddler minstrel win*
sang tlie songs of Burns, which so thrilled
his poetic soul that lie obtained a copy of
Burns and mastered the dialect by committing tlie glossary to memory.
Whittier’s lirst poems were well received,but were far inferior to his later works,
and it was only when tlu* slavery question
began to agitate the minds of the people
that be entered into the work of writing
with much purpose: but then bis noble
spirit,tilled with indignation at the cruelty
and inhumanity of slave-holding, found
opportunity through his writings of turning the hearts of many into sympathy
with the slaves. Some of these productions
were very hastily written, and hence lack
the beauty of expression that be otherwise
might have given them, but may be
not have rendered better service to bis
country by his spontaneous, heartfelt
poems, written whenever and wherever
the occasion called for them, than if he
lie had composed only a few works more
pleasing to the critic's ear? Nor was it
an easy matter, at this time, to take such
a decided stand against slavery.
He suffered the taunts of many and his life even
was
threatened.
.Speaking to a friend
afterwards of himself at this time, he
said:
“For twenty years my name would
have injured the circulation of any of the
literary or political journals in the eountry." But he, who as lie supposed doomed himself to a life of disfavor for right’s
sake, lived to receive many honors for this
very saeriliee.
Soon after the war, Whittier composed
that beautiful Idyl, “Snow Bound." Asa
description of a winter scene in the conntry it is perfect, and it also gives us an
ideal reproduction of American country
life at that time.
Here, too, he introduces the reader to his family:
“A prompt, decisive man, no hreath our
father wasted,
Our mother while she turned her wheel.
Or run the new-knit stocking heel,
Told how the Indian hordes came down,
At midnight on Coeheco town.
Our uncle innocent of hooks
Was rich in lore of fields and

|
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Experts Organize.

Snipping

Though the

My Ship Comes In.
sea.

May Ella Folsom.

And the welcome home of angels
Burst forth ill a glorious song
As New England's dearest poet
Was met by the heavenly throng.

escent star.

When

“Sleep on in peace, dear poet friend,
Thy task is done, well-earned thy rest,
The summit reached, thy goal is gained,
Thou has thy wish, thy last is best:
Wide op’ed gates! Thou entered in
Bearing of sheaves a rounded store.
Beyond all pain and earthly din,
Best thee, sweet singer, evermore.”

WHITTIER.

is well with the quiet sleeper,
For him the night shadows are o'er,
In the soft September dawning;
He passed to tlie other shore.

primitive guitar.

in

The funeral

It

Well, the years went by and somehow Bill
remained about the same,
Though his mother died believing he was on
tin* road to fame.
Bill was full of dreams and notions, but
achievements seemed to lag;
Bill was fond of Alice Holman, blit be
married 'Mantha Bragg.
JStiil he picks out “Annie Laurie,” and the
chords of “Belle Malmne.”
Ami he sings them to the babies in a soothing umlerti>in*:
And perhaps, sometimes, at evening, as lie
twangs his old guitar,
William’s vision is directed to a pale sen-

[Albert Biglow Paine,

G.

of

In The hush of the early morning
The last farewells were said,
And earth lost one of its purest,
When the gifted singer lay dead.

While lie milked the mournful music from
his

Memory
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No other poet ever put so much of his
own life and experience into his works as
did Whittier.
We can appreciate the influences surrounding him in bis youth,
simply by reading “The Barefoot Boy."
It requires little imagination to see him as
lie trudges along the road, barefoot, his
tanned face all aglow with health and exercise, his straw hat with its torn brim set
jauntily on his head. What cares he for
wealth and honor? All the world is bis,
and as he sits in the evening on the rude
door-stone eating his bread and milk, his
happiness might well be tlie envy of

Shop without, them. X consider your Sulphur Bitters a remarkable blood purifier. I kings.
know of several people, whose cases were
Since 1840, Whittier’s home lias been at
considered hopeless, that have been entirely
cured by your medicine. The sale of Sul- Amesbury where he spent most of his time
but so dear had lie become to the
phur Bitters is so large here that I could not writing,
keep shop without them. E. S. Yates, people that when the news of his death, at
Pharmacist, 99 Essex street, Lawrence, Hampton Falls, New Hampshire, reached
Mass.
2w48.
Amesbury it brought grief to every heart.

|

ships.

I

Abner Coburn, G A Nichols, arrived at
Seattle Oct 31 from New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from New
j
York Oct 3 for San Francisco; spoken Nov 1 i
lat 3 N, Ion 20 W.
I
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, arrived at New j
York Nov 11 from San Francisco.
Alameda, Chapman, sailedIfrom San Francisco Oct 12 for New York.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from Hong
Kong Oct 7 for New York.
C
C Chapman, sailed
from Baltimore
Aug 4 for San Diego, Cal; spoken Sept 22,
lat 4 S, Ion 31 W.
Centennial, B F Colcord, arrived at Boston July 1 from Manila.
Charger, D S Goodell. at Hong Kong Oct
5 for New York.
Daniel Barnes, J S Stover, cleared from
Philadelphia Nov lb for San Francisco.
Frank Pendleton, W G Nichols, sailed
from San Francisco Nov (> for New York.
Frederick Billings, Sherman, sailed from
New York Sept lb lor San Francisco.
Gov Robie, J P Butnam, sailed from New
York Oct 5 for Hong Kong; spoken Oct 15,
lat 33 N, Ion 42 \V.
Great Admiral, Rowell, sailed from Genoa

The most prominent and influential men
in the shipbuilding and shipping interests
in the United States have completed the
preliminary organization of a professional
society of high standing to be called “The
Society of Naval Architects and Marine
Engineers." w hose objects shall be to promote the art of shipbuilding in all its
brandies, commercial and naval. The Oct lb for Leghorn.
Henry 1» Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, armcommittee of organization, consisting of
at New York Oct 4 from San Francisco.
Wm. IE Webb,of New York, Lewis Nixon, ed
Henrietta, A. 31. Ross, arrived at Buenos
general manager of the Cramps’ Ship- Ayres 0< T *21 from Boston.
building Company, of Philadelphia, Col.
Iceberg, F \Y Treat, arrived at. New Ynrk
EL. A. Stevens, of Hoboken, Francis T.
Oct 2b from Cebu.
Iroquois, E 1) i' Nickels, sailed from New
Bowles, naval constructor of the United
States navy and Clement A. Griscom, York Jul\ IS |',»r San Francisco.
F G Watson,
Jaeoh
from
president of the International Navigation Calcutta LforRidgeway,
New York, sailed from Cape.
Company, expect, to incorporate the so- Town (>et 4 :
Oct
lat
4
31,
S, Ion 32 W.
spoken
ciety in New York, and are now sending
Josephus, Thomas Rogers, cleared from
out invitations to membership, hoping to New York Nov 3 for
Hong Kong
have the first meeting at the time of the
Llewellyn J. Morse, Savary, arrived at
naval review next spring.
The list of New York Nov. li from Iquique.
Luev A Nickels, C 31 Nichols, arrived at
those whp have accepted positions in the
2b from Singapore.
preliminary organization includes well New YorkASept
L Carver, sailed from Shangliae
Luzon,
known names from all sections of the
O t IS, for New Yolk via Amoy and Hong
country. The president is Clement A. Kong.
Griscom, and the vice presidents, Theo3hmuel Llagmio, Edw Smalley, arrived at
dore i). Wilson, chief constructor of the San Francisco Nov 23 from New York.
navy, Charles IE Cramp, George W. Mel31ary L Stone, C C Park, at. Shangliae Get,
vine, George \\. qjuintaiu, 01 .New lork: 2S for Manila and L S.
San
Nancy Pendleton, J N Pendleton, arrived
Irving M. Scott,
Francisco; Gen.
Francis A. Walker, Boston, and AY. II. at iJverpool Nov 4 from Nt w York.
R 1> Rice, A I> Colson, sailed from San
Weld), New York. The members of the Francisco
Get 3 for Queenstown.
council include B. T. Ganse, Wilmington,
R II Thomas, P 1* Nichols, sailed from
Del.; Gen. F. W. Wheeler, West Bay City, New York Get lb for Hong Kong.
Michigan; W. II. Jaques, Bethlehem iron
Raphael, Harkness, at San Francisco Nov
works; Gen. T. W. Hyde, Bath, Maine; J. 5 from Queenstown.
Robert L Belknap, Staples, arrived at!
W. Miller, New York;C. H. Orcutt,NewYokohama Sept b from New York ; in port.
port News, Va.; Nathaniel J. HeresshotT: Nov s.
J. F. Parkhurst, Cleveland, Ohio; Naval
S P Hitchcock, Gates, cleared from New
Constructors Hichborn and Bowles of the 3 ork
July b for San Francisco; spoken Sept
navy; Chas. II. Loring; Captains Sampson lb, lat 55 22 S, Ion <»3 30 W.
and Chadwick of the navy: Harrington
San Joaquin, Drinkwater, at San FranPutnam, of New York. W. L. ( appa is cisco Nov 30 froi\i New York via Falkland
Islands.
secretary and treasurer.
(
bt Nicholas,
J- Carver, sailed from
New York Aug 24 for Sail Francisco.
The Wife of Mr. Blaine.
State of Maine, 11 G Curtis, sailed from
Mrs. Plaine lias been a most devoted New York July 28 for Seattle and Tacoma:
at Montevideo Nov 8, leaking.
mother to lier children, receiving from
Thomas Dana, C N Meyers, arrived at
them the most extravagant devotion in
Antofagasta Aug 11 from Tacoma.
return for her years of unselfish care,
Til lie E Starbuek, Eben Curtis, sailed from
writes Frank Woodberry in a pleasant Astoria Oct 10 for New York.
sketch of the wife of the famous statesWandering .lew, D C Nichols, sailed from
Manila July 20 for Boston ; spoken Nov 2s,
man in the December Ladies* Home Journal.
She is a most brilliant and charming hit 40 2d, Ion (10 .Ki.
Wm 11 Macy, Ames bury, cleared from New
hostess and delightful conversationalist:,
York Aug 27 for San Francisco.
with line command of words and graphic
Wm II Conner, Frank J Pendleton, clearpower of description.
ed from New York Oct 27 for Shanghae.
In appearance Mrs. Blaine is pleasing.
BARKS.
She is rather tall, and in figure is inclined
to stoutness. Her hair is changing rapidly
Adam W Spies, A D Field, cleared from
from gray to white, and is always well and Boston Sept 10 lor New York.
Alice
Alauson Ford, arrived at Pit) ;
tastefully arranged. Her eyes are a blue- Janeiro Peed,
Oct 20 from llosario.
gray: her taste in dress is quiet hut elegant.
Reatrice Havener, Hichhorn, arrived at
Unconsciousness, unworldliness, unsel- Boston Nov 20 fn m Turk's Island.
fishness and truthfulness, a power‘to make
Belmont, Heagan, cleared from B<>stim Nov
those who know her enthusiastically de- 10 for Trinidad.
voted to her. an industry almost limitless
Carrie E Long, J P Stowers, arrived at
in its accomplishment, cheerfulness which New York Nov. p from Philadelphia.
Carrie Heckle, Colcord, arrived at Corinto
never fails in the darkest
of crises, and
lit from Champerico.
frankness— the e are the eharacteristics of Sept.
Carrie L Tyler, Pattingall, arrived at
the woman who, though so little known Buenos
Ayres Sept Id from New York; in
in her own personality, has relleeted in
port Sept do.
her husband's brilliant
successes
the
Clara EMeGilxcry, Phillip Gilkey, sailed
from Ni \x York Ymk Nov O', for ponce, P R.
strength and nobility of her life.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Carteret
The
I •fusion
List.
Nov 0 fn >m Navassa.
Edxvard Cushing, Parse, arrived at PortThe annual report of Green l’>. Baum, land Nov is from Baltimore.
Edxvard Kidder, E L (Jrit'lin, at Nexv York.
commissioner of pensions, shows there
Edxvard May. C C McClure, arrived at Boswere on the pension rolls June doth. B*D2,
*70.00* pensions, an increase during the ton Nov 8 from Manila.
Emma T Crowell, A S Pendieton, sailed
year of 100.00.*.
from N<• xv York Or! id for Amoy, China.
There were added to the rolls during
Escort, R G Whitehousc. at Shanghaithe year 222,1*:’,7 new pensioners and 2.477 May Id.
pensioners previously dropped were reEvanell, W II Blanchard, arrived at Callao
stored to the pension list.
During the Sept 18 from Brisbane.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at Per- I
year 2:1 .:»()<» persons were dropped from
the rolls. The total amount expended for namhuco Sc]>t 27 from Guayaipiil.
Colcord, arrived at Hong Kong
Harvard,
pensions during the fiscal vear was *140,- Nov 20 from
Singapore.
045,012.
Havana, Pice, arrived at Havana Nov do
For the present fiscal year *144,050,000 from New York.
is appropriated, and taking the cost of
Herbert Black, Albert Blanchard, arrived
pension allowances during the first four at Nexv York 0« t 18 from Punta Arenas.
months of this fiscal year as a basis of calHudson, F A Curtis, arrived at Boston
Aug 10 from Trapini.
culation the commissioner estimates a deHenry A. Litchfield, Dow, arrived at Penficiency in the Appropriation of *10,50*.- sacola
Nov 21 from Barbadoes.
021.
Henry Norwell, Frank Perry, cleared from
An estimate of *105,000,000 is submitted New York Get 22 for Demarara.
for the next fiscal year.
James G Pendleton, Lancaster, sailed from
Antofagasta Julv 8 for Pisagua: to load foiCanadian Eggs and Potatoes.
l's,
John J Marsh, II P> Whittier, sailed from
thousand
Portland
Nov IP for Point-a-Pitre.
bushels
of
Thirty
potatoes
J W Dresser, Parker, cleared from Nexv
have arrived at the port of Boston within
two days
from
the Provinces.
The York ()et 0 for Santos.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Win Meyers, sailed from
first shipment was received on Nov. 28th,
Boston Oct 20 for Rosario.
live schooners laden with potatoes arrivMatanzas, B F Rice, sailed from Nexv York
ing. On each vessel was about 8,000 Nov 20 for Havana.
bushels, making a total of 15,000 in one
Mary E. Russell, W S Nichols, sailed from
day. Nov. 20th six more schooners came Wellington, N Z, Sept 2d for Boston.
into port with a similar cargo, making the
Mary S Ames, Crocker, sailed from Honototal importation in two days somewhere lulu July 2 for Hayson Island t<> load for
in the region of 88,000 bushels.
This is Europe.
Penobscot., Dodge, arrived at Point-a-Pitre
the largest amount received in the same
Oct. 24 from Nexv York.
time for at least four years.
Two cargoes,
St Lucie. .1 T Erskin.*, arrived at Nexx
aggregating 8,500 bushels were received York Sept. 20 from Auckland N Z.
at Portland the other day.
Willard Mudgett, Crocker, arrived at BosCanadian eggs are pouring into Maine ton Sept 20 from Philadelphia.
for shipment abroad, coming in lots of
BRIGS.
15J»00 dozens, which shows that the BlueDavid Bughec, Stowers, arrived at Pascanose hen is humping herself in a way that
Nov
ironi Point-a-Pitre.
puts the slothful Maine hen out of sight. ! goula
H I* Hussey, Hodgdon, arrived at Charleston Nov 2.~i from Boston.
Ohio and Colorado have undertaken to j
H (' Sibley. (I W Jfichhorn, arrived at
provide clothing for all children of school j Pascagoula Nov 12 from Demerara.
age whose parents are unable to clothe
them.
There can be little question that
SCHOONERS.
other States will soon be brought face to
Bcnj Fabcns, It B Condon, at Boston reface with the same problem.
When the pairing.
State has the simple alternative presented
Clara F Colcord, Colcord, cleared from
of permitting the child to grow up in ig- Apalachicola Nov 20 for New Yolk.
Edward Johnson, Warren, arrived at Ciennorance. and thus become, in a greater or
less degree, a public brrden. or of aiding : fuegos prim to Nov 18 from Philadelphia.
Georgia Gilkey. W B Gilkey, sailed from
it by public bounty, foi a limited period,
New York Nov 0 for Barbadoes.
to become an active,
memself-supporting
George Twohy, Farrow, arriveil at Pensaber ot the body politic, the socialistic bug- cola
Nov 21 from St fJago.
bear has few terrors tor the “pain people”
Hattie McG Buck, II F Sprowl, arrived
who pa\ the taxes in this country.
[Wom- at Aj»alachico!a Oct 20 from Caiburicn.
an's Journal.
Henry Clausen, Jr, A pplcby, cleared from
Pensacola Nov 10 lor Philadelphia.
Horace (I Morse. Ilarriman, arrived at
New York No\ 1 from Fernandina.
John C Smith, K iiccland, arnvnl at Belfast
Oct 17 from West \Yashi gton, I) C.
Jos W Foster, S S Ilcagan, cleared from

brooks,

Next the dear aunt, whose smile of cheer
And voice in dreams I see and hear.
There, too, oar elder sister plied
Her evening task the stand beside.
Upon the motley-braided mat
Our youngest and our dearest sat.”

Register of Deep Water Vessels.

<§E Sure And wSrkThe Horse*
BICKMORE’S

As necessary in the stable for the
relief of your horse as is the standard
preparation which you so religiously
keep on hand for your own ills,

CURES
Galls, Cuts, Scratches,
Sore

Shoulders,
Necks and Backs,

Greased Ileels and
all
kindred
troubles. Equally good in the cow
barn. Of druggists and harness dealers.

BICKMORE GALL CURE CO.,
OLD

TOWN, MAINE.

j

Philadelphia Nov 0 for Matanzas.
Lester A Lewis, Burgess, arrived at New
York Nov 14 from Bangor.
Linah C Kaminski, S E Woodlmrv, arrived
at New York Nov H from Georgetown, S C.
Lizzie Lane, A G Ciosson, arrived at New
York Nov 2(» from Frankfort.
Lucia Porter, Grimlle, chaired from Bangor Nov 21 for Bridgeport.
Mary A Hall, M Yeazie, arrived at Providence Non 1 from Charleston.
M B Milieu, 1 >yer, arrived at Charleston,
S C, Nov—from New York.
Mary L Peters, Williams, arrived at Fernandina Nov 14 from Boston.
Ii F PettigreNv, Morse, cleared from Philadelphia Nov 18 for St Thomas.
Sally FOn, W H West, sailed from Bockland Nov (5 for
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at New York

Cienfuegos.

Oct 28 from Bangor.

Warren Adams, Colcord, cleared from Mobile Non 2b for Matanzas.
William Frederick, El well, at Rock port
ldg for Charleston, S C.
Willie L Newton, O WFrench,sailed from
Fernandina Oct 27 for New York.

3ABY ONE SOLID SORE
Tried Everything without Relief. No
Rest Night or Day. Cured by
Cuticura Remedies.
My baby, when two months old, had

maimed
to Chithem are

Some of
cago in hundreds.
criminals by choice and some by necessity. They come as the vagabonds of the
sight-seeing army soon to visit the World’s
fair.

breaking

sherTdXn's^

arms,

CONDITION

Home, Send to Us. Ask first
Most economical because small doses. No other
fourth

It&8"?2*XHighly concentrated.
f"*"1
Prevents and
cheap
fSrv
ianf?,OI ,i YkU °un buy moulting.
diseas^?^'^
saved
large
$40 send six more to ,,r,.P,7'Z
lfonn’Cfn »w“.‘n her;s.ftrePr<x.*ers,
general store and feed dealers. We send post-paid lr, t»n*
drr,prKlft8»
conta,ne
1 oultry accounts worth the
250,5°old*bT
and
two
price),
packs of powder for 50o \
mrk.n#iGUnnoi i
j'n
S|x large
cash. In quantity
J Pv®
and7'u‘de«l-*>paid $5 stamps
than ?L* tenth cent
hen. Testimonials free. I. S. JOHNSON
day per
&
22 Custom House
one

or ra,se

a*

as we can.

tne

<

as

cures

can

me

it

*an

one

cans express

a

or

<■<

CO.,

BoJto^ m

St.,

^

BUY YOUR WINTER’S COAL
I.OW

AT

Cuticura Remedies
Cure every humor of the skin and scalp of infan
onvl childhood, whether torturing, disfigurimr. itch
ii'lt. burning, scaly, crusted, pimply, or blotchy,
w ith loss of
hair, and every impurity of the 1 hi.,
iiether simple, scrofulous, or hereditary, vlac
tic best physicians and all other remedies }.y
Parents, save your children years of mental a.
cal suffering. Begin now.
Cures rn .de
-.did hood are permanent.
'uticura Remedies are the greatest skin arcs,
1
aid purifiers, and humor remedies of mode::!
ii •«, are absolutely
pure, and may he used on the
;.».)ungest infant with the most gratifying succ-■

POWDER

If You Can’t Get it Near

ITicuRA

!

PRICES

OF

F. C. WHITE.
Baildufk’s "PlyyioBtli Vein” ALfliigli fab
BEST IN THE MARKET

<

■

St

ive

and Chestnut.

i

.,

Delivered and put in.$<>.50
Delivered in dump earts
<>.55
Delivered at wliarf.
<» t T

Sold everywhere. Price, Cuticura, 50c.: Soap.
-•"■c; Resolvent, $1. Prepared by the Potter
l>;:ro and Chemical Corporation Boston.
How to Cure Skin I>;.-eases.”
liar* Send for
panes, 50 illustrations, and 100 testimonials.

A

(

<>nl lian« 1 sereened ami guaranteed satistaetor, in every
way.
tirtentinn given to deliwring outside
limits.

£Jf^JSjK>»-iai

niOPLES, black-heads, chapped and oily skin
cured by Cuticura Medicated Soap.

c

eity

riffl

\A/
\

\

g

(

Wood of all Kinfls, Stolis, Kiiiip aid Claret

FREE FROM RHEUMATISM
In

n

minute the Cuticura
Plaster relieves rle-n

one

^k.\nti-Pain
kidney, chest,
Jfr^^Vnatic, sciatic, hip,
and weaknesses. The

first and

Orders left with K. 11. FRAN* IS *

muscular pains
only instantaneous pain-killing plaster.

promptly

CO.,

at

or

tilled.

warehouse, foot of Sprim; stre,

15

COAL.

COAL

PURCHASE

VOIR

COAL

Oh

SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY.
\\

le, and
recommended by

poxvdi

r mat

otter t<> tlie citizens of Belfast and

tin*

Prices at
Wharf.

»Hi vert'd in
< 'art

I

I>ump

Coal.$(5.15

IVliv<-rc<| in
Kills. ;unl |ni:

5.">

$6.50

Stove

15.15

«.3o

6.50

CSK

.“..ii.-.
5.95

<>. 1

o

6.50

IU5

6.50

Furiiaee
;lls"

healthful
and nutritious.

■

■

11or the

a:-,

SWAN

<leor<je,n Creek Cinn.herlmi.il Coni,

&

SIBLEY COMPANY.

Kllll RAMS,
kiiieo Parlor Slow.

lySi

q

the_

following prices:

is
Chest ii ut

vicinity

PLYMOUTH VEIN COAL
at

Phx'sicians ot all
schools

e

CELEBRATED

the mile pure
I>h<>s: ihatic 1 inking
is

Norje
Sucb

For Coal

>

Wood.

or

Stylish, Items ami Eslial

iJy^CONDENSED

•
In

::uuiis
prerlinU

iiir

it

;m- made in lust,
;;n'l ii ihr-> ■!

V

n

finish. I -< I'nlnt ss
:unl in the I'f'iiiH-: i. .1. <>| 1 in-.- ..Is u.
that ran he ile-iini. Mam la* :: m
in
styles ami -i/.e- >nl<| l»v tir-t n.i'S I ear
nut the Stale,
('irettlat' at:'! p. !••.•- n 1;
plirafion to nut 1111 fa«Tttrei<.
..

f^Veat

AOVFS

Makes an everyday convenience of an
old-time luxury. Pure and wholesome.
Prepared with scrupulous care. Highest
award at all Pure Food Expositions. Each
package makes two large pies. Avoid
imitations—and insist on having the
NONE SUCH brand.
MERRELL & SOULE, Syracuse, N. Y
]

y21

A:

1

IMUTTKK

MAIM

E YOU SEE!
-THE-

Dyer
j

i*'. JBOliNHOUST.
a

Eeiter

of the Rev. J. McGowan, Cadyville, Now York
“I recommend you to send for six bottles of
Pastor Koenig's Nerve Tonic, and let her use it
as directed.
It cured several in my parish.“

j

It you think

The Old Standard Family Medicine.
It regulates the bowels, assists digestion,
and cures those diseases arising from a disordered stomach or liver, such as: Constipation, Biliousness. Indigestion, Loss of
Appetite, Headaches, etc.
BEST REMEDY FOR WORMS KNOWN.
Price, 35c.., 50c., and SI.CO. At all druggists,
Or of the Proprietors.
»** J. F- TRUE A CO., Auburn. Maine
1

1.

An
llaseIy

E.

—Valuable Boole on Nervous
Diseases sent l'rec to any adores*.
and poor patients can also obtain
this medicine tree of charge.
This remedy has been prepared by the Reverend
1ml.. since 18«<>. anc
iasror Koenig, of Port
.g now prepared under his directi. ;■ by the

By sending her

1

a
Confiding
keeper

Barrel of Bogus
when >he orders a
a

S.

.1

riain-

e.xaniim- tlu-in

i!

\m

at

PITCHERS

MUSIC

KOOMS,

■

Grocer

Unscrupulous
Deceives

|’uivha>iu^
\«<u {<•

22

1’lA.sT Glknnville. N. Y.. Ocu 18, 1>90.
used one bottle of Pastor Koenig’s Nerve
Tonic for du./.iness and nervous headache, and
■t diil all you claim for ii and even more.
1 hmi
oeeu suffering for years.
MliS. P. H.ANCK.
t

Chicago,

Hughes

&

PIANO?

overwork for two years, for which 1 used Pastor
Koenig’s Nerve Tonic, and can recommend same
as the best medicine for simi lav troubles.

KOENSC MED. CO..

Co.

m m

Rffonunentlrd as I lie Best. IX
Le Mars, Plymouth Co., 1a., May, 1889.
suffered from temporary sleeplessness from

Extract I'rom

MFG.

IJAM.oK,

j^tfORiXODfiGj-

High St., itJp

A IlgllSt -t.

House-

hv!'J.

Call

•

’>

Stair?) Belfast,

Mil

and

Sec

“Magnificent,”

E. S. PITCHER,

1’arn ! • >1 lie* only < Ienui ne, whirh is always
bran tied

II!.

AT

Sold by Druggists at #1 per Bottie. G for #
Large Size, #1.75. G Bottles for #9.

HIS

No.

lv r:.::

NEW

Vit*

ROOMS,

11i«*li

Si..

-(Over Boston ■"> and 10 (nil More.
ANI) KWMINK M1S MOCK Oi

i

Pianos, ‘Organs, Music,
furnish any thine wanted in the mi,:
from a .lew’-1 Harp to a ('hurcl: Oi-tr-r
I.oWKsT I’KI< K>.

< an

«^REMEMBER THE
Belfast, Nov. l, lsol. —-to

A Fly
within your house is of little consequence, you give it little thought,
and your Liver and Stomach
troubles will be of as little account
if you use the True “L. F.” Atwood’s medicine, always keeping
a bottle at hand.
All live dealers
have it in stock.
35 cents.
1y31nrm

Tramps, vagabonds, paupers,
crippled beggars are flooding

and

a

with what the doctor called eczema. Her head,
feet, and hands were each one Bolid sore. I
tried everything, but neither the doctors nor anvthing else did her any good.
We could get no rest day
In my
or night with her.
extremity I tried the <
"Remedies, hut I
confess I had no faith in
them, for I had nevoi seen
them tried. To my great
surprise, in one week’s
time after beginning to use
the Cuticura Remedies,
the sores were well, but 1
continued to use the He
solvent for a little while,
and now she is as f;.\ a
baby as you won hi like t<.
and
jib
sound
an
a
dollar.
I believe my > .‘
see,
would have died if 1 had not tried Cuticuka Klvedies. I write this thjit every mother with :i bai v
like mine can feel confident that there is a medicthat will cure the wont eczema, and that modi cine Lthe Cuticura Remedies.
Mrs. BETTIK BIRKNER, Lockhart, Texas

out

FOR SALE.
has

furnished house in Boston

bought
and will sell cheap 1 oak writing desk, 4 plush
OWNER
1
ice chest, 1
1
a

chairs, large
sideboard, cherry centable, 1 baby carriage, etc. Inquire of
LORIN FLETCHER, No. 51 Cedar St.
Belfast, Nov. 30, 1892.—48tf

ter

None Otherwise

&

S7E1IY

&

011145

CO., Agent.

j
1

<57 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass.,

Malier,

Sail

And maker of tents, awnings, carpets. ct<
ling on swan k Sibley ( o.’s wharf, for

hull

S. L. HOLT & BART,
i

PLACF.-**

N. S. LORD,

Branded is Oenuine.

THE DENTINE HAS NO I'.fl'AI

;•

occupied l»y (’apt. Geo. T. Osborn.
SATISFACTION

Gl'A KAN

TEED.

j

DEALERS IN

Portable, Agricultural and Station-;
ary Steam Engines & Boilers,
j
-STEAM
PUMPS,-|

and all kinds of

machinery. Semi for our
catalogues ami quotations. 0m2h

Prosthetic stud Operative

Dr. ISAAC HILLS.
Hills

Building, High 8t., opposite Court Ho«>f
Belfast, Maine.

March 14,1892.—tfll

SMOKE

TRI-MOUNT CIGAR

\IOI, GARDEN AM) HOUSKHOLD.
Christmas

Story
WHAT THE

Cakes.

SULTED.
'THIS

I

of Two Women.

Blow, blow, blow! That disagreeable cacan he cured
by taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the constitutional remedy.
A puzzling mathematical
problem is the

Maine’s

tarrh
TROUBLE
WHAT

MOST

WAS

EACH

AND

HAS

TO

REABOUT

HOW

IT

SAY

INTERESTING

MATTER.
SOME>iany rich cakes improve with age, ami
THING NEVER BEFORE
numerousness of the man who won on the
EQUALLED IN OUR
has always been the custom with the
election as compared with the man who lost.
EXPERIENCE.
>t southern housekeepers to make their
The story of each is brief, but both are eloAs the name indicates, Hall’s
istmas cakes several weeks in advance
Vegetable
quent with true feeling ami gratitude, giv- Sicilian Hail' Renewer is a renewer
of the
The following recipes en in their own words.
tin* holidays.
its growth, health, youthful
hair,
including
The first, Mrs. E. S.
among the best used:
Bogart, of the Baptist color, and beauty, it will please you.
1’i.im I'akl
iiii; 1stm a"
Cream one Home, 08th Street, New York City, is as fol“What do you do here?" asked a visitor at
and of butter and one pound of sugar lows :
the dime museum of the dwarf.
for eight years 1 have heen
“I amuse
constantly
_< thei : add the beaten yolks of eighteen
the
mnler the rare of ,l,.. tors, hut found no republic in a small way," replied the little
one gill of molasses, one pound of
man.
from
hef, nor,
what the doctors told me, did
ill Hour, six table-spoonfuls of coarse l I
expect to get any better. 1 was convinc“When your heart is bad, and your head
and one wineglass of brandy: beat ed that
they did not understand my ease, so
together for live minutes. Add three 1 thought 1 would try l)r. (in cue's Nervura is had, and you are had clean through, what
of seeded raisins, one pound of ldood and nerve remedy, and the result has is needed ?” asked a Sunday-school teacher
; : ds
r«l currants, half a pound each of al- been truly wonderful. 1 now feel in better of her class. “1 know—Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla,”
aids and sliced citron, well floured, two health than for the last -JO years.
spoke up a little girl, whose mother had rees
of grat*‘d eoeoanut, one tablerecently been restored to health by that
•nful each of ground allspice, mace.
medicine.
cloves, and two grated nutmegs:
ov. add the beaten w hites of the eggs.
“What have you done with the parrot you
used t" have?”
“It became so profane that
well, pour in one large or two smaller
1
had
to part with it." “Where is lie now?"
-c mouhis. and hake in a moderate oven
“I gi\ e it to a man who bet on Harrison."
>ix hours; ornament when cold with
No better preparation for the hair has ever
y sugar-plums and a wreath of holly.
< 'ream three
!• iii'T.Mas 1)1.AI K I 'akl
been invented than Ayer’s Hair Vigor. It
’ids of brown sugar and three pounds
restores the original color to faded and grey
liter together: sifI in three pounds
hair, and imparts the natural gloss and
: beat twenty-eight, eggs separately,
freshness, everyone so much admires. Its
add. with live pounds of seeded raisreputation is world-wale.
four pounds of dried currants, one
,d of sliced citron, one ounce each of
It Looked That Way.
Wife. “Do you
mon and nutmeg, half an ounce of
think Tommy disturbs our neighbors with
his drum .''
Husband.
I ni afraid so : they
loves, and all-spice, with a glass
made him a present of a nice new knife toc khcrr\
wine.
Mix and brat well.
day."
II into a very large cake mould, and
for six hours.
This rake will keep
Ited nose, weeping eyes and a bad cough,
The worst of the combination is the eough.
years.
MRS. K. s. ran;ART.
Cure
that with Adamson's lb t;mie Cough
<
l! 11l s’!' M A>
r 1:1 II
\ K 1
(
Take a pound of butter, a pound
“During all tliis time I had been suffering Balsam. A few day's will do it. Better not
wait.
A cough grows.
ordered sugar, tifteen eggs, a pound with malaria, heart disease, kidney ami liver
No Hope for Him.
-;fted Hour, a pound and a half of complaints, nervous prostration and sleepHe.
Will you marry
lessness. For the three months before tak- me
if I
ms, had a pound of currants, half a
cigarettes?” She.
ing tliis wonderful remedy. T had been con- “No, Mr. stop smoking
Snappy. I can't hear the idea of
ud ot citron, half a pound each of can- fined t«> m\ room, and most of the time
to
a man who does nothing.”
cherries, orange and lemon peel, one the bed. I feel, with the blessing of God, marrying
d nutmeg, half a table-spoonful each Dr. Greene's Xervura blood and nerve remI have been troubled with chronic catarrh
.round cinnamon and mace; a table- edy has given me a new lease of life and for years. Ely’s Cream Balm is the only
•:iful raeli of ground cloves and ginger. health, and that I am cured of all my remedy among the many that I have used
troubles.
I have a
desire that others that affords me relief.— E. W. W il lard, Drugable-spoonfuls of rum and the juice may he benefited asgreat
1 have been, and take gist, flollett, 111.
Seed the raisins, wash
lemons.
to
recommend it to the
every opportunitv
I have been troubled with catarrh for ten
dry the currants: slice the citron. sick."
years and have tried a number of remedies,
_»• and lemon peel thin; beat the butMrs. Oliver Wilson, Xorthboro', Mass.,
but found no relief until I purchased a bota cream: arid the sugar: beat the
tells the second of these two interesting tle of
Ely's Cream Balm. I consider it the
until very light, and add them to the stories:
most reliable preparation for catarrh and
“I was suffering from nervousness,” she
••*■!■ and sugar, then gradually
"itt in
cold in the head.—Geo. E. Crandall, B. M.,
our.
Mix all the fruit together ami says, '‘caused by female weakness ami ner- Quonochawntaug, K. I.
2w4S
vous prostration.
I was so nervous and
well.
Mix the spices in the butter;
“Is my son thorough in his school-work,
!-.e fruit: mix thoroughly: add the rum
Mr. I'etagog?” asked Boshyshell.
“Yes, he
vinon juice; beat again.
Line a large
is," said the teaelier. “He shows a tendency
to go to the bottom of everything.
T think
pan with greased paper, turn in the
lie will be at the foot of his class in a few
and bake in a very slow oven for
days."
lours.
When done remove carefully
the pan: let cool.
Ice and ornament
Rucklen’' Arnica Salve.
with
candied cherries, strawberTin: Bkst Sai.vk in the world for Cuts,
■;
other small candied fruit,
Bruises, Sores, fleers, Salt Bheiim, Fi ver
( akk.
( ream one and a
u Vi.All
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains.
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positivei.nands of blitter and one and a half
ly cures Biles, *»r no pay required. It is
of powdered sugar: beat well toguaranteed to give perfeet satisfaction, or
Beat tifteen eggs, and add, with
monev refunded.
Briee 25 cents per box.
md a half of sifted flout and
For Sale by B. If. M.ly.
•i

■

<•

....

>

tcaspoonfnls

oi

baking powder:

lemons in iialf a teacup of moand add the butter, with two
:.ds "i tinely chopped almonds. two
i.<:> of seeded raisins, and one pound
I urn in a cake mould,
d citr*>n.
kr two hours in a moderate oven.
< aki,.
: i»
Blanch tine (piai
a pound of shelled almonds. .;11•
halves: oh"p halves: chop iialf a
1 c.f citron: mix them
togetlvi and
sifted fl.mr: add six well-beaten
end three-quarters of a poa ud oi
mix well, and >it't in a poumi of
Bnttei long shallow cake pan-.
ae batter in
them, and bake in a
When done, take on:, roll in
'veil.
md tinely pounded almonds.
Let
ii! a light till box. and these cakekc p for a yeai.
< ream one
niii-. Fm it ( akk.
pound
after and one pound of powdered
together, add the beaten yolks of
•'■••n eggs, and a pound of sifted flour
two Teaspoonfuls of baking-powder.
three pounds of citron, blanch a
of almonds, and grate one cocoaidd to the batter, with stiffly beaten
of eggs.
Line a cake pan with
-' ■I
paper, turn in the mixture, and
moderate oven.
Bake slowly for
'curs: when cold, ice with cocoanul
i>.
If kept in a <dosc tin box. this
v- ill
keep two or three weeks, ilarBazar.
two

sins.

I
1 urn
go up a common pair
wit nun stopping t..
.•'•1. and was
aided
sleep at upglit. 1 took Dr.
lliveiw's N-r\ nr;, h.. ami nerve remedy.
*>1 -t mied my
and
mm
old elastic step
a I
’•!!!•! Tin
ll'"i>.-. to tie- surprise of joy
11' lends
Vft i-. creeping v> auul !• >r two years,
hanky able to do
lyt'nmg. it has proved a
boon to me truly
1 know of many others
whom
has
itvt'i and who speak most
liighly in pi aise of it."
Hew any body who >ulTers from disease
ini read thes»
iwo. marvellous cures and
not
mi'u.'ii .-d in use this truly great
remedy immediately. :s beyond our umlerst oiding.
Druggists keep it f.u si. ami it
is a vegci aide medicine ami
pertVctly harmicss.
It must not be
.mfouniled with what
are known as patent
it edu iues, for it is a
physician's prescript mi:, the discovery of
tlie great spe. iaiist m nervous and chronic
diseases. Dr ‘.r.-.uie d "d Temjde Plate,
can l.e consulted by all
Boston. Mass.. \vi
free of charge. personally m by letter.
His womierfu! remedy w;i: cure you if
you vdi use it.
"i

"i :;:

ii

>

Haby’s
Waked up

1* urniture

bed pure! y f1 out a util it ;n-i:i :i stuidli no lvh ri'iiiT w liatever1 o their
i!'. but sillljij chinked ai as furniture.
•:ne
i !>'>i<ks can hardly
ovt
ted.
Altlmugh p<quilai i\ supu «s
■e dear. hoi.ks. considered as mve.stin
ot her
s. are amazingly cheap.
t;• *ii does so sun!; an expenditure g<
a in returning good value for money
wit

<

■

say nothing o! the ohviou.s fact that
s.»
r< set ice of hooks in assemblages,
ak. at oner sets a stamp of eulriva«
a
it
a
ate
a household, giving
rtilit
Mimuent which neither costly hriete nor beautiful
can
eonujdudstery
"ks are decorative, l'liey lend t.heint" the furnishing of alcoves and
!■••.
They are beautiful in shape md
marshaled in
tiling in color, and
:n bookcases tall and stately m book
s Sow
and cozy, they form agreeable
:. s (>n which the
eye can rest. A bright
>""k makes a spot from which other
ns radiate pleasantly.
It is garnered
shine in a permanent form.
>"ks lying about on tables, in quaintarved racks, or standing on brackets,
iway from the bareness of a loom,
impart to it an exquisite living qualiquality of life.
■'

>■

■

■is is

inseparable irom tin* mca or a
which is really a bit of embalmed
^'■nality. tin* exhalation of a human
saved t<> an earthly immortality.
*n always love their ‘'things'* in a
Ang way t<> wliicli men are usually
But a man love> his hooks.
ngers.
"S to see them around him, loves to sit
Minded by them as by friends while j
enjoys the ease of slippers and tin*
"■iy luxury of an evening pipe.
nobody fancy herself extravagant. I
sin* buys a hook.
Books are t>» he !
d. not to he borrowed. Is there lack- j
'<> your best room the nameless dis•n which you have sought in
vain,
_s of price, in faintly toned and glim- 1
chairs and
ng draperies. in bill«»w\
■wy divans:' Let the carpentei' conm for
you a set of shelves, of pine, if
do not desire a costlier wood.
Pine
rant, close-grained wood, beantiif
a
stained,
itself, and easily
deeper
is required.
Have your shelve* low.
Me upper one leave space for a hit of
•■d Worcester or of Lowestoft, for a
ie or a
candlestick.
Arrange your
below- Black and Besant, Hardy,
kens. Scott, and others who have giv•n of their intellectual wealth.
Your
1
•spcarc is of course a many vnlumed.
a ted set—Kobe's probably—for you
'■
have a Shakespeare you can hold in
m hand and
slip under the pillow on
iotinge. You need a shelf for ShakesAnd when the book-shelves are
and tilled, your room is no longer
it is well furnished,
little hamlet among the hills, refrom a railroad, in a region where
g"od wife still sews her rags into great
colored balls, and weaves her own
!" t at her own band-loom, there stands
ise most simply, yet most luxurious*
No curtains to hide the
rnished.
that go to sleep daily opposite the
:"i«>ws. and awake in the morning
d and rosy like children opening,
'"•*t eyes to the new day.
No rugs on
!i"<»rs, few pictures on the walls, but 1
“:ywhere books—in the mothers chainin the boy’s room, in the father's !
;iy. And the house is abundantly fur- 1
■led.
[Margaret E. Sangster, in liar■

'1

>

1

1

Bazar.

j
j

Diary

for

One

Day.

u.-ual at M ice o’clock in
;l
morning, and -nod until everybody
ej-e i:i the house was a wakened.
Then l
w ent to sleep again.
Wa- aroused once n
at six o’clock
b. a tiy darn ing am my fm c.
I tried to
hit him. an i ■»i: v sue o.-dci in slapping
1
had to scream.
!
my sell so card that
N’lva mod nut ii every b .!y iierided to dress,
ami when 11.1 y were ready for breakfast,
hall an hour before breakfast was ready
for : hem, 1 lid ! asleep.
M y hrc.i ki'asi wa.- served at < iglu .' ch <c];.
I <Dm*t think tlie cook can he much good,
for 1 never lad anything but milk for
breakfast. dinner, or any thei meal since
1 v
mu mm r.
After breakfast 1 .-aw
in> big brothel playing with a jumpingjack. As ! wanted it myself. 1 cried until
nurse
made brother give it up.
Then
brother began to cry and because I was
son y for him I cried too.
1 lad lunch at ten o'clock (same as breakfast). Went out riding afterwards in my
can age. and cried all the
way home because nurse wouldn't let me have a nice
big black doggie to cany, lie was a lovely doggie, and w hen 1 screamed he barked, so I screamed real hard lots of times.
It was great fun.
(r<*t >o tired screaming that I went to
sleep. At twelve o'clock waked and had |
dinner (same as breakfast and lunch.)
.Mamma played on tin* piano and sang to
me.
\\ hen 1 tried to sing sin* laughed,
and as 1 don’t like to he laughed at, i
died.
Nurse said 1 was a cry-baby, and
cried all the time at everything, hut I
don’t agree with her.
I never try now at
meal times, because I tried it once and
found I couldn’t eat and cry at the same
time, so gave it up.
i have all night to
cry in if 1 want t<>. and 1 can't eat then.
Had ]>*ts of fun.
Fulled nurse’s hair,
then pulled mamma’s liaii.
It wasn’t sn
much fun when I tried to pull brother’s
hair, for he slapped my hands.
.1 didn’t
like that, so 1 cried.
Then brorher laughed, and 1 cried harder, and then brother
was sent away.
J cried harder than evei
at this, for I wanted t<» play with brother.
Had supper at tine. o’-lock (same as
breakfast, lunch, and dinner.) (ml mad
and dropped the bottle, and cried because
I couldn't have any more supper as the
bottle was broken.
1 have discovered
that bottles break.
Ilooray! Tried to tell
nurse about my
discovery, and nurse said,
“Poor 'ittle sing."
1 wasn’t a “sing."
i m not “ittle," because there’s no such
woid. and I will never be “poor." so 1
cried.
From four until live I made a new record.
1 generally cry ;it half past four every day.
but to-day 1 didn’t,
i was asleep.
At half past five l had the last meal of
the day, a new bottle having been procured.
I don’t know the name of this meal,
but it doesn't make any difference, for it
was the same as breakfast, lunch,
dinner,
and supper.
1 went to bed at six o’clock. ;
At nine o’clock I waked up,, and hearing company down stairs cried for some
Mamma came up to
company myself.
me.
Went to sleep.
Didn't wake up any more that night after 1 went to sleep the last time until the
as

A Woman's Back.

That Maine will make
hibit

at

the

an

Columbian

individual

ex-

Exposition

at

It is

Chicago of her fisli is now an established
i
fact.
Space has been secured for this
\ purpose, and this fact has awakened a
The
great interest in fishing circles.

the

life.
What
she go,

she do, where can
as that
deadly

can
so

Bosisn & Bugor 11 Co.

of her

mainspring

Clmiige

long

backache saps every particle of
her strength and ambition?
She cannot walk, she cannot

stand ; her housework is a burthe hours
behind the
counter or in the factory are
crushing ; she is miserable.

!

4tiODYflfc

The

cause

of

is

the

some

LINIMENT

derange-

womb.
I dle backache is the sure symptom.
Lydia E h'nkham’s Vegetable

ment

Compound is
remedy. A

uterus or

the

one

x)r4V."<-EA«rOTf/

a

new

principle—regulating

the

Originated by

discovered
A
gave
woman
reads your letter and
gives you a woman’s sympathy
and help.
Thousands send
woman

it and

it

y

till

pS'iys’Ceil

for

ration at ter Generation

Every

can always lie depended on
disappoints
as the very best remedy for
Coughs, Colds,
Price 50r. and si.00, At II. 11
etc.
Moody's
1 'rug Store.

and

The principal reason why those thin wafyou get at a church fair supper are called
oyster fritters is because you fritter away so
much time looking for the oyster.

ers

Strength and Health,
imt feeling strong and

If you art*
healthy,
try Electric Bitters. If “La Orippe" has left
you weak and weary, use Electric Bitters.
This remedy acts directly on Liver, Stomach
and Kidneys, gently aiding those organs to
perform their functions. If you are afflicted
with Sick Headaeln*. you wil. find
speedv
and permanent relief by taking Electric Bitters.
One trial will convince you that this
is flu remedy yon need.
Large bottles on!v
at B. H. Mi.ody's I‘rug Store.
Banks. “Yes, a j»olieeman gut after me
last night for making so much noise, and
when 1 reached home I was all out. of wind.5’
Brooks. “Yon got it again, 1 see."
“Oh,
ves.
Mv wife Mew me up soon after I
got

a

salvation.

Every Mother

Anodyne Liniment in the
house for Cronn Colds
flore Throat Tonsil itis, Colic. Cuts, Bruises.
Cramps
and Pains liable to occur in
any family without
notice
D-days may cost a life. Relieves all Summer
like
35
Complaints
cts. post-paid- G botmagic. Price,
tles. $j. Express paid, I. S. Johnson & Co., Boston,Mass,

The

ly.33tc
THE

at

j

j

FRED W. ROTE. Agent.Belfast.
CALVIN Al'STlN, Agent.Boston
WILLIAM II. HILL, Den'l Manager.Boston*

w

ERA

NEW

(Frenchman's Bay Steamboat Co.)
P%Us/r

/
HAM .M
Ai.Ysis

h

J.

v

m.
vi

l’fi,*,

1892.

Lynn.
25c.

Capt.

a.

Swiff’s

Specific.

The old-time

mailed free.

Druggists Sell It.

SWIFT

SPECIFIC

Drawer 3,

BeMJcer Isle &Bar Mir
NOVEMBER 1, 1892.

J Saves time, labor, exposure, health, money, tern
I per, clothes, knmklo. Is thorough,

Steamer CASTINE

‘-CT*

easy, rapiti
Without the use of clothes destroying
hack-hreakimr. knuckle skinnimr. patience trvimr
ml- board appliances or chemical soaps or preparations of any kind. <’leansim*; alike with eiptal
facility the areasy clothes of the mechanic and
finest lacc'i ! the ladies. Will wear lonjrer, «;ive
letter <at i< fact ion, do In tier w< irk in a aiven time,
amt for service, simplicity, durability and price,
it leads them all.

j cheap.

s^i=smsszsb.

j
!

w i \ r k k

lyr-'iirm

p.m.; Brooklin, 2.lb p. m. ; o.-eanvi'i.-.
p.
m. : arrive at Green’s Laudi’U'. 4.1b p. m.: arrives
at Bar llari>or about i'..on p. m.
Gmneets at Islesboro every trip with xeamer
Cimbria for X. Deer I-V. g n.<e <
lb.- Har-

bor. S. W. Harbor, X. K. Harbor. So il Harbor a:: l
Bar Harbor
liETEUMM,
Monday and Thur-da>
SAM L H. BAUBOCR. Manager.
\V.
F.
P'VfK. Vceiit. Bel fast
V. WAR HEX. A a'eoT. Green’s Lam: mg.

libcumatlsm, Kidney, Liver
Disease, Lumbago,
.Neuralgia, Cramps, D)spepsin, Lunj' Complaints, Pncn*

and Heart

monia and Female Weakness

methodpeculi arly
own.

Maine Central R. R.

our

viz:

Extraction and

TIME-TABLE.

Absorption.

On and after Oct. *2, 1*02, trains ...
Burnham with tbron-li trains for an i from
Bancor. W aterville. Portland a.id Boston, wi” run
as follow^

Although lids method <>* curing; disease is not a new one,

at

yet tlie tnvat .difficulty has
ever been to compound a
remeih to do it ell'eetually.
That trreat problem has been
sol ved, and to-day

FROM

A.M.

Init>

4 X
f- f.
:n

.17
■_ p
M.

\-

Burnham, arrive.'
Bancor..

11
A. M.

PRICE 25 CENTS.
6c

Water\iUe

"

ge ;:: :vi
I \v

1>.
T'

THE BELFAST

iski

Foundry

the \ cb',;.: that they
t<* -,!•» all kinds of

I

Portland.He

:

\Vaterville

.V. ,!.V

Heye

n-turers

H

Waldo'.*.'.*.* .1’

of t!

')»>: Point
Belfast. arvi

ill0*

Machine,

«*-G IVEUSA

Bel fast

<€• Foundry
Belfast, Me.. Feb. 25, 1892.—34.

CAN

TW<at

MOST,

A

BE

-FOR

SALE

Bread.
!

;

BY-

A. A. Howes &

|

Cm'Ji

Pulmonic

SLEEPER

10 POWDERS IN A BOX.
Price £5 Cents per Bov
For Sale P.v All Dri-ogis'is

>

PAYERS J

at my office in Memorial'
ihliiu T
m., a:. 1
Bays an. I S arurBays from 1" to
4 P. m. Ail persons who wish :■> >' -i she..of
selves
the discount of tw per rent, on their
taxe.-s must pa\ i>\ ,i;inua:
H. F. MAs' »N*. C :’e
Belfast, July 19, iSCj.—29tl
..

Appointment of Assignee

&

WEST,

Bflfast. Maine

28

Notice of

$3.00

a

owners of Waldo County, if you have
or lice in your docks use
Cooper Dip ami
the expense of feeding these pests
through
the winter. Cooper Dip is sate, cheap and convenient.
guaranteed. Circulars free. I
Ross C. Higgins, General Agent for Maine. P.O.
Thorndike, Me.
Iyr45*

SHEEP
ticks

save

j

|
!

SMOKE TRi-MOUNT

&

SOl’HRn.NlA \\ Al.Tl IX. Iiltf if Fr.mkf. r:,
iii the County of Waldo, deerased. by itivin^
| bond as the law directs; he therefore rei quests all persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to make immediate payment, and
I those win* have any demands thereon t*> exhibit.
! the same for settlement to Mis. Addie M.JeUisoti,
of Frankfort, in the Conwy
Waldo and State of
Maine, whom he lias unpointed his ajent.
WALDO P. WALTON.
3w48
| THE subscriber hereby tri\es public notice to all
1 concerned, that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the
tor of
he estate fif

trust

of Administra-

ANDREW D.

BEAN, late of Belfast,
'he County of Waldo, deceased, by jrivinj* bond
ii.c iw directs; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
3w4S
JOHN C. ROSE.
as

SON'S.

CIGAR.

*.

THE subscriber hereby ai'.es public notice to all
1
concerned, that he lias been dul\ appointed
! .uni taken upon him-elf the trust of i\«•,■ ■;r«»r .m
the
of
estate
|

Dozen

At TUTTLE
Belfast, Aug. 1, 18'.)2.—6m31

f
I).

rFHE unoersinneB herebv-ives no'i -e •! his
1
pointmem as Assignee of l.'iRKN T. F«»STKR. B Belfast, in saiB Count) •*! Wald", In*. .;vent Debtor, who has been '.•••■hired an Insolvent
upon his owii petition ny tin* t our; of 1 a- •:ven-v
lor tin* Countv ..f WalBo.
:v\4'
FRANKLIN A <HIKER. Assum e.

For Cabinet Pictures.

DIP.

Appointment of Assignee

Belfast, in the Count) ..t Wa! 1 .it;
Maine, the ninth Bay of \ ..ember. A

A:

51A NUFACTl'i'.ED BV

COOPER

HI’N’DRED
».VS .B ores-eu hay v. vteif
nnce-Enirlish ami sw lie
impure
F. It. WH1TK, Belfast, Me.

Notice of

Syrup

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Fish of all kinds

U. A. KIHIJHMA :ER. Ph. 0. Tnleio. 0
_•_

Positively

s

When all else fail- it comes t<• the rescue. Not
until it fails, and niy after faithful trial, should
any one despond. It has brought the hopeless to
life and health. It has turned the despair of ten
thousand homes into joy. It is doing it i.ow. I:
will continue to do it throughout the ages, hr
Se/tenek's J'rtirf inti Trenti.st- on. < 'onst/in/ifion.
null sfonineh /)>S- 'IS‘ S mni/rtl free to nil ■t/,/,iiemits,
hr. J. //. Srln'Hrk t£- Son, Pit Untie/fill in.
Pa.
lyr4.->

We have opened a first-class fish market at the
abov e stand, and are ready to supply lobsters,
clams, and all kinds of tish. and oysters in
their season.
We have made arrangements
with Sherman & Walker, so that all orderleft at their meat market for any article in our
line, will be promptly tilled.
We solicit a
share of your patronage.

VON CRAEFE’S

US.**

a n

>

!

At the WEST END OF LOWER BRIDGE.

Co.,

Positive Headache Cuse.

^

»

shall be

JJ

|

CURED.

New Fish Market

BELFAST, MAINE.

it
_4

p>

Specific tor Consumption

Dr. Schenck

j

)

a

U BB
At Belfast, in the » untya:.B Sr
of
Main-*, the ninti: B:i> -i \
e:n
A.D. \
!
i
) j< apand for all di-eases of the Lungs. X,. treatment fPHK 'iml»»r.s!,jm* herebv nive- meje,I I
pointm-T r as ..t FRED i. MITCH
! in the world can place as many permanent cures
F.U.. of Belfast, in -sii i Cou:r'
W.iloo. In^olof Consumption i<> its credit a- Dr. Schem-k's. |
vent Debtor, who has been declared an 1
Nothing in Nature acts so directly and clfeetively |
his own petition b* tie* c ..:i -i
In> >: ,*•. >
on the lung membranes and tissues, and s,. quick- ! iijjjdh
for
the Con:it\ B WalBo
I
oses
«d'
tubercles, congestion, intlammat ion,
ly disj
Jw4s
FRANKLIN*
A.
CllKKR.
Assignee
colds, coughs and all the seeds of C nisumption as

in Price, but

sweetest
■

..

44

to

If Dr. Sehenck's treatment and cure of Con
sumption were something new and untried, people
might doubt: but what has proved itself through
a record a- old as our grandfathers, means just
what it i-

i

j

1

I? TAX

>

Makes

*.

o'

Hay Wanted.

Co.

CONSUMPTION

BEST,

:;7

Unity

FIFTY YEARS SETTLES IT

Higher

:•

—.

tti)

A Little

..

Jo all points W’e-t
Nb.rthvia all route-. Ft -ale bv F. L.
m-w: ev,
A cent. Belfast.
PAVSON Tlb’KER.
V ire Pres, and 1 brn’l Man icer.
F. E IlooTilP.v. Geu’l Pa
and'I'ioke! V-e:.'.
Portland, (>.*t. 1. K.'j.

CALL.

Belfast Machine

PATENT FLOUR.

•.•■■■.

.._

•ves;

Hussey Plows,

STOKER’S BEST

4

P.M.
:

Throo.cb. tiekeis

Stare Jointer.

Dealers in ClhCULAR SAWS & BELTING

men

7'l’
A.M.

pi.'.

<

Patent Iron Sheaves, Stone Jacks,
tySJpp

«>i

p y,

>

..

Hill
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an d (rAMi*:.
A Bangor despatch
Xov.
22yd says:
“The
sporting
and lovers of freaks of nature in
the city of Lowell will In* much interested-in the morning.
N. E. Shaw, a real
Admitted Hie Facts.
estate dealer, and XV. XV. Sawyer, exNews-paper edu-nrs have ,Jo lit* verv careful Lashier of tin* First National Bank there,
in opening their columns for statements.
will arrive with four deer shot
by them
But aware that flu* Dm Miles Medical Co. in
the Molunkns woods.
One of these is j
tire responsible,, we make room for the fol*
a big snow-white buck with a line set of
lowing testimonial from B. MeDougall. Auburn, Did who for two yours-noticed a stop- antlers. There is no mark other than I
The specipage ‘’r skipping of the pulse: his left side i pure white, save on the face.
got so tender he could imt lie on if, his-heart men is by far the linest ever seen here—
Muttered, he was alarmed, went to different so the old hunters and woodsmen sav— |
doctors, found no relief. Imt one bottle of Dr. and must be one of the best ever shot in i
Miles' New Heart Chile cured him. The
the country.
Mr. Shaw was out after j
elegant book, “N.*w and Startling Facts,”
and carried a :V2 (Olt ride, but
free at B. H
Moody's. Lr tells all about partridges
Heart and Nervous Diseases and main won- he got so good a shot that he killed the
deer at the first discharge.
derful cures.
These four
deei make the number hr night into BanMrs- Wickwire. “My dear, that hat of
gor since ()ct. 1st over 200.
yours is awfully shabby."
Mr Wickwire.
“I know it is, but if I were to get a new one
Referring to the monetary conference
just now. people might think me a Demothe London Daily News says:
“America I
crat."
is perhaps the richest country in the !
Mow to Become Fleshy.
world and cannot he ignored.
Were she j
Dt. Miles' Nervine not only ctires-all nerv- to sell silver we
might be compelled to I
ous diseases, headache,
nervous
blues,
pros- close
tlu* Indian mints.
Even then i
tration, sleeplessness, neuralgia, St. Vitus we
might be terribly hampered if America j
dance, tits and hysteria, hut also builds up
Lt is not Europe's I
the body.
“I am pleased to say that after raised a big gold loan.
interest to precipitate a currency crisis in i
years of intense suffering with nervous disThe disturbance of trade w ould I
ease, headache and prostration, I tried Dr. America.
Miles' Bestorative Nervine, and in two weeks amount to a
catastrophe.7‘
in weight.
I could not
gained
eight
pounds
next morning.
’Harper’s Young People. lie down to sleep, but now sleep perfectly
The London Times publishes a state- j
easy, and am still improving wonderfully.
ment from what it deems a
trustworthy !
When girls- get together they will say Cannot, say enough for the Nervine.—Mrs.
source, intended to show that the present
E. B. Millard, Dunkirk, N. Y."
“One
things. One of them was telling of a customer used Nervine and
rise
in
is
cotton
without
precedent except
gained fifteen
“backboard party" in which she bail parpounds in Mesh, says Brown & Maybi ry, during the American civil war and that
ticipated. “Anil when we got back," j Cortland, X. V.” Trial bottles and elegant the movement is wholly speculative.
said she. “we were chilled through.
So I book free at R. H. Moody's.
while the boys took a smoke we sat and 1
The movement for the emigration of
On the kiteshaped track in Stockton,
the
stove."
hugged
{States to
negroes from the {Southern
“Well!" exclaimed the girl with the
Nov.
Stainboul
trotted
a
mile
in
23d,
South America lias been revived and the
big Cal.,
blue eves, “I think you might have
1-2 with rain falling at the finish. officers of the Kansas Freed men’s Relief
2.07
hugged the boys and let the stove do the This breaks the world’s trotting record Association are preparing for the wholefor stallions.
smoking.
sale emigration of negroes for Brazil.

Thorndike.

ki

=

(') rrufnr St nr Mills.
Holmes' Si five

the world in 1890.
It shows that out of a total railway mileage for the world of 370.281 miles, the
United States have no less than 103,797
miles, or 44. Is per cent, of the whole: and
that the railway mileage of the United
States exceeds by 3.493 miles the entiie
mileage of the old world. Europe’s 130,807 miles, Asia's 18.798 miles and Africa’s
3,992 miles making an aggregate of but
179,077 miles.
It is interesting to note the astonishing
growth of the railway mileage of the
1‘nited States from the census year of
1830, when there were less than 40 miles
of railways, up to 1890.
In 1840 the ligures were 2,777 miles: in
1870 they had risen t*» 8,771 miles; in 1800
the total had swelled to 28.919 miles: the !
census of 1870 showed the
mileage to be
49,108 miles; that of 1880 placed the Jigures at 87,724 miles, while the lltli census !
figures give the astonishing total of 103.- I
797 miles.
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is without a peer in t bis country as a remedy l'.»r the above
diseases.
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CROSBY,

Leaves Belfast everv Wedne-dav :tm<i >,-r >•
at lo.ni) a. M.; Isles!,, >ro, 11."o \. m.
Blake
p..iu:.
12.no m.
Buck’s Harbor, 12.:’.o u. m.:
icwiek,

F. A, HOWARD,

By

CAPC.

a r u a x r; i ;
Two Tull’s Pkk Week.

Sole Igent for Knox and Waldo Counties
lU-Uast. «ict.
is;4 ;

bulletin

weath-

Passengers taking Stmr. Emmeline at Belfast
with Steamers for Maehias and intermediate landings, by staying over night in ('asrine.
Steamer will not go‘to West Brooksville unless
there are through passengers.
I’APT. K. TKVK, Manager

CO.,

Atlanta, Ga.

follow-:

connect

(confounding

Blood and Skin Diseases

run a-

ings.

simple

J remedy from the Georgia

swamps and fields Las
I gone forth to the antipodes,
9
astonishing the skept; cal and
the theories of
these who depend solely on the
[ physician’s skill. There is no blood
9 taint which it
does not immediately
eradicate. Poisons outwardly absorbed or the
result of vile diseases from within all yield to this
It is an unequaled
potent but simple remedy.
tonie, builds up the old and feeble, cures ail diseases
arising from impure blood or weakened vitality.
Send for a treatise. Examine the proof.

Smaliidge.

permitting..
Loaves Brooksville, 7.20 a. m.; -Castine. 7.45
m.; Hughe-’ point, S.:»o a. m.: Ryder’s Cove.

H.o*)a., in.; Lime Kiln, 0.10 a. m.: arrives ii Belfast lo.oo a. m.
Leaves Belfast, 2.00 p. m.; Lime Kiln, -.45 p.m.:
Ryder's Cove, 3.10 p.m..; Hughes' Point, 3.30 ’n.m.;
Castine, 4.15 p. m.; arrive in Brooksville.4.05 p.m.
Connections made at Belfast with M. C. R. R. to
and from Boston, Portland, Bangor and intermediate landings.
With steamers of Boston A Bangor Steamshi!
Co., to and from Boston ami intermediate land-

World-Renowned

on

1392.

er

To the Efficacy
of the

Books

Arrangeuieut.

On and after Oct. 31st will

They all Testify

1

Winter

aa EMMELINE,
C, W.

Iyr25tennn

giving statistics of railway mileage for

E

RETCRXIV, TO BELFAST.
From Boston, Monday, Wednesdav and Friday
4.H0 i*. >j.
From Rockland, Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday at (about) o.iii.
m., or upon arrival of •'lean
er from Boston.
From Bangor Monday. Wednesdav and Friday
at 11.00 A. 31.

Rheumatism,

NkitT0,\slleada?te'',I)lph,t,herla'C',“l'''‘?Catar?“Bron'
ehitis. Asthma, cholera Morhus, Diarrlicea,
Lameness,

of tile Worul.

olftce has issued

Family Physician.

r a t e

■

census

follows:
Por Camden, Rockland and Boston, Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at (about) 2.30 i*. >i.
For Searsport, Bueksport. Winterport,
Hampden and Bangor, Tuesday.Thursday and Saturday
at about) n.30 a. m
or upon arrival of steamer
from Boston.

use
forJmore than Eighty
Years,and still leads. Gene-

E V6 TV S uff© r© r I'roui-

Nov, 7, 1892,

Belfast, weather permitting,

as

have used and blessed it
Traveler should have a bottle in his satchel!

by signals.

The

Old

an

Think
Of IX.
It
I IIIII IN vT

to women.

loners

j

Kail ways

Week to Boston.

a

Commencing Monday,

Xu. 1810

unfailing

The cost of the maintenance of the serliver, stomach and bowels tlirov.jfh the nerves.
A i;ew discovery.
Dr. Miles' Pills speedilv
vice during tin* year was >!.009.235.
Incure
bad
biliousness,
taste, torpid liver, | vestigations held in each cast* <*f loss of
piles, constipation. I'liequaled for men, i life shows in no instance was there
any
women, chihfcrcn. Smallest, mildest, surfailure in duty on the part of the life savest!
50, doses, “5 < ts. Samples b’ree, at R.
11. Moody's Drug Store.
j ing crews. Since the last report, a staj lion has been put in operation at llurnt
(bills and wounds on horses are unsightly ■
island, near the nioimth of St. George’s
and "bji-' t."liable. Tlie\ an be eared while
river. Maine, and extensive repairs and
the horse is still worked by applying 1»hkimprovements made to ( rumple island
mouk's (iAi.i. Criti-:.
The report states that
station. Maine.
Tiie Easiest Way. Clerk. “You can a! 1 i owing to tb.e act
increasing the compensahim up on that telephone. 11' you wish to talk
tion of keepers and surfincn during emhim." Stranger. “II..w far is he h-mu j
ployment at stations, men ni the very best
re’.'" C'erk. “About r.-n miles.” Stranger,
<|Uali!ic:ition for the service arc now ob“Weil, I'd rather walk.”
tainable. and an improved esprit de corps
2,2M%«7M
throughout the service is evident.

Tii">e igures represent, the number of bottles of Dr. King'.- N« \\ Discovery for Cons'.
mption, C>>ughs and Co Ms. which were
sold in the l nited St.it"S from March, 'PI t"
March, 'PM Two Million, Two Hundred and
Twenty-Eight Thousand, Si.\ Hundred and
Seventy-two bottles sold in one year, and
each and every bottle was sold on a positive
guarantee that money would be refunded, if
satisfactory results did not follow its use.
The secret of its success is plain. It never

Trips

Steamers will leave

*
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Exhibit.

Maine commissioner of sea and shore fish! cries, speaking of the method of displaying the specimens, said that Maine would
probably exhibit the greater number of
her lisli by the new process originated
and owned’by the Denton Bros. of WellesBy this process all tin* lisli
! 1 ley. Mass.
exhibited by the United States lisli commissioner at Chicago are to lie prepared.
A brief outline of the process may be
of interest.
First a sketch in water color
is made of the specimen sent, in order to
obtain the proper color and shading for
The next proceeding
the finished article.
is t<» make a mould of the lisli, which is
done in plaster of paris. From this, when
once made, many specimens can he readily
taken.
After the mould has been comj pleted a cast of the lisli is made with the
j material discoverd by the Messrs. Denton, which although called gelatine consists largely of glue combined with other
the compound
i ingredients which render
! neither fusible nor soluble, the action of
that of heat on ;
j heat on it is similar to
It immersed in water the only ;
leather.
effect noticeable is that it swells and in- j
j
I creases in size.
! After the cast is completed it goes to
the dry room where it remains fur about
the period of a month, when it is ready
The coloring is then taken
for painting.
from the original sketch, when the lisli is
ready for mounting, which is usually done
The large lisli
on quartered oak placques.
are east ho.low in order to lessen their i
A
peculiar featweight and the expense.
ure of these productions is that they retain their flexibility for an indefinite time.
The average price for a specimen is sgQ
for all fish that veigh less than 20 pounds,
while for those that exceeded this an additional charge of 50 cents tor each pound
in excess is made.
A word as to how the specimens are
packed and sent may also be of interest.
None but lisli in the most perfect condition as regards form and color are used.
And when these are taken from the water each must be labelled with the name,
plainly w ritten on paper and placed in the
gills of each specimen in order to distinguish the individual. It is then wrapped
! in smooth imprinted paper of several
I thicknesses, after which it is again wrapped in cheesecloth, care being taken that
the wrapping.
Then
no folds occur in
it is carefully packed in finely broken ice 1
and sawdust and shipped by express.
As it is greatly in the interest of the
Maine fishermen that a comprehensive !
!i is well t- leave something for those who exhibit of the most important of her fish
miie after ’.is, as the man said who threw a
be shown, it is t-- In* hoped that tin y wiil j
barrel m the way of a constable who was' assist the hoard of World's Fail
managers I
him.
chasing
j in scouring specimens from wnich to ob- I
IMIIVT HAM A lilKL.
All inquiries in this cornice- |
tain casts.
P. Mattocks. Porttion made of Hen.
Last summer my wife's health was aii run
down. and sk.- wiuiinl me to hire a girl to do | land. Me., or Dr. K. W. (build. Scarstile Work.
Ill a
lit ! e whib 1 found Olle I
port, or linn. A. lb P.ixby. skowliegan,
thought would suit her, when to my surprise 1 will receive prompt attention.
she said I m ed Hot hire any one. as she i. .t j
mlieli better, and thought another bottle of
I'lie
Life Saving Service.
Sulphur Bitters would cure her. 1>onali> :
Grf.y, 11 Woreestei sijuare, Boston. 2w4n
!j
fin annual report <»t Gen. supt. KimMi. Toothandnail. "I can’t imagine what | ball of the life saving service
says the
we ever got married tor: we're
totally differ- I establishment embraced at the close of
ent
at every point."
Mis. Toothaiidnai!.
I the last liseal year 242 stations, 1M
“Oh. yon batterer!"
The number »*t
being on the Atlantic.
For horse and owner nothing equals Bn ic- disasters to vessels within the
scope of
mori: s Gall Cna:.
use
its
By
galls and the service dining the y»*ar was 707. The
wounds are healed while the lioise is at
value of tin* property involved was >>.work.
372.307: the value of the property saved,
A Girl of Her Word. He (about to travel.)
>7.174,477. 'i’lie number of persons imDo you r*-ally want me to come hack soon V"
perilled was 2,023; the number of persons
She.
“Well, perhaps you had better. You lost.
The number of shipwrecked
27.
see, I promised not to forget you."
persons succored was 747. and the numSend 10 cents for subscription to a lively 1 her of days succor afforded 1,847.
The
matrimonial journal for old and young. Ad- • number of vessels
totally lost was 30.
dress Orange Blossoms, Yarmouth port, Mass.
[Minor assistance was rendered T" many
vessels and many vessels warned of dianger
Miles* Nerve Jt Liver »>*n».
■

--■

Fisli

THE PINE THEE STATE IVM MAKE AN INDIVIDUAL EXHIBIT AT TUI'. WOULD’s FAIR.

|

SMOKE

TRI-MOUNT

CIGAR.

Searsport
Caj

t.

COUNTY

Locals.

nesday.
The

cards meet with

reply postal

new

tin

Schooner Brunette lias just loaded bricks
for Boston.
Master Dutch has a large
upon steamer Viking.

at

crew

The Boston & Bangor S. S. Co.
tine quality hay here.

are

work

buying

R. F. Sullivan is Landlord at the Bangor
Exchange. We extend hearty congratulations to “Robert.”

Merriam; Persimmon,

enjoying the tine
Tuesday night

A tine portrait of Mrs. S. F. Smith from
th* studio ot F. W. Nichols is on exhibition
at the Drug Store.

C. E. Adams ami wife, W. E. Grinnell and
wife and Mrs. C. M. Nichols attended the
laving Whist at Belfast Tuesday evening.

Capt. T. P. Colcord has taken command of
ship John McDonald in the New York and
San Francivo line. The ship is-,J81 tons.
Clement & Adams are already making a
tine dispia.. of Christmas goods. Their celluloid calunets are attracting much atten-

there.

The cluh has placed in their rooms one of
J. E. Caine's billiard tables Members who
have tried it pronounce it the finest table
ever landed in Searsport.

Miss "Walker, who has had charge of tin
W. I". Telegraph office here in the absence
t Miss Jennie Sargent, left for her home in
Fairfield Saturday, Miss Sargent having returned,

lie took
several

Miss Adeline Dodge, who accompanied
the Grand Army excursionists to
Washington. I >. ( ., died there. Her remains arrived
W; dnesday.
Miss Dodge was a daughter of
the late W. J. Dodge.

■

iairly represents the style of testimony
in that celebrated

dredger

case.

Belfast

Sawyer has some Searsport souvenir
which were made to order for him.
They haw a sketch engraved in the bowl representing a scene from the shores of the
a\ with foliage upon the bank and a
yacht,
i.st coming To anchor.
He is meeting with
unprecedented success in their sale.
ns

E. Iv.

40 a 30
Apples, P bu.
4a5
dried, p lb,
2 00 a 2 25
Beans, ] *ea,
medium, 1 75.a2 00
yellow eyesl 75 a 2 00
t8u2<>
Butter, p It.,
5'a7
Beef, p lb,
55.adO
Barley, p bush,
lo«12
Cheese, p tt>,
12 a 14
Chicken, p It.,
50 a 85
Calf Skins,
12 a 14
Duck, p it..
28
Eggs, p doz..
10a 12
Fowl, p It.,
Geese, p lb,
12,al4
He.tnU /‘rice.

Hit ail Market.

7a8 Lime, p bbl, 1 00 a 1 05
4a5
18 Oat Meal, p It.,
3 1 2 a4
83 Onions. p lb,
Corn, p bush,
83 (Hl.kerosenep jtal. 8 a 12
Cracked corn p bu,
4 1-2 a 5
83 Pollock, p It.
Corn Meal, p bu,
Oato
13 a 15 Pork, p It.,
Cheese, p it.,
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 35 Plaster,p bl.1,1 00 a 1 05
4
Codfish, dry, p it., 8 a 03 Rye Meal, p It..
1.10
Cranberries, p <jt, 8al0
p cwt.,
5of,
Clover Seed, p ib, 15« 18
p lt>,
40
Flour, p bbl, 4 50a0 25 Salt,T.I.. p bu,
II. G.Seed, bu, 2 20a 2 25 Sweet Pot a t oes. 41 -2 a 5
3 1-2il4
llal3 Wheat Meal.
Lard, p it.,
Beef, corned,p it.,
Butter salt, p box,

on

[Shorts,
jsupir,

Bev.

sub-j

Win. M. i.arrabee visited bis sister at
Stockton Springs last week.

Sec’y., TrueCilley : Chap.: Augustus Curtis;
Q. M., Samuel Foss; O. D., Leonard Rowe:
O. G., Noah Johnson-It has been decided

SEARSPORT

David Newcomb,
last Sunday.

oj

town

tickets.

ITEMS.

Newburg,

was

Master Henry Garrows, who has been visiting the family of H. T. Scribner, lias returned to Ins home in Newburg.

Christmas tree
Monday night, Dec. liGtli.
ami

i lose wlio

Marion
Er»

email

Lou
A11

are on

at

Ward’s ball

the sick list

are

Mrs.

Mathews, Mrs. W. J. Mathews,
J. Dow, Mrs. J. E. Maiden, Miss

Dow

and

Miss

Blanche Nickerson.

improving.

are

c<

The

a

AMERICAN

North Troy.

The members of the Troy
Corner Reading Club are to be congratulated on the perfection of a1! the arrangements
for their Antiquarian supper and entertain-

mgratuiatinns.
w inter term

pleasant home Mrs. Sarah Rogers last Tuesday
evening. About 100 guests
attended and a very enjoyable evening was
passed-The church sociable at M. Harry
Patterson’s last Friday night was well attended and a very pleasant evening followed.Saturday night there was a sociable
at Mr. Alfred Wright's.
A baked bean supper was served and a general good time, is
reported-There was a social dance at the
Grange hall Saturday night. Mr. Percy
Stevens furnished music.... Mr. Pendleton,
of lslesboro, is visiting at Mr. Chas. Smith’s.
Mrs. (feorgia White has been visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Ward....Mrs.
C. H. Batehelder is visiting friends in Massachusetts-The apple packers are at workin town-Mr. Stephen Stewart has
bought
a farm in Unity-Mr. Frank Seavey has
ment at the

Searsport

Virginia, youngest daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Willis Harvey, who live just over the
hue in Frankfort, died Nov. 2!»th, after an illness of only a few days.
The funeral ser:ces were held the
following Thursday at
fiie church in this place, Bev. A. Andrews,
f Winterport, officiating.
Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey have the sympathy of all.
Dr. Whitcomb’s carriage tipped
\«-r M"iida\ and the horse got
away from
him, nearly demolishing tile carriage. The
horse was stopped before it ran far. The
doctor
as bruised some, ami almost minus
t pair of pants-Mr. Franklin Chase has
bought a pair of full-hlooded genuine Plymouth Rocks to breed from....Mr. Andrew
.Johnson, of Belfast, lectured at the town
Munuok.

was

County
County
City of
City of
City of

City

I

Monday evening on Slavery in the South.
very interesting-The Village Improvement. Society will meet at Mr. E. JR
Nealley’s this week-Leroy Durham has
gone to Searsport to teach school.

last

Tuesday evening

PORTS.

....

of
of

Franklin, <»., 6s.. 1894-6.
Licking, ()., 6s„ 1894.
Bay City, Midi., 5s. 1893.
Canton, O., 6s., 1893-7.
Cincinnati, ().. 6s., 1909
Cleveland, ()., 5s., 1893-4.
Columbus. O., 6s., 1905.
Danville, 111., 6s., 1893
Defiance, 0„ 5s.. 1895-8.,
Fremont, Neb., 5s., 1909.
Marion, O.. as., 1893-8.
Omaha, Neb., 6s. 1893
Springfield, O., 6s„ 1893-1900.
Sioux City, la., 4 1 -2s., 1894.
Toledo, O., 8s., 1893.
Toledo, O., 6s„ 1896.
V,est Haven, Conn., 4 1 -2s., 1909
Zanesville, O., 5s.. 1894-1904
..

f<*tal Public Funds

i

in town

Bedford Dee. 3.

FOR MON

was a success.

...

..

-1 •'

out

of New

..

j
!

Low Prices. You will
find both here. Every sort you can think of and lots besides.
In shori the biggest, best and most varied stock we ever had.

honest fellows, made of
to defy Jack Frost.

BORN

185)3.

Belfast Coliseum Co. 4s., 185)5
Belfast Hotel Co. 4s., 185V.)
Continental .Mills <>s., 185)3.
Cnion Water Power Co. 5s., 11)04.
Total

j

Corporation Bonds Owned.

-\otionnl Honk sfork On ncd.
Belfast National Bank, Belfast..
Casco National Bank, Portland..
First. National Bank, Portland.
National Shoe and Leather Bank, Auburn....
South Berwick National Bank, So. Berwick..

Sailed Annie R.

j

;
j
1

|
;

The Standard Headache Remedy.

Id

PORTS.

Because

they
a

all NAHHOW widths and
small lot of 47 pairs.

only

$4 SHOE FOE $2.85'

I’lu* All vantages of the Shoe
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10,00000
15,000 00

IO.000
In.8<m
5.non
LS.ooo

5.non
is.non

no

00

nn

25.nnn

nn

10,00000

00
00
00

loisnnnn

<m

no

23.tion

no

23,nnn

1,son
4.son
1 5,nnn
2n,nnn

no
nn
nn
nil

l .son no
4.son on
I3.nnnnn
2< >.< >on nn

],sihiihi
4.Son no
...
m mi
2*

41,boo

on

17.b4n
14.034
ln.3n2
2.non
3 437

12.b.o..
13,inn
1 n 2no

on
nn

2. *nn

nn

/.•.,

4n,b5n

..1.

\

12.don on
13,inn on
]n.2nooo
2,nnunn
2,75n on

tut

m

nn
nn
on

on

>0

1

nn

4

r.oo
2.' >< >n
•”>.732

oo

in,non

no

r.oo oo
2.' m m no
•".732 no

oi

00

I/a il mml Ihon/s.
1 S.s<
M)
s.r,i io(io
3.000 oo
2.200 no
144 "o
<
4..'.*

J

..

S.Sl n
s.oi in
3."im

•.

o
'i

>

2.2oo no
144
4,5( io.io

•>

Son

/.nonsuit ni'/i'O'Ot inn lltnnls.
Athol Water Co...
Belfast Hotel Co.
Belfast Water Co
Blair Bridge and Railway Co
Belfast Illuminating Co.*...
Fort Scott Equipment Co
Freeman Manufacturing Co—.
(ishkosh Water Co.
Renfrew Manufacturing Co..
Rochester Water Co., Minn.
Sioux City and Pacific Equipment Co

no

«on oo

2.non OO
21,4'n.o

>
2.i'on
21.4..

123
1 n.noo
3.1 ‘no

1

.,

13.000 00
1 .oilo no
..

4.130
34.000
3.000
1.200
13.000
1.81 hi

.......

Loans on < hi'jinrot inn Sfork.
Belfast Has Light Co..
Edwards Manufacturing Co
Jaeksonvil'e Marine Railway Co.
Masonic Temple Association.
Loons on Xotinnol Honk shirk.
Belfast National Bank, Belfast.
Merchants’ National Bank. Waterville.
Loans on Belfast Loan ami Building Association books
Loans on Belfast Savings Bank books
Loans «m vessel property.
Loans on Warehouse receipts of leather.
Loans to Maine Central R. R
Loans on mortgages of real estate.

00

F. H. Francis & Co.,
Main St., Belfast.

DRESSMAKING.
M. A. LAWRENCE, Upper High
MRS.
of the
fashionStreet, lately from
one

most
Boston, uses

able dressmaking schools in
the
S. T. TAYLOR SYSTEM, cuts the French dart.
Guarantees a perfect fit.
Belfast, Dec. 8,1892—3w49*

4.13.
,*>4.him 1 00
3.000 'Ml
1.200 00
13,""i» nO
1.800 00

no

00
00
00
00

on
00
no

1.4'm

OO

3.00000
4.( mo 00
1 4110 OO

1.00000
10.000 OO

1.5OO00
10,000 OO

mi

3t

3i

«;S2 81
1 4.000 00
too 00
01.1

1 4.Olio
3<m 10
02.05"

1 3.1 'Oo no
13.141*. i»2

1 3.1100 00
13.140 <12
4.000
34''

Premium

account.
account.

5 >. .1.32 30
1 1.144 27

deposit
hand

..

Unpaid accrued interest

00

02,050

3< '.i

Real estate investment.
estate foreclosure.

10

5( too
2.33S no
r.S2 81

tOO

2,338oo

j Real

on
on

00

1

...

00
00

00

00
Si 1

3.1.032 3"
1 1.1 44 27

7

i 3.22" 77.

..

1.237.7"S 13
Due depositors,earned di\ idemls and State
I

i

tax.

Surplus above all liabilities.
Annual expense*, *.”».2.r»<m ■

I

1 40.834 .34

s

1117.833 58

C1IAKLKS K. WIIIITKN, Hank Kxami

IS IT POSSIBLE? THE VERY LATEST!

That you haven't heard ot what all club
men of the world >ay about

men

and

-AND

Sleeper’s

The

Eye
Cigar

Very Best!

MRS. R. G. SHELDON,
Church St.,

S. S SLEEPER & 00.,

Opposite

Factory,

A NKW

st

.n

Memorial Hi-

ui cki\ i:ii

AM) KI LL KINK

■

>»

Boston.

lyr!)

.They are mostly Common Sense toes and low
heels, (a few narrow toes with tips) and are all

Hand Welt Sewed.
Widths AA„ A. K. Sizes 2 1-2 to 7.
They are made from the best of Kid, a nice
stylish, serviceable shoe. These goods cannot he
duplicated for anything like the prices we are
asking, and am lady wearing a narrow shoe
should take advantage and call early before the
best sizes are sold.

1.000

"

3i
4.'

TRADE MARK.,
:

M «n no

3.000

—

Cash
('ash

00

no
00

“''4.1000

00
00

has

The Style of the Shoes

1.3.1100
1 .i mo
23.000

on

..

Expense

o.i m ,o on
::.«•■ in nO
4.r»no oo

X< IIM l|

400
1.000

llath'ond S/nr/..
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe..
Belfast and Mooseliead Lake
Boston and Maine.
Chicago and Northwestern.
Kansas City, Fort Scott and Memphis
Maine Central..
1 nion Pacific.

j!

123.no

no

oo
oo

..I

—.

Belfast National Bank.

[WINTER MILUNERT

annual meeting of the stockholders of the
rpilK
1 Belfast National Bank for the choice of directors and the transaction of an\ other business
that may legally come before them, will he held at
their banking rooms on Tuesdu), January 10,
1803. at 10 o'clock A M.
Belfast. Dec. 7, 1802.—5w4i>
A. H. BKADBI KY, Cashier.

Searsport National Bank.

A cream of tartar baking powder. Highest of
all in leavening strength.—Latest United States
Government Food Report.
Koval Baking Powder Co., 100 Wall St., N. Y.

s',mono

12,001 too

00
00
00

10,000 00
12,ooooo

They have a Hygienic Kelt Intiersole which
is superior to a cork sole in repelling moisture
without being clumsy, giving perfect ventilation,
That it is good as 1 he
thereby keeping the feet in a healthv condition.
article.
2d. Ir is a inm-conduotor of heat and cold, very i i in i* o r 11* d
light and flexible, and is so dense that no moisture Only 10 cents.
c in
get through the soles t<> tlie feet.
3d. Warranted not to squeak

A LADIES’ $4 ShOE FOR $2.85 !

■

47.wm.1n

8.04000

10,580
33,280

Iowa Central.
Little Bock and Fort Smith.
Maine Central.
Portland and Kennebec.

Loo ns

$4 SHOE

are

A LADIES'

;

Thu Maifac- j
lepers' prices.

years,

Dutton street. Remains will he taken to Bros
pee! for burial.
DRAY. In Sargent ville. Nov. 24, Mrs. Eliza H.
Dray, aged (id years. 8 months and •"> da\s.
JOHNSTON. In Washington, I). C., Nov. 21,
Mrs. Annie M. Johnston, daughter of I tea. Joseph
Files, ol Thorndike, and sister of the late B. R.
Files, of Bangor, aged '.4 \oars.
KNOWLTON. In Swai.ville. Dec 1 Will iam
Knowlton. aged 74 \ears.
SAW VEIL In Seal Dove. Tremont, Nov. 24,
Benjamin Sawyer, aged 7f> years.
STONE. In Nonli Haven, Nov. 24, Lucy E., wife
of (.'apt. Hiram !’. Stone, aged 28 years.
Also
Frankie, son of above, aged t* months.
fill BLOW.
In Drecurs Landing, Deer Isle,
Nov. 28, Moody Thurlow, aged about 8f> years.
WALKER. In Lynn. Mass. Nov.29,Eben Walker, aged ss years, 4 months and 14 days.
WEED. In Fnity, Dec. 4, Addie. wife of Addison Weed,
aged dd years.
WOOSTER. In North Haven, Dee. 2. Eliza, wifp
of John W. Wooster, aged about 42 years.

47,00000

I

I

MARRIED.

aged

5,25000

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
j Belfast and Mooseliead Lake.
i Cambridge I lorse.
Chicago, Burlington and Northern.
] Chicago, Burlington and Quincy.
Cedar Kajudsaud Missouri Kiwi

1

BARTER-SE1DL1NGER. In Thomaston, NovBO, Fred W. Barter, of St. George, and Miss Emma
F. Seidlinger, of Thomaston.
In llucksport, Nov.
BARRON-PARTRIDGE.
28, Albert R. Barron, of Ellsworth, and MissAddie
M. Partridge, of Oriand.
WHEN OTHERS
COoMBS-McMAHAN. In Belfast. Dec. 2d, by
Rev. S. L. Hanscom, Charles H. Coombs and Marv
E. McMahan, both ot Belfast
COLSON-SWEETSER. In Searsport, Dec. 1, by
Rev. R. G. Harluitt, C\rus N. Colson, of NewburyIT A TRIAL.
port, Mass., and Margaret B. Sweetser, ol Sears;
CARLETON-DOWN'S. In Winterport, Nov. 211.
by Rev. M. G. Prescott, James A. Carleton and
Miss Mattie Downs, both of Winterport.
Cures Headache from any Cause.
GILLIS-KENT. In North Haven, Nov. 2f>. by!
FALL FOR FREE
Harrison Beverage, Esq., Alexander Gillis and i ALL URlWtilSTN HAVE IT.
Lizzie E. Kent, both of North Haven
SAMPLE.
GREENLAW CROCKETT. In Oceanville, Deer j
Isle, Nov. 2tf, Arthur Greenlaw and Lettie Crock- j
ett, both of Oceanville.
l‘KEl*A KKI> BY
In Vinalliaven, Nov. 2t>, I
GREEN-TOLMAN.
Herbert A. Green and Laura M. Tolinan.
La FCRLEY-OBEK. In Seal Cove, Dec. J, Maitland R. La Furley, of Stockton Springs, and Eva
3iu43*
BOSTON, MASS.
M.|<)ber, of Tremont.
MOORE-MADDOCKS. hi Cnion, Nov. 12, Frank
A. Moore and Orissa F. Maddocks, both of Cnion.
STAKBIRD-COBB. In Bowdoinham, Dec. 2. by
Rev. H. Small, Lonnie C. Starbird and Miss Sadie
A. Cold), both of Bowdoin.
SCOTT-CLARK. In Belfast, Dec. 4tb. by Rev.S.
L. Hanscom, George o. Scott, and Blanche I.
Clark, both of Belfast.
TOWNSEND DINSMORE. In Los Gatos, California, Nov. 22, Dr. Amos Townsend and Lizzie
Dinsmore. both of Los Gatos.
VORK-DICKKV. In Bangor, Dec. B, George II
Vork. ol Winterport, and Miss Clara 11. Dickey,
of Monroe.

of Mr. and .Mrs. .Moses Carter,

5 000 00
500000
3 000 00
5 000 00
9 100 00
500000
7 Ooo 00
10.000 00
5.00000
6910000

7,00000
10,30000
5,250 00

..

!

sou

200000

5,20000
5,550 00
3,090 00
5,00000
<9.834 48
5,050 00

United States bonds.
County of Androscoggin bonds..
City of Belfast, Me., bonds
Minneapolis, Minn., bonds.
/.inns

Warranted to CURE

LANE. In Rockland, Nov. 22. to Mr. and Mrs.
Nelson 1\ Lane, a daughter, weighing 12 pounds—
Annie Pendleton.
PATTERSON, la Belfast, Dec. 1, to Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph G. Patterson, a daughter.
In Koekpoi t, Nov. 24, to Mr. and Mrs.
PORTER
Esten W. Porter, a daughter.
STCDLEY. In South Washington, Nov. 22, to
.Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stndley. twins, daughters.
TOLMAN. In Vinalliaven, Nov. 24, to Mr. and
Mrs Walter T. Tolinan, a daughter.
WADSWORTH. In < amden, Nov. 21, to Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Wad-worth, a son.
WEBSTER. In Vinalliaven, Nov. 21, to Mr. and
Mrs. A. N. Webster, a son.

4.040 00
11,90000
2.00000

|

i

5 ooo oo
400000
1000O00

00

('(fi’porot ion Ho nils Oo'in<l.

goods.

Temple.

2",,

r.'oooo,,
o’ooo oo

'9,180 00

6,900

47.ooo no
8,00000
1 2.oon m
32.ooo 00

England, 232,5nn
Missouri Valley and Blair Bridge and Railway

MANSFIELD,

_Masonic

10 mo 00
500000

Total Railroad Ronds out of New

A December visit at our store will help you to settle the vexed
question of “What to buy for Christmas.” It will be our fault
if you don’t buy when you are ready. Exceptionally low prices

A. P.

20,000 00

10,400 00
6,150 00
5,000 00

1 .non

...

a manner

ALL

20,400 00

10,000 00
5,000 00
5,000 00

20,000

..

on

22,600 oo
20,000 00

..

104,00000

ami West Michigan 5s., 1021
Columbus Street R. R. 5s., 10oy..
Freeimmt, Elkliorn and Missouri Valley Os.,
1033
Illinois Central 8s., 1808.
Iowa Falls and Sioux City 7s.. 1017.
Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw5s., 10ol.
Kansas City Cable 5s., 1807.
New York and Rockaway Beach 5s., 1027....
Omaha Street 5s., 1014....
Passenger and Belt Railway Lexington 8s.,
19o8.
Sioux City and Pacific.8s., 1808.
Sioux City and Pacific (Car Trust) 8s., 1801-5
Union Pacific (Car Trust) 8s., 1801-5.

BLANKETS,

marked

4.400 00
500 00

18,000 00
4 000 00
BOO no

...

The colors will rest your eyes.-

good,

18,000 00

...

FtTJGrS,

None of the fictitious sort, but
good wool and put together in

18,000 00

*2ri.ow,

Io0,lo8oo

England.

Chicago

-All for Christmas.

25,000 00

Total Railroad Bonds of New England. 157,000 00
Atchison, Topeka and Sante Fe 4s., 1080.
18,000 00
Atchison, Topeka ami Santa Fe 2 l-2s 1080,
8.00000
Burlington and Missouri River 8s., 1018
5.non on
Cedar Rapids and Missouri River 7s., 1018..
0,500 00
Cedar Rapids and Missouri 7s., 1803
1 .non no
Central Pacific 8s.. 1808
5,00000
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy 4s., 1010_ in,non no
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy 4s., 1021
10,000 no
Chicago,.. Burlington ami Quincy 5s., 10nl.... 11,00000
Chicago, Burlington and Northern 5s., 1028.. lo,00000
Chicago, Milwaukee ami St Paul 7s., 1005... 10,00000

“kUUr Chinelle Table Covers,
Also

29,600 00

5.00000
5.000 OO

Fitchburg 7s., 1804
Fitchburg 4 l-2s., 1807

means

4]

50,Oo<) J

('harami
an Banks.
*26,000 00

26,000 00

5,00000
7,000 00
10,00000

Eastern 8s., 1008

Large quantities always

•»! ,7.>7

*1.203,5112

Estimated ami
Market Value,
*28,750 00

9,00000
5,000 oo
4,000 00
10.00O00
2,000 00
5.000 00
5.000 00
3.000 00
5,000 00
9,106 00

Boston, Concord & Montreal 7s., 1803.
Boston, Concord & Montreal 8s., 1803.
Concord
Claremont 7s., 1804

1

2 months and 1«> days.
Lewis, Lewis. New York.
DELANO. In Camden. Nov. 21. of consumption,
Norfolk, Dee. 2. Sailed soli Mary F. CorAdelaide,aged 4f> years, daughter ol the late Mans.Jacksonville.
sou, Robinson,
S. and Susan S. Delate
Sailed brigs David field
Pascagoula Dee. 2.
OKI FEIN. In Bangor. Dee. O Xavier Drithn.
Bugbee, Hathorn. Boston: H. C. Sibley, aged 24 years. Funeral
Wednesday from resilience
11 iehborn. do.

Melbourne Oct. 20. Arrived bark 1\ ,f.
About $14 was received in aid of the Read- Carleton, Port Piric, to load for Boston.
ing Club library fund-There were no ser- | Hong Kong Oct. 24. Sailed bark Richard
Parsons, Thorndike, New York.
vices at the Church last Sunday. <juite an
Black River, Ja, Nm. 11. In port, sclir
;
1
vYintkrport. Nellie, wife of Capt. Win. audience came, as it had been announced Morancy, Wilson, for N of Hat.teras (to sail
next
that
Mr.
would
day.)
Ladies'
Dodge
preach-The
Fernaldjdied at her home Monday afternoon
!
Havana Dec. 2. Arrived bark Mata i>/.as,
Aid Society met with Mrs. Inez Harding
of consumption after a long and painful illRice, New York.
Tuesday afternoon. Next meeting with Mrs. | 1-artbagena, lJSC, Nov. 15. Arrived sclir
Master Eugene Dillaway is slowly
ness.
Etta Hawes, at the Centre.... Mrs. Otis Carrie E. Woodbury, Bryant, Mobile (and
recovering from his fever_Little Lora
j
win) is at Waterville Hospital for I was disg 2Jd).
Arey is sick with a fever-Little Mell Rhoades,
!
Anjier Oct. 21k Passed ship Belle of Bath,
is gaining rapidly... .The friends
Simpson has been very ill with croup and treatment,
j Curtis, Hong Kong for New York.
of
Mrs.
Dutton
were
shocked
to
Barhadoes Nov. 22. Sailed Georgia Gillearn
of
her
threatened with peiimnonia, but is recover- |
death, at Clinton, a few day ago. They ex- ; key, Gilkey, Martinique,
.Miss Ada Walker lias returned from
ing.
Demerara Nov. 15. Arrived hark Henry
j
tend their heartfelt sympathy to her bereavPortland greatly improved in health, much
Norwell, Cushman, New York.
ed
in their deep sorrow_Mrs. M. C.
Nov. 24.
family
of
her
and
Montevideo,
Sailed, ship State
to the joy
many friends-Capt.
Parsons and Mrs. Leathers were called to of Maine, New York for Seattle.
Mrs. E. G. Hutchinson were in town MonSagua, Nov. 28. Sailed, sell. Hattie McG.
Brooks to attend the funeral of their aunt,
day_Congratulations are now in order at
Buck, Sprowl, Mobile.
Mrs. Charlotte Ricker, who died at South
Capt. Will Howes’ on the advent of a fine
MARINE MISCELLANY.
boy at their home-Miss Gertrude Malison, Berwick, and whose burial occurred at MonSell. Tola, from New York for
Spoken.
roe
Nov.
29th.
returned
home
in
a
is
at
They
of Jamaica Plain, Mass.,
visiting
Capt.
Darien, Dec. 5, off Charleston.
blinding snow storm Wednesday morning.
I. B. Dean’s-Mrs. A. E. Fernald received
The Egg Rock whistling buoy, French....Several of Mr. Lewis Harding’s family man's Bay, Maine, has been taken up for the
a box of very beautiful chrysanthemums of
winter season.
all colors from her daughter Lizzie in Cali- are sick with colds, and a number others |
The three-masted schooner 11. T. Rundlett,
!
in town are similarly afflicted..'. .Miss Lulu
fornia last week... Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Sanbuilt by the Maine Shipbuilding and Navischool in Plymouth Dec. 5.
Harding
began
in
town
on
gationr Company, was launched at Wiscasborn, of Bangor,were
Monday... ! Plymouth
people appreciate a good teacher. |
She is the finest-built vessel
Last Thursday night the lumber and grist Miss Harding has taught the same school in ;1 sett, Saturday.
in that section, of 275 gross tons register,
mill of Messrs. Frank and George Marden, previous terms, and ranks among the best and Capt. Fountain, of Bristol, will comof our lady teachers. B. F. Harding began
mand her.
at West Winterport, was entirely destroyed
a term of s hool at
Unity Village Dec. 5.
The Pilot Chart for the December foreand
tliere
loss
is
about
lire.
Tlie
85,000
Miss Gilley, of Castine, is teaching in the casts
by
“frequent and severe storms” over the
is uo insurance. It is a very hard case. The district at the Corner. The scholars all say North Atlantic for the
region lying “to the
“she is fine.” Miss Cora Monroe and Miss northward
of a line from Bermuda to the
origin of the tire is unknown-The Ep- Alida Heald are
in Burnham, Miss
teaching
Azores,” while danger from fog is likely to
worth League held a very pleasant Whittier Bertha Hillman at East
Troy, and Rosa be at a minimum, and it is probable that litparty at Miss M. E. Chase’s Friday evening. Hodgdon at the Centre.
tle or no ice will been Countered.

|

City
City
City
City
City

...

Total Railroad Bonds of Maine

$2.85.

Thoy. The antiquarian supper at Mrs. S. L.

Rogers’

City

...

Hail rod'I lioials Oinv <1.
Belfast mid Moosehead Lake 4s., 1803-1020,
Maine Central as., 1023.
Maine Central 7s., 1012.
Portland and Kennebec 8s., 1805.
Portland ami Ogdensburg 5s., IO08.

on

was

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
Ilf
of
of
of

City
City
City
City
City
City

The stock has never before been so large or so attractive.
To describe would only discount the goods. Therefore we
will not take the edge off your enjoyment when you come
to see them, and they are well worth seeing.
We wish we
might give you a slight idea of our immense assortment of

A LADIES

New

ttl

^-733

4,000 00
500 00

Total Public Funds of Maine

UQQ
L£iOO

Iasi week.

1.a!.

in

City of Boston, Mass., 4s., 1890

T

....

gone to Auburn.Jesse Cook

7s„ 1901.

City of Belfast 4s.. 1922.
City of Belfast Os., 1898.
Town of Clinton (lore 6s., 1900..

New York, Nov 20. Arrived seh L H
Hopkins, Carr, Bangor; cleared seh Susan
N Pickering, Haskell, Fernandina; 30, sailed bark Lizzie Carter, Dyer, Laguna; arFAIL,
rived seh Wm Butman, Thomaston; cleared
bark Jennie Harkness, Amesbury, Portland,
Cafebrin
Cures.
O; Dee 2, cleared seh -Etna, Lord, Key West
and Mobile; 3, cleared seh Helen G Moseley,
GIVE
Holt, Galveston; 5, arrived, bark Willard
Mudgett, Boston; sailed, bark Jennie Hark- jtort.
Absolutely Harmless !
ness, Portland, O.
Boston, Nov 30. Cleared seh M E Eldridge, Kelley, Prospect, Me., and New
York; Dee 1, sailed seh Carrie T Balano,
Savannah; Dee 3, arrived bark Freeda A
Willey, Willey, Apalachicola via. Lynn;
4, arrived seh Daylight, Nickerson, Philadelphia; 5, arrived, (below) ship Wandering Jew, Manila; cleared, bark E. L. Mayberry, New York.
The Cafebrin Company,
Baltimore, Dee 3. Arrived seh Yale,
Handy, Boston.
Philadelphia, Dec 2. Cleared selis Young
Brothers, Snow, Portland: Daniel B Fearing, Clifford, Boston.
Bangor, Dee 1. Arrived selis Menawa,
Charlotte Buck and Leonessa, Islesboro; 2,
cleared seh S M Bird, Merrill, Nassau; b, arrived sell July Fourth. Atwood, Boston; 7,
arrived selis Charlotte Buck, Leonessa and
Menawa, New York.
Jacksonville, Nov. 2D. Cleared sell. Meyer
& Muller, Patterson, New York; 30, arrived
seh. Florence & Lillian, Smith, New York.
San Francisco Dee. 1. Cleared ship S. P.
Hitchcock, Gates, New York.
DIED.
Charleston, Dee. 2. Sailed brig H. B.
Hussey, Weymouth.
for
Fernandina Dee. 1. Sailed seh. Mary L.
BELLOWS. In Aspen, Colorado. Nov. 28.(’has*
Peters, Philadelphia; 2 arrived seh. F. C. Bellows, of Freedom,
Me., aged t>7 years.
Pendleton, Dodge, Augusta.
CARTER. In North Sedgwick, Nov. is. Haney, WHY AUK \VKSKLLIN<; SO ( IIKAI*?

at the Union Church the evening of
Dec?!3th. He is invited by the Junior C. E.
•
S. to speak here.

of school at Mi. Ephraim
began last Monday under the instruction
i L. T. Durham, of Monroe. Mr. Durham
s
student of the Maine State College at
Oroiio.
Mrs. M. 11. Perkins, of
•‘Plage, is teaching the winter term of school
n Dist No. 7.

It

Dee. 2. Selis. Roy,Hanselpaeker, St. John,
N. B.: Alfalfa, Peavey, Mt. Desert.
Dee. 3. Selis. New Era, Ryder, Rockport;
Tidal Wave, Turner, Rockland : E. L. Warren, Colson, Boston.
Dec. b.
Seh. Magnolia, Small, Camden
and Booth bay Harbor.

speak

Nellie J. Scribner, of this town, and
Mr. Mehni (i. Massure, of Frankfort, were
married Nov. "»Oth, A. F. Mathews, Esq., of
inis town,
performing the ceremony. The
many lriends of both bride and groom exMiss

tend

have

SAILED.

Christmas entertainment at Union
Church, and the “Juniors” are preparing for
it. The musical part of the programme will
be under the direction of our popular music
teacher, Miss Lena Chase. A nice time is expected-M. J. Dow has got in a nice lot of
china, silver, glass, and other fancy goods
for the holiday trade-F. A. Elliott, Deputy for the7th Dist., visited the Masonic, lodge
at Liberty last week.
Mrs. Elliott with
Louie is in Weld-Rev. R. T. Hack is to
to

1

Members of Granite Grange, Mayliower
Ledge of Good Templars and the M. E. Sunday school will unite and have an entertainment

ARRIVED.

Magnolia, Small, Bangor.
Dee. •”>. Selis. Odell, Wade. Boston; Mazurka, Stinson, do; Ripley, Lane, do: Tidal
Wave, Turner, Rockland: Brunette, Rolerson, Searsport; Gazelle, Rich. Camden; P.
R., has M. Bonnie, Burgess, Vinalhaven.
Dee. b. Seh. Jas. Holmes, Uyan, Boston.
as fol-

in

.NORTH

season

NEWS.

Dee. 1
Selis. E. L. Warren, Colson, Winter port; Tidai Wave, Turner, Rockland.
Dee. •>.
Selis. Elizabeth, Kane, Uoekland

at

Brooks. Geo. G. Davis Post, G. A.
elected officers for the ensuing year
lows:
Com., Jefferson Hobbs; S. V. C.,
Henry Braddoek; J. V. C., Percy Clifford:

s.-nbers may obtain their

District of Columbia

POUT OF BELFAST.

home with his mother_
Charles Black, who had his legs so badly
broken last, summer in Providence, is now
able to get about a little with the aid of
crutches.

Fond Parker, of Hartford,
<'"nn.. will lecture in the Congregational
Church next Tuesday evening at 7 o’clock
on "Tennyson, Life and Poetry, (or an attractive subject To be announced later). Tickets
cents ot Clement
Adams, where

1907.

.......

Mrs. Ursula Thompson and daughter, Miss
Caddie, of Fort Point, are to occupy Mr. B.
G. Blanchard’s house this winter.... Will

Edwin

department, both

every

Treasury

..

Par Value.
*26,000 00

Total National Bank Stock Owned

SHIP

QUIMBY,

...

l'an',s
United States 4S„

current.

Price Paid Producers.
Haw ptoil, 10 Odd 13 00
3«4 1-2
Hides, pit..
10 a 12
Lamb, p It.,
GO a85
LambSkins,
Mutton, pit.,
8alO
Oats, p bu, 32 It., 40 <z 42
70 a 75
Potatoes,
RoundHo^-.p It., 7 a 71-2
Straw, p ton,5 00aG 00
18 a20
Turkey, p It.,
2«4
Tallow,
G« 7
Veal, p It.,
Wool, unwashed. 22doo
Wood, hard. 4 on«G oo
Wood, soft. 3 (m»a.3 50

_

at

Devereaux is

will be found in

Co., Woodfords, Me.
always reliable.

thrice

Produce Market.

Penobscot... Mrs. Charles Sliute and
Miss Lucia have returned from Dover_'

C. <).

JOHN H.

Deposits..

Special Attractions

CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JUl'BXAL.

in
sp-

are

00^2

Bangor. Mr. Partridge is
now on steamer Sedgwick and Mr. Perkins
is with Mr. Frank Marden at Mt. Heagan...
Charles Richards has gone to Bueksport to
attend the winter term at the Seminary_
George Small has a good situation in a foundry in Wollaston, Mass_Sociable this,
Thursday, evening at the hall_Miss Cora
Perkins spent Thanksgiving with her mother

A desperate looking knife came to the
post
tin e open m t be niai 1 bag me day last week.
"Med" lias it laid up until be can learn if it
as any connection with the Borden
murder,
iar

Partridge and

Perkins have finished their season’s work
th*-

S' b. Lincoln, loaded with Hour and grain
I r Searsport and Ellsworth parties,
grounded at her wharf here on bald bottom and
sprang aleak, damaging cargo. The captain
tc-ted pr test and called a survey.

so

N. C.

HOUSTON, President,
LIABILITIES.

as

Cheese—Northern choice full creams, at 11 a
11 l-2c; fancy twins, 11 l-2e: fair to good, at
7 a lie.
Eggs—Eastern extras at 28o30c; Vermont and
New Hampshire extras at 28a3oc.
Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkeys, fair to
good, 12«13; spring chickens, choice, 17a 18c:
fowls, 14 a 15c.
Beans—New York, hand-picked pea, at 82 10a
2 15: marrow pea, 82
05; choice screen pea,
81 75 a 2 00: hand-picked medium, 82 00; choice
2
00.
05<a
.81
yellow eyes,
Hay—Choice, .817 50,aT8 50; fair to good 810a
18; Eastern choice at $17al8; poor to ordinary,
812 a 3 (».
Potatoes—Choice Aroostook Hebrons, 85c
bush; Houlton Hebrons, 85;a88c; Moulton Rose,
80c.
Apples—Choice No. 1 Baldwins at 81 75a2 25;
No. 2 at 81 25 a 1 50; Greenings at 82 25 a 2 75;
Kings, 82 50a3 00; Hubbardston, 82 OOa2 50;
Maine Harveys, 82 25 a 2 75; Talman sweets,
82 00a2 50.
Cranberries—Choice Cape, 88 00 per bbl.

ing the month.
Sandy Point.

long

Boston, Dee. 5, 1802. The following are today's quotations of provisions, produce, etc:
Butter—New York and Vermont dairy, good to
choice, 24a20c; Eastern creamery,good to choice
at 25 a27c.
The above quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots, .lobbing prices
1 a 2c higher.

our

provement-Harmon and Morse are barreling apples for shipment. They have bought
about 200 barrels which will be shipped dur-

Jesse Staples, who is running tlie Belfast
and Stockton Springs Express, is
having all
t i e business lie can handle with one team,
jf business goes on increasing lie will be
obligt d to add another.

so

Boston Produce Market.

tertainment among Monroe friends_Mr.
Albert S. Higgins, one of the prominent
farmers of this town, has been confined to
the house for several days witli serious illness.
His friends are glad to note His physical improvement, and the writer hereof,
hopes soon to be able to note his mental im-

Capt. A. A. Larrabee's horse ran away
Monday. He created quite an excitement

Temple,

day of Xovember, 1H02.

RESOURCES.

6m40tcnrni

den,an aged citizen of Palermo, died last
Saturday.
Thorndike. Quite a number from this
town attended the Free Baptist quarterly
meetings at Monroe, and among others
were Mr. Joseph Higgins and wife, and Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. Stevens. They report a most
excellent session and a very enjoyable en-

Tl.e entertainment and supper at Masonic
Hal! Tuesday evening is said to be one of
tlie pleasantest ever given by the Lodge. A
large company were in attendance.

given out

Alien's Pills

Erskine and A. P. Moore_Alfred Thurston's child, of whom mention has been made
as sick with diptheria, is convalescent.
Another child of John Thurston in the same
house is sick with same disease_The village school begins Dec. 12 under tuition of
Miss Vesta Mitchell, of China_John Bel-

Elmer Hammons, who is traveling for L.
Bravtoii *& Co. importers of teas, coffee, etc.,
lou State street, Boston, is at home on a
short visit.

it

join

N. F.

BANK,

MAIXE.

.........

Sarsaparillato
is

Allen Sarsaparilla

Branch Mills, ltev. G. II. Lincoln,of Washington .Mills, occupied the pulpit here Sunday ••••Two beautiful new monuments have
been placed in the cemetery on the lots of J.

Our citizens arc interested in the propagate n ■! fish at Swan Lake and several have
be* n present at the stripping of trout now

s

we

Ah it ej-inted on the 10th

^

the

<>t

SAVINGS

BELFAST,

Reserve Fund

cure

George Manning;

ihe Condition

Profits.

It
guaranteed
it. fi\rs. Fred I. Buffington, of Benton, A\e., suffered terribly during eight years
with sick headaches. She tried
different kinds of Sarsaparillas
without benefit, until she began
on Allen’s.
5he found this
was Just what she wanted, as
two bottles have practically
cured her. We have her written testimony.

exists.

wishes with their many
friends that they may all live to see the return of many more Thanksgivings.

and

t ion.

>

Allen's

Montville.
Perhaps the three oldest
persons who ate their Thanksgiving dinner
together in our town were Mr. John Gerry,
aged 8b, his wife, aged 85, and their guest,
Mrs. Gilman Mason, aged 83—the sum of
their ages being 254 years. Mr. and Mrs.
Gerry have been married nearly (52 years
and have lived in this town 51) years. All
three are well known and honored citizens,

Dr. O. S. Erskiue, formerly of Frankfort,
lias bought the practice of Dr. E. W. Gould,
and is located in Searsport.

i. the south side of Main street when
The sidewalk and broke windows in
stores on his route.

If so, it is needless
such a rernedy as

Stella Enfield, Caro Billings: Mother Foresight, Annie Drake; Miss Angle, Stella
Moody : Norah, Abide True.

came

BELFAST

*cbe?

be give at the Band hall with the following cast of characters: Charles Norman, S.
E. Churchill; Enfield alias Williamson, J.
H. Mullen ; Dr. Valerian, Charles Ross; Peter
Bullock, Paul Young; Pat Maloney, Charles

prices.

Masonic

He*d-

to

W. E. Grinnell has just received a new
stock of sleighs which lie offers at very low

going

Sick

Centre Lincolnville. It is expected that
the Dramatic Club will present the drama,
The Danger Signal, about Dec. 13th. It is

portemonnaie found by Charlie Havener
Tuesday awaits an owner at the post office.

H&Nsnmrs,

bm

stated in the Journal

still lives.

A

were

was

That is a mistake, they were born and bred
in Belmont on the James Bicknell farm,
on
which their brother, W. P. Bicknell.

Capt. R. W. Fowler, whojhas been in New
York several weeks, has returned.

The young folks

Marriner_It

you

of last week that the Bicknell Bros., of Lawrence, Mass., are natives of Searsmout.

some

skating until the snow
and spoiled it all.

Po

Belmont.
Miss Eva Donnell, of East
Searsmont, was in town Saturday, visiting
ing her friend Miss Sadie Jordan... .Mrs.
Alice Tower is in East Searsmont spending
a week with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Aus-

J. T. Erskiue arrived home Saturday.

James B. Parse left for New York Wed-

ready sale.

Statement ol

CORRESPONDENCE.

meeting of the stockholders of the
1 Searsport National Bank for the election of
directors and the transaction of any other business that may legally come before them, will he
held at their hanking room on Tuesday, the I Olh
day of January, 1803, at 2 o'clock P. M.
Searsport, Dec. G, 18V>2.—5w4i>
CM AS. F. GORDON, Cashier.

I.NCU'DINli

Latest

Styles

All.

Till

Seav'n,

and

Novelties.

NEW GOODS BY EVERY KOAl
Ladies

are

invited

to

call and

inspect

Belfast, Nov. 3, 1832.—2m44

TIIK annual

For

Sale.

Dr. Burnham

ff1

s

A
valuable di.seoveiN
preservation >»f >i_
ision that beiiins i"
an
umainmai mu
oi
tin* eyes, eyes tu.m
nr
feel
as
itch, burn,
though sand orst irk* "
them, it is guaranteed a sure cure. Eyeweak, watery, swollen, led, pain or ache
with tear passages, cataracts, etc. Psed
will never be without it. For sale b\ >b
Trial bottle, 50 cts. Large bottle, #1.0"
bottles stronger than trial size for seven
Prepared only by Bl KNII AM EYE HEM! 1
2 Park Square, Boston, Mass.
Hpi»-

»REMEDY.

■

\ EW MILCH COW for sale, five years old, sound
li and healthy. A good milker and milks easy.
Kind ami peaceable. Due to calve Dec. 8th. Price
ROSS C. HiGOINS,
$20.
Mineral Spring Farm, Thorndike, Me.

--

